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ABSTRACT 
 
Diane Woodin: Women, Art and Astronomy in the Eighteenth Century 
(Under the direction of Mary Sheriff and Carol Magee) 
 
 
 My dissertation analyzes the ways in which the visual culture of astronomy brought 
together discourses of self, gender, and social place within the intellectual circles of eighteenth-
century Europe through the efforts of three women with connections to the Académie des 
Sciences in Paris (Maria Clara Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and Marquise du Châtelet). I 
argue that each of the women strategically affiliated themselves with Urania, the muse of 
astronomy to stake a claim in Natural Philosophy through their artwork or patronage. Several 
images of the figure Urania emphasize the close association between the depiction of the 
allegorical body and the femme savante (learned woman) in portraiture. The little-known oeuvre 
of Nuremburg artist and astronomer Maria Clara Eimmart-Müller showcases a masterful interest 
in celestial imagery that is made all the more compelling by strategies of mimicry, networking 
and appropriation. François de Troy’s painting, La Leçon d’astronomie de la duchesse du Maine 
(c.1704), in which the portrayal of the Duchesse du Maine hails the muse of astronomy, 
illustrates how du Maine took avantage of Enlightened curiosity to draw the most elite of the 
literati to her court. Portraits of the Marquise du Châtelet tested the boundaries of private/public 
study even as her affiliation with Urania facilitated her personal quest or knowledge.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
  
 Throughout the eighteenth century the objects of optical astronomy— telescopes and the 
attendant paraphernalia of spheres, mirrors, instruments, and instruction manuals—were difficult 
to produce, made of expensive materials, intricately decorated with illustrative flourish, and 
often emblazoned with the owner’s insignia. As expensive objects of wonder and popular 
curiosity, their exchange fostered the collusion of self-identity, philosophic inquiry, and 
sociability that signified men and women’s participation within Enlightenment social circles.  
It was in 1610 that Galileo discovered a small lunar body orbiting around the planet Earth with 
his telescope and subsequently proved that Earth was not the center of the universe.1 The shift 
was one of many fundamental changes in seventeenth-century science that, for example, also 
included the discoveries of René Descartes and Isaac Newton. The world had only known about 
Jupiter’s moons for seventy years when Louis XIV was at the apogee of his reign as the Sun 
King in 1680. Yet, even as the eighteenth century then played host to a series of paradigm shifts 
that unequivocally altered the ways in which one imagined his/her place in the cosmos, women 
remained restricted from universities, publishing houses, and state-sponsored academies and 
their main access to formal education was provided at home or in a convent.  
 For women who practiced astronomy, which could be learned at home through 
educational manuals and/or tutorials, the globe or armillary sphere that accompanied Urania—
                                                 
1 See, for instance, Mario Biagioli, Galileo, Courtier: The Practice of Science in the Culture of 
Absolutism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).  
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Astronomy’s muse—was a tangible object that they worked with daily. Scientific globes and 
spheres are semiophores in the strictest sense of Krzysztof Pomian’s definition: touched, traced, 
and spun with reference to spaces and places in the imaginary beyond, they mediate between the 
visible and invisible.2 Thus as a symbol they, and Urania, become important for women’s 
imaginings and statements about their own potential.  Indeed, the number of astronomical objects 
within women’s residences and collections underscores their integral role in fostering a cultural 
fascination for the study of the physical universe, or in eighteenth-century parlance, Natural 
Philosophy.  
 European science looked different during the reigns of Louis XIV (1638-1715) and Louis 
XV (1715-1774) than it does today. In the wake of Francis Bacon’s (English, 1561-1626) 
advocation for experimental and observational learning known as the scientific method, a 
proliferation of scientific societies, clubs, and larger state-sponsored academies were founded to 
collaborate on scientific investigations for men. These joined the colleges and universities as 
centers of learning. Most prominently, the Royal Society in London was founded in 1660 and the 
Académie des Sciences in Paris was founded in 1666. These were more secular than the 
conservative Jesuit universities and membership gave men access to experimental equipment, 
publications, and academic competitions that facilitated research. In the case of the highly 
selective Académie des Sciences, members held paid positions but might move between 
households as tutors, go abroad on research expeditions, or perform any number of side ventures. 
All kinds of investigations took place at the clubs and societies and they did not have separate 
methodological definitions; that is, our notion of a professional “astronomer,” “chemist,” or 
                                                 
2 Krzysztof Pomian, Collectors and Curiosities: Paris and Venice, 1500-1800, Trans. Elizabeth 
Wiles-Porter (Cambridge, 1990).  
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“geologist” did not? exist in a formal capacity. As Inga Elmqvist Soderlund has observed, 
“[Astronomers] also had other personal identities, such as nobleman, mathematician, priest, 
courtier, philosopher etc....where ‘astronomer’ is only one of their identities.”3 Astronomy was a 
branch of mathematics because it relied on calculations and coordinates but its concern for 
celestial mechanics intimately connected it with nature and physics, all of which were part of the 
Early Modern idea of Natural Philosophy—a term that encompassed the study of all forms of 
natural phenomena.4 With this breadth in mind, I use the terms astronomy, Natural Philosophy, 
and science somewhat interchangeably throughout my dissertation. Astronomy was nevertheless 
practiced by many: as the only science to be considered among the seven liberal arts, its 
combination of observable events, metaphysics, and limitless boundaries offered women exciting 
opportunities for discovery.  
 Maria Clara Eimmart (1676-1707), the Duchesse du Maine (Louise Bénédicte de 
Bourbon-Condé, 1676-1753), and the Marquise du Châtelet (Gabrielle Émilie Le Tonnelier de 
Breteuil, 1706-1749) networked into the burgeoning relationships that shifts in scientific practice 
facilitated and fashioned a productive role for themselves within scientific discourse. In each 
case, the allusions to Urania are strikingly similar despite the diversity of the women’s goals and 
interests. Eimmart was a scholar and selenographer who authored her own scientific studies of 
the moon, du Maine was obsessed with hosting performances at her chateau that her love of 
science fed, and Du Châtelet was both a published scientific researcher and a fashionable 
                                                 
3 Inga Elmqvist Soderlund, Taking Possession of Astronomy: Frontispieces and Illustrated Title 
Pages in 17th-Century Books on Astronomy (Stockholm: The Center for History of Science at the 
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2010) 94.  
 
4 Inga Elmqvist Soderlund, Taking Possession of Astronomy: Frontispieces and Illustrated Title 
Pages in 17th-Century Books on Astronomy, 93.  
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noblesse. Eimmart stands apart from the other two women because she was not of French 
nobility but rather from a privileged Nuremburg family. Yet Eimmart sought notice from the 
academicians of Louis XIV’s Académie des Sciences by dedicating her father’s posthumous 
study on sunspots, Ichnographia nova contemplationum de sole (1701) to the French king, which 
assured notice of their work in France. All three women occupied households that were equipped 
with the latest optical and astronomic devices and thus had privileged access to the night skies. 
These highly valued scientific objects made observatories, like the one run by the Eimmarts, and 
French salons, like those of Duchesse du Maine and the Marquise du Châtelet, all the more 
attractive to scholars, inspiring the stories and theorems that were to become the seeds of both 
literary and scientific culture today.5  
 
Visions of Urania:  
 Urania, the muse of Astronomy, was a standard icon from Classical Greece until the end 
of the 1800s—and she maintained her image well throughout the centuries. She was one of the 
nine sister muses, all daughters of Zeus and Mnemoysne, who were tasked with inspiring the 
creative arts. Together, they gathered with their brother Apollo on Mount Parnassus and are 
identifiable by their attributes. Therefore Urania often appears with Clio (History), Euterpe 
(Music), Thalia (Comedy), Melpomene (Tragedy), Terpsichore (Dance), Erato (Elegy), 
Polyhymnia (Lyric poetry), and/or Calliope (Epic poetry and Eloquence). Alone or with others, 
the muse of astronomy usually appears seated or standing in classical robes, crowned with a 
                                                 
5 Nina Lewallen, “La duchesse du Maine: une mécène d’architecture entre deux siècles,” in La 
duchesse du Maine: Une mécène à la croisée des arts et des siècles, ed. Catherine Cessac 
(Brussels: University of Brussels, 2003), 66-69; Robert Derome, “An Art Historian’s Approach 
to Globes,” in Sphaerae Mundi: Early globes at the Stewart Museu, eds. Edward H. Dahl and 
Jean-François Gauvin (Ithaca: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2000), 32.  
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circle of stars, and holding a globe in one hand and an astronomical tool in the other hand. A 
first-century fresco from Pompeii shows the longevity of Urania’s guise (fig. 2). Swathed in 
delicate robes, the ancient muse sits at the edge of a stool and, with slightly parted lips, relays a 
word about the globe in her hand. Although this particular fresco was not rediscovered until 
eighteenth-century excavations revealed the ruins left by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius, it 
nevertheless resonates with depictions of Urania that were made before and after its discovery.  
 Urania and her sisters were part of a longstanding visual tradition that manifested in items 
such as sculptural sets, decorative objects, friezes, frontispieces, and paintings. Because 
allegorical figures were determined by their attributes, they were well-used by artists throughout 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to convey ideas or principles. For this reason, Urania or 
Astronomia, one of the seven Liberal Arts, often appears as the figuration of astronomy in the 
frontispieces for scientific treatises and manuals.6 Urania and the muses are more complex than 
many of these allegories artists used (for example, “Sincerity,” “Delight” or “Truth”) because 
they are divinities with mythic origins, but they were all personifications that denoted abstract 
concepts. 7 To clearly convey the anthropomorphic emblems artists usually followed drawings 
and descriptions in iconographic manuals such as Cesare Ripa’s Iconologia. This canonical text 
was first published in Latin in 1593 and then translated and reprinted numerous times in Europe 
through the 1800s and its longevity certainly contributed to the standardization of Urania’s form. 
                                                 
6 See Londa Schiebinger, "Feminine Icons: The Face of Early Modern Science," In Critical 
Inquiry 14 (1998); Inga Elmqvist Soderlund, Taking Possession of Astronomy: Frontispieces and 
Illustrated Title Pages in 17th-Century Books on Astronomy, 47.  
 
7 George Richardson, trans., Iconology; or, a collection of emblematical figures; containing four 
hundred and twenty-four remarkable subjects, moral and instructive; ... The figures are 
engraved ... with explanations from classical authorities (London: printed for the author by G. 
Scott, 1779), 22. 
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Richardson’s 1779 edition of Ripa’s texts shows Urania’s triumvirate of attributes—globe, 
compass, and crown of stars—alongside her Polyhymnia, Erato, Terpsichore Urania’s (fig. 1). 
Codified though the icons were, artists could still modify elements of the established allegorical 
figure according to their creative choices as long as they retained the most recognizable 
signifiers. Such leeway created the possibility for hybridity. Therefore, we can begin to 
understand how and why the muse of astronomy was so useful for women who used her guise 
for their own purposes.8   
 Women could have drawn from any number of precedents when they envisioned Urania. 
One such possibility is a serenely classicized version of Urania (c.1655, fig. 3) by the important 
painter Eustache Le Sueur (1616-1655), who created it as one in a series of oil paintings destined 
for the “Cabinet des Muses” (Room of Muses) at the Hôtel Lambert in Paris. This mansion and 
the paintings in consideration would later belong to Emilie du Chatelet (see Chapter Three). 9 
The oval panel depicting Urania was included with pictures of the other nine muses and a ceiling 
painting of Apollo riding Phaeton’s chariot of the sun across the sky. 10  The room of artwork was 
widely known by artists in Europe through travel accounts and engravings. Even now at the 
Musée du Louvre, where the panels are displayed together, Urania stands out from the heavenly 
scheme. Crowned with a halo of stars, she holds a shiny compass in her right hand that points 
down to the celestial globe at her feet. Urania’s smooth skin and weighty drapery render her with 
                                                 
8 As Mary Sheriff has often pointed out, the sundry of mutable allegories also irritated artists and 
philosophers by the mid-eighteenth century. See Mary Sheriff, “Decorating Knowledge: The 
Ornamental Book, the Philosophic Image and the Naked Truth,” in Art History 28 (April 2005). 
9 Such rooms were fairly common in mansions and chateaux throughout Early Modern Europe. 
 
10 Natalie Rose Henderson, “Le Sueur's Decorations for the Cabinet des Muses in the Hôtel 
Lambert”, in The Art Bulletin 56 (Dec. 1974), 564. The building still exists on the Ile Saint-Louis 
in Paris but much of it was destroyed in a fire. The paintings from the Cabinet des Muses, 
however, have been at the Louvre since the end of the eighteenth century.  
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a timeless sculptural monumentality and stoic confidence, but Le Sueur warms the canvas with 
swaths of red drapery, rouged cheeks, and the lively dots of gold that demarcate the 
constellations on the celestial globe. Akin to the muse in Pompeii (fig. 2), this Urania is captured 
in the midst of a moment with her left hand pointing skyward. Both examples have an open body 
language and affable expression that befits Urania’s raison d'être, to inspire and solicit a creative 
response, but it is her confident absorption in the celestial mechanics at hand that stands out.   
 This type of Urania, the heavenly creator, is who women in this dissertation chose in their 
self-fashioning: an assured and personable icon that is simultaneously innovative and feminine. 
This representation of a knowing muse, or one who is inspirational because of her knowledge, 
differs markedly from muses who passively inspire their patron by their beauty or proximity. 
Consider, for example, the besotted muse that Urania appears to be in Charles Meynier’s 
(French, 1768-1832) late eighteenth-century French painting Apollo, God of Light, Eloquence, 
Poetry and the Fine Arts with Urania, Muse of Astronomy (1798, Cleveland Museum of Art, fig. 
4). Albeit similarly classicized and done in the same palette as Le Sueur’s painting, Meynier 
shows Urania as a complement to Apollo’s harmonious orchestration of the arts. Lost in her 
adoration of Apollo, Meynier’s muse of astronomy would be unrecognizable were it not for the 
celestial sphere on which she languidly rests. Nowhere do we see her crown or compass and she 
is completely immersed within the scene as she curls over the globe towards Apollo; in effect, 
she appears more submissive than Urania does in her apparition as the goddess who holds 
astronomy in her protection. 11 Maria Clara Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise 
Du Châtelet are more aligned with the erudite muse of Le Sueur.  
                                                 
11 Urania says this in the famous astronomer Tycho Brahe’s 1573 poem In Urania, declaring, 
“Young man do not turn away from me. I am the goddess who carries the name Urania. I pass 
under this name because astronomy is under my protection. Among the muses…no one is more 
 8
 
Exploring Visual Culture:   
 Ultimately, I argue that women used the dynamic interconnections of the visible world to 
work within and around the social norms that framed women’s learning as taboo during the 
eighteenth century. More specifically, they used the astronomic armillary spheres, celestial 
globes and compasses that accompany Urania to emphasize their intellectual prowess while 
remaining connected to their proscribed social role; these are women who “broke the rules by 
keeping them,”12 as Melissa Hyde has said of their strategy. Therefore, I am interested in the 
broad scope of the visual culture that circulated through amateur and professional venues of 
eighteenth-century media: high and low, scientific and decorative, popular and elite, personal 
and public. 13As Eileen Hooper Greenhill has explained, “Visual culture works toward a social 
theory of visuality, focusing on questions of what is made visible, who sees what, how seeing 
and knowing are interrelated.”14 My work shows how the three women took advantage of the 
formative period in Enlightenment science to claim a place within communities of knowledge 
via performance, scientific collections, material gifts, and portraiture.  
                                                 
loved by Jupiter [Zeus] than I am.”11 Tycho Brahe qtd. in Clifford J. Cunningham, Studies of 
Pallas in the Early Nineteenth Century: Historical Studies in Asteroid Research (Springer 2106), 
133.  
 
12 Melissa Hyde, in conversation.  
 
13 Susan Sheets-Pyenson, “The Role of Women in Eighteenth-Century French Scientific 
Culture,” in The Art of Teaching Physics: The Eighteenth-century Demonstration, eds. Lewis 
Pyenson and Jean-François Gauvin (Sillery: 2002), 77; Barbara Maria Stafford, Artful Science: 
Enlightenment Entertainment and the Eclipse of Visual Education (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
University Press, 1994), 226; Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? Women in the Origins 
of Modern Science, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989), 26.   
 
14 Eileen Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the Interpretation of Visual Culture (London: 
Routledge, 2000), 14. 
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 This dissertation has benefitted from feminist scholarship and its commitment to 
continuously reconfigure patterns of agency. Mary Sheriff was a pioneer in the subject of women 
in art in this regard and defined both the presence of “exceptional women” in eighteenth-century 
France and the nuanced boundaries that they broke through.15 For literary historians Joan DeJean 
and Faith Beasely, the texts and divertissements (entertainments) created by aristocratic women 
were nothing less than acts of political resistance—critical interventions that indicated the 
potential of the “other” sex to create a “tear in the fabric of history.”16 DeJean argued that 
women utilized their own otherness in artful ways; for example, they took advantage of social 
customs and brought the affective and intellectual realms together in games and literature. These 
arguments greatly influenced my understanding of each of the women discussed in my chapters.  
Overall, my dissertation furthers the representation of eighteenth-century Natural Philosophy by 
bringing to the fore the contributions of women, their friendships that crossed gender boundaries, 
and the visual culture that demonstrates their multifarious strategies to access and produce 
knowledge.  
 
Recasting the Narrative: 
 An object’s “cultural biography” refers to Igor Kopytoff’s oft-cited notion that an item 
has a dynamic life, with many contexts and histories that may influence its significance 
depending on the context or audience.17 The cultural biographies of materials (such as popular 
                                                 
15 Mary Sheriff. The Exceptional Woman (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996). 
 
16 Joan DeJean, Tender Geographies: Women and the Origins of the Novel in France (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 45-7.  
 
17 See: Igor Kopytoff, “The Cultural Biography of Things” in The Social Life of Things, ed. 
Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
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astronomy books, friendship albums, and portraits) that women circulated evidences their critical 
role in the formation of Enlightenment science. Similarly, Paul Ricoeur has argued that the past 
is not dead but is “crossed” into the present through the trace, which can contest “re-
enactments,” “narratives,” and models.18 As new artifacts come to light, it is crucial to look 
closely at them and reconsider the narrative frameworks that we take for granted. Despite the 
numerous biographical studies of Isaac Newton, for instance, his intensive practice of alchemy 
modified the picture of early modern empiricism when it was exposed.19 A similar change in 
narrative occurred when David Aubin reread Jeanne Dumée’s (1660-1706, France) Copernican 
manuscript, Entretien sur l’opinion de Copernic touchant la mobilité de la terre (Conversations 
regarding Copernicus’s opinion on the mobility of the Earth, 1680), only to find that it is not an 
original work but a close paraphrase of François Bernier’s Abrégé de la philosophie de Mr 
Gassendi (1675). Aubin’s reassessment of Dumée’s text does not question her erudition or her 
accomplishment; rather, he surveys the numerous citations of her work that have occurred over 
the past two-hundred years and calls attention to the narratives that men and women generated 
about her little-known life. 20 What emerges from Aubin’s study further evinces a cultural desire 
for women’s place in science to be more fully recognized.  
 The tale of Jeanne Dumée is a case in point of “a cultural order in which the woman is 
given too much and too little of a place,” as Jaqueline Rose has said of the Western tradition.21  
                                                 
18 Paul Ricoeur, “The Reality of the Past,” 156. 
 
19 Lawrence M. Principe, “Alchemy Restored,” in Isis 102 (June 2011), 305-312 . 
 
20 David Aubin, “Jeanne Dumée as Astronomer and Woman in Seventeenth-Century France: The 
Myth and Her Lost Voice,” in Journal for the History of Astronomy 47 (2016), 233. 
 
21 This is extracted from the longer sentence, “Western tradition, the mind of Europe, Hamlet 
himself -- each one the symbol of a cultural order in which the woman is given too much and too 
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In this regard, my project extends the recent effort of feminist scholars to complicate the picture 
of Early Modern and Enlightenment science and to acknowledge the partnership and 
collaboration that existed between the sexes. Women were an exceptional presence in state-
sponsored academies, but the practice of Natural Philosophy often occurred in household studios 
or laboratories (cabinets de physique) in which many women took part (or indeed owned).  These 
experiments, when documented at all, are not reported with nearly the same detail as those that 
took place at the Royal Academy (est. 1668, London) or the Académie des sciences (est. 1666, 
Paris) so it is difficult to identify precise roles.22 For example, the chemists Antoine Lavoisier 
and his wife Marie-Anne Pierrette Paulze are by now a standard example of spousal teamwork in 
the eighteenth century.  Jacques-Louis David pictured them at work together in Lavoisier’s 
laboratory in a well-known oil painting that now hangs at the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(Antoine Laurette Lavoisier and His Wife, 1788). Until recently, Paulze was cast in a secretarial 
role of note-taking and diagramming, but her sketches and notebooks in the Lavoisier 
Manuscripts and Graphics Collection at Cornell University prove that her role was much more 
dynamic. Patricia Fara and Mary Vidal have shown that Paulze both ensured the publication of 
Lavoisier’s work after his death (in the French Revolution) and continued her practice of 
science.23 There are, in fact, dozens of this kind of example.  Maria Clara Eimmart did the same 
for her father and collaborative partner after his death. 
                                                 
little of a place.” See Jaqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision (New York: Verso, 1986), 
140.  
 
22 See Mary Terrall, “Math, Metaphysics, and the Gendering of Science in Eighteenth-Century 
France,” in The Sciences in Enlightened Europe, eds. Clark et al. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999), 260; Lynette Hunter, “Women and Science: Different Social Practices, 
Different Textualites, and Different Kinds of Science,” in Men, Women, and the Birthing of 
Modern Sceince, ed. Judith Zinsser (Dekalb: Northern University Press, 2005), 131-3.  
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 Monika Mommertz has shown that the “astronomical household” was a particular kind of 
working space that emerged throughout Europe in the late seventeenth century and continued 
throughout the eighteenth century. These households, wherein wives and daughters would 
acquire and transcribe data that would then be incorporated into the state institutions’ 
proceedings, functioned as a critical source of research for such academies.24 Maria Clara 
Eimmart’s situation seems to have been slightly different because women of working households 
did not have the same recourse as wealthier classes to personal tutorials, funds for assembling 
laboratories, or an abundance of leisure time to adopt and cultivate scientific interests. This is 
why many of the scientific women on record were wives, sisters, and daughters who took part in 
family workshops that were dedicated to designing and making scientific instruments—
particularly as globes, clockwork, and optical instruments became increasingly popular within 
homes and elite collections throughout the Enlightenment era. 25 All of this required great skill in 
astronomy and mathematics but granted little personal credit to its makers. Moreover, ideals of 
gender and religion accorded women more responsibility within the domestic sphere, which 
                                                 
23 Patricia Fara, Pandora's Breeches: Women, Science and Power in the Enlightenment (Random 
House, 2011), Mary Vidal, "David Among the Moderns: Art, Science, and the Lavoisiers," in 
Journal of the History of Ideas (1995) 595- 623. See also, Cassandra Eagle and Jennifer Sloan, 
“Marie Anne Paulze Lavoisier: The Mother of Modern Chemistry,” in The Chemical Educator 
3.5 (1998), 1-18.  
 
24Nicole-Reine Lépaute, Marie Jeanne Lalande, the Manfredi sisters, Maria Winkelmann and her 
daughters, and Caroline Herschel were all part of such households, see: Monika Mommertz, 
“The Invisible Economy of Science,” in Men, Women, and the Birthing of Modern Sceince, ed. 
Judith Zinsser (Dekalb: Northern University Press, 2005), 159-78.  
 
25 Pamela Smith and Paula Findlen, ed., Merchants and Marvels (New York: Routledge, 2013), 
13. 
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meant that they were expected to sacrifice their professional/scholarly interests for the welfare of 
their home.26  
 Historians today are left with gaps to fill and this project contributes to this enterprise by 
analyzing women’s scientific endeavors in connection with the artifacts that remain. Art 
historical records and objects help further understand these important contributions because they 
are, to refer back to Paul Ricoeur, traces or crossings of an unacknowledged past.27 The sundry 
of work by Mara Clara Eimmart at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museo della Specola in 
Bologna and the collection of her artful letters at the Zentralbibliothek in Zurich attest to the 
vibrancy of her career. The Duchesse du Maine’s rapport with leading scientists is indicated by a 
terrestrial globe with her insignia at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles and by her 
mathematical objects housed at the Musée du Domaine départemental de Sceaux.  Du Maine’s 
activities are referenced alongside several other still little know women in the archives of the 
Paris Observatory. Digital databases at large institutions such as the British Museum and the 
Bibliothèque nationale de France present numerous prints and drawings that show variations on 
the theme of Urania and the muses but they do not always provide the answers of collection 
records. The provenance of an item might trace across several households and reveal more about 
its socio-political context. This is true for the painting by Louis Michel Dumesnil that is 
discussed in Chapter Two, which is now at the Château de Versailles. However, it was originally 
                                                 
26 This is not to say the women of the upper-classes did not have this problem; indeed, the 
Marquise du Châtelet penned numerous letters mourning the time she sacrifices as a mother and 
wife, see Émilie Du Châtelet, “Letter no: D1252,” in Digital Correspondence of Voltaire, N. 
Cronk and T.D.N. Besterman, eds. Electronic Enlightenment Scholarly Edition of 
Correspondence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008); Sabina Leßmann, “Susanna Maria 
von Sandrart: Women Artists in 17th-Century Nürnberg,” in Woman's Art Journal 14 (Spring - 
Summer 1993), 10-14. 
 
27 Paul Ricoeur, “The Reality of the Past,” 156. 
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housed in Chantilly and thus confirms a link to the royal Condé family of the Duchesse du 
Maine’s ancestors. Copies of paintings, both painted and engraved for printing, were standard 
throughout the early modern era and might show patterns of relationships too. Many people 
owned portraits of the Marquise du Châtelet, for example, and her letters often discuss her 
pleasure or dissatisfaction with a portraitist’s work. Calling attention to new evidence in personal 
correspondence and collection inventories shows how women made connections with scientific 
and academic institutions via friendships and/or fostered their own social networks outside of 
state-run institutions.28 
 The array of eighteenth-century items is an important locus of transformation for 
refiguring historical narratives. Bonnie Smith suggests that women seem superficial in the 
“mirror of history” because it is “gendered male by tradition, accident, and circumstance.”29 
Vigilantly acknowledging places of cooperation amongst men and women reveals new spaces 
that the history has yet to illuminate.30 The Eimmarts’ successful father and daughter partnership, 
the jovial comraderie enjoyed by the academics at the Duchesse du Maine’s court at Sceaux, and 
the Marquise du Châtelet’s international correspondents are all communal successes wherein, as 
Bonnie Smith puts it, “The ‘extras’ of histories could undermine the truth value of ‘real 
history.’”31  
 
                                                 
28 See Paola Bertucci, “The In/visible Woman: Mariangela Ardinghelli and the Circulation of 
Knowledge between Paris and Naples in the Eighteenth Century,” in Isis 104 (June 2013), 226-
249. 
 
29 Bonnie Smith, The Gender of History: Men, Women, and Historical Practice, 3.  
 
30 Bonnie Smith, The Gender of History: Men, Women, and Historical Practice, 4.  
 
31 Bonnie Smith, The Gender of History: Men, Women, and Historical Practice, 2.  
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The longue durée of “The Woman Question:” 
 Historians in art, literature, and science have established that women’s pursuits, despite 
their influence in early modern intellectual circles, were circumscribed by mythologies that 
privileged the male brain as the rightful possessor of intellect. Known in French as the querelle 
des femmes, the debate over women’s intellectual capacity started around the time of the 
Renaissance in the sixteenth century and raged throughout Europe during the lifetimes of Maria 
Clara Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise du Châtelet.32 The source of the 
quarrel arose from ancient debates regarding the connection between intellectual aptitude and 
biological difference. Women and men of the era responded in refutation. The prolific Dutch 
artist and scholar Anna Maria van Schurman (1607-1678) penned numerous defenses of 
women’s right to education throughout her life.33 Likewise, Dumée’s writing directly answers 
the questions posed by the quarrel. Her words, which hail the possibilities for women’s 
scholarship as proffered by Cartesian dualism, have long been upheld as evidence for women’s 
agency: “[Women] are not incapable of study, if they wish to make the effort,” she wrote in her 
aforementioned Entretien sur l’opinion de Copernic (1680), “Because between the brain of a 
woman and that of a man there is no difference.34  
                                                 
32 The debate regarding the biological influence of sexual differences still continues, of course; 
as Toril Moi has summarized, “The problem of sexual difference is central to any kind of 
feminist politics or theory, since the very reason why women as a social group are oppressed is 
that they differ from men. The question is what that difference consists in, how far it extends, 
and how it is constructed in relation to power,” see: Toril Moi, “Introduction,” in French 
Feminist Thought: A Reader (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley and Sonds, 1991), 4.  
 
33 See, for example, Joyce Iwrin, ed. Anna Maria van Schurman: Whether a Christian Woman 
Should Be Educated and Other Writing from Her Intellectual Circle (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999).  
 
34 David Aubin, “Jeanne Dumée as Astronomer and Woman in Seventeenth-Century France: The 
Myth and Her Lost Voice,” 233. 
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 Despite considerably forward-thinking texts, a woman’s place in education remained 
intimately connected to the spaces of conversation and wit that the French salonnières hosted 
throughout the 1700s.35 Poullain de la Barre (1648-1723), for instance, is famous for the three 
treatises he published during the 1670s (“On the Equality of Ladies,” “On the Education of 
Ladies,” and “On the Excellence of Men”) that argue for the potential equality of the sexes 
should every person be provided with the correct access to education. But the progressive author 
does not call women to agency, rather he asks men to relinquish control and foster women’s 
pursuits. “On the Education of Ladies” ultimately favors the beneficent effects of women upon 
the honnête homme – the socially fluent man of letters and refined manners who was the ideal of 
courtly society. By training their minds and cultivating scholars’ lacking manners, Poullain de la 
Barre believes that women will turn the term “womanly” into “an expression of an honor…[and] 
we would praise men by saying they have a woman’s mind.”36 All of this hardly freed women 
from ridicule; at another turn, the French poet Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux wrote a poem deriding 
the feminine charms of Marguerite de la Sablière (1640 – 1693), who was both a successful 
salonnière and a patron of astronomy, for her scientific pursuits:  
 Why is her look so troubled and her complexion dulled? 
 It is, they say, that on Cassini's calculus, 
 an astrolabe in her hand, and sitting on her roof, 
 She spent the whole night following Jupiter. 
 Let us take care not to trouble her. Her science I believe, 
 Will be occupied this day by more than one thing... 
 Nothing escapes the eyes of our curious lady.37 
 
                                                 
35 See Dena Goodman, “Enlightenment Salons: The Convergence of Female and Philosophic 
Ambitions,” in Eighteenth-Century Studies 22 (Spring 1989), 329-350.  
 
36 Poullain de la Barre, Three Cartesian Feminist Treatises, 150. 
 
37 Qtd. in Benedetta Cravieri, The Age of Conversation, 212 from Oeuvres completes de Boileau, 
A. Ch. Gidel, ed. (Paris: Garnier freres, 1870-1873), 81-2.  
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The poem effaces what the poet does not understand: the new and the other that are at the 
threshold of discovery and difference. A central source of Boileau’s worry stems from questions 
of visibility and its implications for prescribed gender roles.38 Sablière sees what Boileau cannot 
as she turns her telescope and curiosity outward and forecasts the complexities of women’s 
growing access to science.  
 Depictions of learning in popular scientific manuals hailed experiential inquiry for both 
sexes in the wake of John Locke’s influential book, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding 
(1689), in which he theorized that that the mind is a blank slate at birth (a tabula rasa) and 
emphasized the importance of stimulus sensation in empirical study.39 Plates from popular, 
decorative objects, and the ornamented dedications on scientific apparatus all indicated women’s 
presence in the flourishing scientific culture of Natural Philosophy. Many portrayals of celestial 
mechanics were drafted in a rococo vocabulary to appeal to courtly patrons – the aesthetic that is 
most intimately connected with femininity for its “excessive” ornamentation and evocation of 
sensual pleasures. Image after image suggests the popularity of scientific spectacles in teaching 
but the exchange of such visual information is imagined and depicted in gendered terms. For 
many philosophers, this excess meant that women themselves were less reasonable and more 
prey to their sensibility than men. Consequentially, women were found to have weaker 
constitutions.  
 Thinkers like Jean-Jacques Rousseau and his cohort of mid-century philosophes supposed 
sensation to be a gripping force in need of reason’s moderation within a medical paradigm that 
                                                 
38 Benedetta Cravieri, The Age of Conversation, 213. 
 
39 Barbara Maria Stafford, Artful Science: Enlightenment Entertainment and the Eclipse of 
Visual Education (Cambridge, MA: MIT University Press, 1994), 60-6. 
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linked bodies and minds. 40  Women, in this paradigm, were best suited to domesticity. 
Stephanie-Félicité de Genlis references the problem posed by educated women through her 
character Baroness d’Almane in Adelaide and Theodore, or Letters on Education, who tells us, 
“Genius is for [women] useless…A taste for learning makes them appear singular, and deprives 
them of that domestic simplicity and tenderness, and of that society of which they are so great an 
ornament.”41 Moreover, a woman’s study might undo a parent’s good work, as the philosopher 
and art critic Denis Diderot (1713-1784) fears when he writes, “I can’t pretend that a wicked 
book or indecent print that by chance is brought to my daughter wouldn’t be sufficient to set her 
dreaming and lead her to ruin.”42  Diderot’s moral quandary stems from his belief that the effects 
of a weak (feminine) body resulted in the vapors—linked to wealthy, urban, female and/or 
degenerated male populations—and caused hypochondria, hysteria, uterine fervors, and 
nymphomania in bodies incapable of handling stimulants.43 Anne Vila has argued that by 1750 
many people believed “every part and function of the human being [to be] maintained by a set 
                                                 
40 For a discussion of the gendering of knowledge, see Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature, 
and Evelyn Fox Keller, Body/Politics: Women and the Disourses of Science.).For a discussion of 
connection between materialism, artistic enthusiasm and representations of women’s learning see 
Mary Sheriff, Moved by Love: Inspired Artists and Deviant Women in Eighteenth-Century 
France (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2004). For a discussion on Diderot’s moral 
quandaries with art, see Linda Walsh, ‘Arms to be Kissed a Thousand Times,” in Feminity and 
Masculinity in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Gillan Perry (Mancester: Manchester University 
Press, 1994); Anne Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology, 155-8. 
 
41 Stephanie-Félicité de Genlis, Adelaide and Theodore, trans. Gillian Dow (Routledge, 2016), 
17. The comment shows how the analogies of Sentimental Empiricists presumed, as Riskin puts 
it, “meaning in relation to other values” and compelled a “calculus of moral certainties” in which 
knowledge and society were intricately connected. See: Jessica Riskin, Science in the Age of 
Sensibility, 91-2. 
 
42 Quoted in Mary Sheriff, Moved by Love, 90. 
 
43 Anne Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 
46 and 21. 
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pattern and of sensible action and reaction.”44  Following Newton’s “impression theory of 
sensation” rather than Descartes’ interior being, empirical sensationalists like   
Étienne Bonnot de Condillac maintained that sensation produced the totality of knowledge. Yet 
when an overabundance of sensation met with women’s wayward imaginations it potently 
spurred the aforementioned enervated and debilitating conditions. 45 Such ideas further 
contributed to conceptions of women that made it difficult for them participate in cultural 
production.   
 These medical, literary, and philosophical texts have now helped scholars understand 
why women were systematically excluded from institutions of learning. For example, in Making 
Sex (1992), Thomas Laqueur explored the transformation in Europe of a one-sex model to the 
two-sex model that conjoined body and mind, which was accepted in scientific practice by the 
1800s. Calling the notion of objective observation into question, Laqueur found evidence within 
the detailed diagrams of bodies showing that scientists saw sex differently according to their 
philosophic beliefs.46 Biased descriptions were, in short, purveyed as factual documentation of 
women’s inadequacies.  
 Londa Schiebinger, Erica Harth and Mary Sheriff surveyed the ways in which women 
grappled with the boundaries placed upon their sex even though women’s lives tend to leave less 
material in the historical record. Schiebinger brought together textual accounts, anatomical 
imagery, and allegorical representations in her important book, The Mind Has No Sex? (1989), in 
                                                 
44 Anne Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology, 229 
 
45 See Mary Sheriff, Moved by Love. See also: Anne Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology, 282 
and 232.  
 
46 Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender From the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1992).  
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which she discussed the masking of women’s scientific achievements in connection with the 
evolution of “biological” models that privileged the masculine mind/body.47 Schiebinger’s work 
has been particularly useful for the breadth of women that it covers – charting female scientists 
in all areas of Europe to show that their presence in (and eclipse from) the sciences was not 
localized to one country or its institutional agenda. Erica Harth, in her study Cartesian Woman 
(1992), provided a provocative examination of several eighteenth-century women in France, the 
Marquise du Châtelet among them, who were faced with the predicament of embracing their 
rational mind at the risk of their femininity.48 In the field of art history, Sheriff illustrated how 
the “woman-question,” which equated mind and body by the 1750s, in tandem with its 
suspicions regarding the nature of women, made even pictures of women reading sites for 
libidinous connotations.49 An ever-growing corpus of research continues to show how common 
representative tropes, the misattribution or obscuration of names, and conservative parody 
worked to discourage women’s engagement with the arts and sciences across Europe – and how 
women persevered. 50  This body of work formed the critical foundation for my own 
interpretation of women’s achievements in the following chapters.  
 
 
                                                 
47 Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? Women in the Origins of Modern Science, 208-
211. 
 
48 Erica Harth, Cartesian Women: Versions and Subversions of Rational Discourse in the Old 
Regime, 237-8.  
 
49 Mary D. Sheriff, Moved by Love: Inspired Artists and Deviant Women in Eighteenth-Century 
France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2004), 99.  
 
50 Erica Harth, Cartesian Women: Versions and Subversions of Rational Discourse in the Old 
Regime (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1992), 11-14. 
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Methodology: 
 My approach to the material covered in this dissertation is organized by the feminist 
position that gender is a system of power inequalities.51 Moreover, because language is a product 
of culture and subjectivity is discursively constructed, women are particularly challenged by the 
boundaries imposed by language.52 This is because meaning happens through contextually 
dependent signifiers so that the concept of woman is defined against man; that is, she is defined 
by her lack.53 The gendered lines that described the ways of knowing during the Enlightenment 
still guide contemporary definitions of scientific pursuit—naming it objective, empirical, and/or 
hard in contrast to the emotional, subjective, irrational, and/or soft.54 Yet that dichotomous 
                                                 
51 Joan W. Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category for Historical Analysis,” in American Historical 
Review 91.5 (1986): 1053–1075; Griselda Pollock, Vision and Difference: Feminism, Femininity 
and Histories of Art, 9.  
 
52 As Christine Glendhill writes the “real,” “identity,” and “meaning” are discursively 
determined and thus always in construction, “They arise out of a struggle or negotiation between 
competing motivations and frames of reference at all three levels of production, text, and 
audience.” See Christine Glendhill, “Pleasurable Negotiations,” in E. Deidre Pribram (ed), 
Female Spectators: Looking at Film and Television (London: Verso, 1988).  
 
53 Following Michele Le Doeuff, Toril Moi summarizes, “Philosophy is an activity based on the 
recognition of lack: it is the lack of knowledge which spurs the philosopher on to the conquest of 
new insights…The patriarchal philosopher also starts from the imaginary assumption that his 
knowledge can or ought to be complete, a flawless structure without lack. Confronted with this 
fundamental contradiction, women are caught in a double bind…First, woman is perceived as 
lacking a phallus. According to patriarchal imagination, what a woman needs is a man, not 
philosophy…Lacking the philosophical lack, [women] are complacent, cow-like, 
content…Women is an inferior thinker, in other words, not because of her lack, but because of 
her lack of a lack.” In Toril Moi, French Feminist Thought: A Reader, (Cambridge, MA: 
Blackwell, 1987), 10.  See also: Christine Battersby, Gender and Genius: Towards a Feminist 
Aesthetics (London: Women’s Press, 1989). 
 
54 See Evelyn Fox Keller, Body/Politics: Women and the Disourses of Science, (Routledge, 
1990). 
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paradigm is itself ideological, and my research further complicates the practice of astronomy by 
connecting the culture of the home and salon to the space of science.55  
 Maria Clara Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise du Châtelet used their 
markers of individuality to safeguard and/or flaunt their femininity. Therefore, each woman has 
her own chapter so that I can account for their particular circumstances. Eimmart was an artist 
and a selenographer, for example, so Julia Kristeva’s psychoanalytic work provided a useful 
approach to the unique relationship between artist, form, and audience in Eimmart’s oeuvre. Yet, 
for each woman, appropriations of Urania’s celestial attributes galvanized her connection to 
science and throughout the dissertation I explore the adaptation of the muse in their pictures—
analyzing the differing formal components within the context of the subject’s personal, cultural 
and/or art historical milieu. Bringing together the images of women doing science makes them 
more meaningful. Norman Bryson writes that an image “must participate in an economy of 
signs” wherein the “unfolding of recognition is not so much a discovery of identity as a 
difference between present and past configurations.”56 Since a depiction is bound to visual 
traditions, it might take the semblance of conformity even as it hails the individuality of its 
subject: it can “break the rules.” For all of the reasons that I have outlined above, this was 
important for women seeking to display their scientific pursuits.  
 
 
 
                                                 
55 See Jordanova, Nature Displayed: Gender, Science and Medicine 1760-1820 (London: 
Longman, 1999). 
 
56 Norman Bryson, Tradition and Desire: From David to Delacroix (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984).  
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Chapter Summaries: 
  This dissertation analyzes the ways in which the visual culture of Natural Philosophy, 
and particularly astronomy, brought together discourses of self, gender, and social place by 
documenting the strategies employed by three scientific women who lived during the eighteenth 
century (Maria Clara Eimmart, the Duchess du Maine and the Marquise du Châtelet). Each 
woman aligns herself with Urania as a means to compel her reputation within the intellectual 
circles of eighteenth-century Europe and to assert intellectual achievements in Natural 
Philosophy. Urania is thus the motif that connects these case studies visually. The social 
circumstances of each woman provide insights into how gender dynamics were negotiated across 
class, nation, and time.  
 The first chapter explores the work of the little-known artist and astronomer Maria Clara 
Eimmart-Müller (1676-1707). At the observatory in Nuremberg that her father established, she 
maintained a space to engage and express her intellectual pursuit in the astronomical sciences. 
This chapter inserts Eimmart’s little-known presence into the historical artistic record.  To do so 
I analyze her astronomical drawings and pastels, correspondence, and other artistic works—all of 
which she sent as gifts to patrons and friends. Doing so not only reveals her artistic strengths but 
provides the opportunity to analyze her strategies in fabricating a network of likeminded 
colleagues. As Mary Garrard puts it in another context, “The artist’s sense of herself invades the 
female characters she invents.”57 Much like the women in the two following chapters, Maria 
Clara Eimmart fostered an association with the allegorical iconography of Urania to connect her 
activities with an established visual tradition. These allegorical figures were frequently used to 
                                                 
57 Mary D. Garrard, “Artemesia’s Hand,” in Reclaiming Female Agency: Feminist Art History 
After Post-Modernism (Berkley: University of California Press, 2005), 75.   
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express concepts clearly within pictures, yet as purely fictive beings their ambiguity was a 
resource for women trying to realize their place within science. I show that Eimmart masterfully 
deploys these visual codes to promote her learning and femininity.  
 Chapter two brings the discussion to the Duchesse du Maine’s court at Sceaux, just 
outside of Paris, and addresses the ways in which the duchess her supported her access to 
knowledge while maintaining her status at court. François de Troy’s painting La Leçon 
d’astronomie de la duchesse du Maine (1702-4) is the central subject of inquiry and I argue that 
it indexes du Maine’s self-fashioning as a woman of both knowledge and wit (esprit). 
Symbolically hailing the figure of Urania in her portrait by De Troy, the Duchesse du Maine 
used her patronage to commemorate her activities as the muse of Sceaux. Unlike Maria Clara 
Eimmart, who did not have to factor the surveillance of court among her challenges, the duchess 
needed to sustain a performative presence in society; as such, she emphasized her small stature to 
mark herself as an exceptional figure within the nobility. Effectively navigating away from 
pedantry, du Maine took avantage of Enlightened curiosity to draw the most elite of the literati to 
her “satellite court” where she mobilized the cosmic metaphors employed by Louis XIV to 
maintain her regime as a “poupée de sang” (royal doll). This furthered her culture of theatrical 
play at Sceaux even as all of the spectacles thwarted the stoicism that was associated with 
learning. Despite this, her recurring reference to Urania in painting and performance reiterate the 
importance of learning overall.  
 Since all three of these women were restricted from the royal academies, they each faced 
the problem of establishing and continuing their connection to scientific conversation in addition 
to normalizing their intellectual goals. Where the Duchesse du Maine combined science and 
entertainment to draw people to her court, the Marquise Du Châtelet collaborated with Voltaire 
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to invite people to her chateau with the promise of a well-equipped laboratory for Newtonian 
physics. The third chapter asserts that several portraits of the marquise implemented the 
depiction of Urania’s allegorical body and the tradition of the femme savante (learned woman) to 
portray her as the sensuous and intelligent embodiment of Venus-Urania.  Du Châtelet’s portraits 
are situated in the broader visual culture to show how she used publicity to fashion her public 
reputation as a Natural Philosopher, even as women’s activities in society became increasingly 
circumspect in the wake of Enlightenment theories that linked people’s mental and physical 
traits.  
 Although paintings from the latter half of the century evidence an anxiety about the 
shifting boundaries of the gender spheres, the iconography of Urania facilitated women’s 
“aberrant” quest for knowledge in representations. The prevalence of astronomy as a domestic 
pursuit had put the telescope into women’s hands and meant that they were “taking back the 
look” at home and elsewhere.58 Therefore we return to Maria Clara Eimmart, whose careful 
observations of celestial phenomena exemplifies the lasting impact that the perseverance of these 
strong women and their study of astronomy had on the foundations of scientific philosophy.  
                                                 
58 See Mary Hamer, Signs of Cleopatra (New York: Routledge, 1993), 76.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
MARIA CLARA EIMMART: A REVOLUTIONARY ARTIST OF THE COPERNICAN KIND 
 
 With an astrolabe in her left hand and the weight of two universes suspended from the 
fingertips of her right, Urania measures out the competing world systems on the frontispiece of 
Giovanni Battista Riccioli’s astronomic textbook Almagestum novvum (fig. 5, Bologna, 1660). 
Riccioli’s frontispiece illustrates the degree to which the widely held perception of universal 
harmony that had existed in Europe through the Renaissance was in a state of flux, mobilized by 
the dissolution of the Ptolemaic system, which celebrated a fixed order of man, world, and 
heavenly bodies. Dressed in her starry robe, the muse of astronomy looks towards the sun as it 
shines the light of truth into the telescope held by the all-seeing giant, Argus, who stands across 
from her covered in his one-hundred eyes. The classical philosopher Ptolemy lies felled on the 
ground between them with his geocentric model at Urania’s feet. Above the ancient astronomer 
dangle the heliocentric order proposed by Copernicus and the hybrid model that Riccioli has 
devised: It is now understood that the sun and moon revolve around the Earth, while everything 
else orbits the sun. The sky is filled with evidence for the scientific arguments that Riccioli puts 
forth in his widely published tome. For example, one Putto holds a cratered moon whilst another 
bears a ringed Saturn – both hail recent discoveries even as the surrounding Latin dicta relay the 
word of God.59 Here the verdict does not go to the smiling Sun-centered planetary system that 
                                                 
59 For a further discussion of this frontispiece, see: Richard Dunn, The Telescope: A Short 
History (London: The National Maritime Museum, 2009), 6. For a thorough analysis of this and 
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we know today, but to Riccioli’s hybrid helio-geocentric campaign, which was ultimately 
adopted as doctrine by the Catholic church. Urania’s decree appears scripted in the psalm: “Non 
iclinabitur in seaculum saculi:” Earth shall not be moved – yet move it did. Thanks to telescopes, 
celestial bodies, once thought to be set in orbiting crystalline spheres, danced as irregular blurry 
specimens and compelled artists and artisans to replot the heavens in atlases and on celestial 
globes. Across Europe, a paradigm shift was in play, and, as this chapter explores, new beliefs 
opened up avenues of discourse for scientific women such as the Nuremberg artist, 
selenographer and astronomer Maria Clara Eimmart-Müller (1676-1707).   
 Maria Clara Eimmart’s surviving corpus of astronomic drawings and paintings includes 
350 drawings of the moon housed after her death with her father’s estate in St. Petersburg; ten 
pastels and three smaller studies of celestial phenomena at the Museo della Specola in Bologna; 
several studies of cosmic occurrences that she attached in letters; and sundry other works on 
paper, such as the drawing Saint Margaret Pointing to Heaven (the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art). Like many other women artists in Nuremberg, M.C. Eimmart also made botanical and 
etymological drawings that are now lost.60 However, the ten depictions of lunar and planetary 
phases on blue paper, now in Bologna, have garnered the most attention since their donation by 
Eimmart to the Italian natural scientist Count Luigi Ferdinando Marsigli (1658-1730) in the late 
1600s.61 In fact, her striking cerulean and ivory pastels continue to appear in posts and reposts as 
                                                 
other Early Modern scientific frontispieces, see: Inga Elmqvist Soderlund, Taking Possession of 
Astronomy: Frontispieces and Illustrated Title Pages in 17th-Century Books on Astronomy  
(Stockholm: The Center for History of Science at the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 
2010).  
 
60 Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr, Historische Nachricht von den Nürnberger Mathematicis und 
Künstlem, (Nuremberg, 1730), 259-260. 
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a meme throughout contemporary new media. But Eimmart’s biography is relatively unknown in 
the field of art history and her oeuvre has yet to be thoroughly analyzed. Later in the chapter I 
will return to Eimmart’s artwork to offer a close examination of the drawings and pastels that has 
been lacking, after I first establish the background for my interpretation of Maria Clara 
Eimmart’s work and provide an overview of her biography as it relates to her practice as a 
scientist and artist. 
 
Introducing Maria Clara Eimmart: 
  References to Eimmart generally laude her presence as an early female astronomer and 
provide a brief biographical sketch, mentioning only her work as an assistant at her father’s 
observatory in Nuremburg. Yet her array of astronomic drawings evidence that she was an 
astronomer in her own right, despite that fact that her career was cut short by death at the age of 
thirty-one following the birth of a still-born son. Even so, most anthologies of astronomers, 
unless they are specifically cataloging women in astronomy, tend to reference her in tandem with 
her father and mentor, the astronomer and copperplate engraver Georg Christoph Eimmart the 
Younger (1638-1705) and/or her husband Johann Heinrich Müller (1671-1731), who was also 
her father’s student and protégé.62 Most early compilations highlight Eimmart as an exceptional 
                                                 
61 They are named within the Marsigli donation as: “Tabulae XII. Chartacee ceruleo colore 
inductae, quibus caelestium corporum quorumdam phases a Maria Clara Eimmart depictae sunt,” 
or “Twelve tables. Blue colored sheets, which have been depicted by Maria Clara Eimmart 
with some phases of celestial bodies.” See Fabrizio Bònoli, "The Bologna Astronomical 
Museum," (Bologna: Università degli studi di Bologna, 1990). Accessible online: 
http://www.bo.astro.it/dip/Museum/english/.  
 
62 Georg Christoph Eimmart was a prolific artist by profession and he used his income to further 
his scientific interests, ultimately pioneering a renowned observatory from one of the towers of 
Nuremberg’s city fortifications. See, for example, Moréri, “Eimmart,” in Grand Dictionnaire 
Historique IV.  
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female scientist. Jérôme Le François de Lalande’s discussion of Eimart is a case in point; lauding 
the observational drawings that Eimmart prepared for her father, he explains: 
 Les dessins de 300 phases de la lune vues au télescope et dessinée par sa fille, Maria-
 Clara Eimmart, depuis femme de M. Muller, qui succéda son beau-père dans la direction 
 de l’observatoire de Nuremberg. Mademoiselle Eimmart étoit assez instruite dans la 
 practice de l’astronomie et du calcul, pour être un état d’aider son père et son mari.63 
 
While this passage from 1798 highlights Maria Clara’s productivity, it ultimately reifies her 
assistive role as a learned daughter and wife rather than her professional capacity. Lalande thus 
underscores the notion that developed throughout the eighteenth century that a woman’s 
education would service the domestic sphere.   
 Throughout Europe, early modern women who aspired to be professional astronomers 
faced systemic discrimination that occluded them from institutional positions and the attendant 
benefits of those appointments (including grant monies, experimental equipment, publications, 
and social networks).64 For example, Eimmart’s contemporary, Maria Winckelmann-Kirch 
(1670-1720), who discovered a comet in 1702, maintained a scientific dialogue with leading 
philosophers and academicians only to be granted a meager position at the observatory at which 
she worked until Gottfried Kirch, her more famous and successful husband and collaborator, 
died in 1710. 65 Given that Eimmart married Müller in 1706 when he was named the second 
director of the observatory after her father’s death, it seems likely that their marriage was 
                                                 
63 Jean Etienne Montucla and Joseph Jérôme Le Français de Lalande, Histoire Des 
Mathématiques: Dans laquelle on rend compte de leurs ..., Volume 2, 644.  
 
64 Monika Mommertz, The Invisible Economy of Science,” in Judith Zinsser, Men, Women and 
the Birthing of Modern Science (Illinois: Northern Illinois Press, 2005, 163-70.  
 
65 For a detailed summary of these women’s contributions to the history of science in Early 
Modern Germany that includes Maria Clara Eimmart, see: Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No 
Sex? 65-90.  
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strategically grounded in a mutual commitment to astronomy and the preservation of the 
Eimmart estate.66 This kind of marital union appears frequently throughout the history of 
science: Maria Cunitz, Elisabetha Hevelius and Maria Winckelmann-Kirch were all German 
contemporaries of Maria Clara Eimmart who married and worked at their family observatories. 
In fact, it is likely that Maria Clara Eimmart would have lost her connection to her father’s 
observatory altogether were it not for her marriage, as the city had assumed rights to the 
observatory to cover her father’s debts.67  
 Despite societal restrictions that framed women’s scholarly endeavors as aberrant and/or 
taboo, Eimmart’s drawings and pastels show how the burgeoning practice of astronomy, 
dependent as it was on scientific diagrams and cooperative observations, created the space for 
her to engage and express her intellectual interests. While Eimmart has long been registered 
within the history of astronomy, she has only recently been addressed independently of her 
father. Much of this scholarship is published in German by historians such as Hans Gaab, Doris 
Gerstl and Gudrun Wolfschmidt who have elucidated her astronomical work along with her 
mathematic and observational skills, and they have situated the Eimmarts’work in the context of 
the Nuremberg intelligentsia. Research regarding her group of pastels in Bologna has been 
undertaken recently by Antal Deák, who came across references to Maria Clara Eimmart while 
                                                 
66 Despite Georg Christoph Eimmart’s successes in engraving and astronomy, he seems to have 
been in debt by the end of the life and ownership of the observatory passed to Nuremberg, with 
Johann Heinrich Müller serving as the new appointed director. 
 
67 See: Hans Gaab, “Zum 300. Todestag von Maria Clara Eimmart (1676-1707),” in 
Regiomontanusbote 20 (4/2007), 7-19; Hans Gaab, “Maria Clara Eimmart. Eine Nürnberger 
Astronomin,” in Nadja Bennewitz, Gaby Franger: Geschichte der Frauen in Mittelfranken. 
Alltag, Personen und Orte, (Cadolzburg: Ars vivendi, 2003) 145–152; Regina Umland, “Maria 
Clara Eimmart (1676-1707),” in Gudrum Wolfschmidt, ed. Astronomie in Franken - Von den 
Anfängen bis zur modernen Astrophysik. Proceedings der Tagung des Arbeitskreises 
Astronomiegeschichte in der Astronomischen Gesellschaft 2014 (Hamburg 2015), 208–221. 
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working on Luigi Ferdinando Marsigli’s cartographic monograph on the Danube, Danubius 
Pannonico-Mysicus (1726).68 Despite the fact that Maria Clara Eimmart has gained visibility and 
a certain fame through internet pins, reproductions, and scholars vested in Nuremburg’s 
scientific history, little about her artistic work has been published in English and her oeuvre has 
not been fully examined. There is more to be said about these fascinating images in terms of the 
personal and artistic tactics that she employed. It is my argument that to maintain her passionate 
involvement with Natural Philosophy and her subjective position as a woman scientist, Eimmart 
adeptly navigated gendered codes of social expectations and scientific production. Thus, 
Eimmart’s oeuvre showcases a masterful play with celestial imagery that is made all the more 
compelling by her strategies of mimicry, social networking, and historical appropriation – all 
facilitated by her scholarly milieu and audience.  
 Maria Clara Eimmart was uniquely connected to both astronomy and painting because 
her father passionately gathered a community of Natural Philosophers at his observatory even as 
he co-directed the Akademie der Bildenden Künste Nürnberg (The Nuremburg Academy of Fine 
Arts, est. 1662) with his brother-in-law Jacob von Sandrart.69 Born in 1676, Eimmart grew up 
alongside the observatory that her father established and equipped throughout the course of her 
life. As the daughter of a prominent artist and astronomer, Eimmart also came of age in a city 
that was hospitable to women with professional aspirations. As Sabina Lessmann has explained 
in her examination of seventeenth-century women artists in Nuremberg, the city generated the 
                                                 
68 Antal Deák, “The Mineral Maps of L. F. Marsigli and the Mystery of a Mine Map,” in The 
History of Cartography (Aug 2013).  
 
69 Thomas Kloti, “Eimmart, Georg Christoph,” in Biographical Encyclopedia of Astronomers, 
eds. Virginia Trimble et al. (New York: Springer Science, 2007), 328. For more on Georg 
Christoph’s social network, see: Ann Good, “The Construction of an Authoritative Text,” in The 
Journal of Early Modern History 10, 67-70.  
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demand and space for women’s contributions because its status as a Freie Reichsstadt freed its 
flourishing craft-economy from the highly regulated guild structure in favor of familial structure 
of production. This also meant that workspaces were connected to the domestic areas of the 
home until the end of the century, which further facilitated women’s productive ties to 
commerce.70 Thus daughters of artists were more likely to practice their family’s craft in 
households where, according to Natalie Zemon Davis, “Their talent could be welcome, and the 
contemporary beliefs about the dampening effects of the female temperament on genius 
ignored.”71 As her parents’ only surviving child, Maria Clara Eimmart’s talents were an 
invaluable support for her father’s many ventures. In concert with the breadth of her father’s 
pursuits, her education included languages (Latin, Italian, and French), mathematics, drawing 
and the natural sciences—all of which bolstered her rapport with the numerous students present 
at the Eimmart household. Much like other natural philosophers of the time, the Eimmarts had a 
broad interest in the study and representation of the observational sciences, mirroring René 
Descartes’s notion that “all the sciences are so interconnected that it is much easier to study them 
all together than to isolate one from all the others…all the sciences are conjoined with each other 
and interdependent.”72  
 M.C. Eimmart may also have been inspired by and even have emulated many of 
Germany’s prominent scholarly women. The artist, entomologist and naturalist Maria Sibylla 
                                                 
70 Sabina Lessmann, “Susanna Maria von Sandrart: Women Artists in 17th-century Nuremberg,” 
in Woman's Art Journal 14 (Spring - Summer, 1993), 10.  
 
71 Natalie Zemon Davis, Women on the Margins: Three Seventeenth-century Lives (Boston: 
Harvard University Press, 1995), 143; Sabina Lessmann, “Susanna Maria von Sandrart: Women 
Artists,” 12.  
 
72 René Descartes, “Rules for the Direction of the Mind,” In Discourse on Methods and Related 
Writings (Translated by Desmond Clark. London: Penguin Books, 1999). 
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Merian was particularly famous, for example, and her biography has similarities with Eimmart’s, 
as they both took apprenticeships in their own homes, married the protégé of their father, and 
resided in Nuremberg—if only for a short time, in Merian’s case.73  Merian’s exciting career in 
scientific illustration and her commitment to women’s education in the arts was renowned, and 
she maintained a continuous correspondence with her German acquaintances; moreover, she was 
lauded by Eimmart’s uncle Joachim Sandrart in his well-known Teutsche Academie (or “The 
German Academy,” a dictionary of artist biographies first published in German) in 1675. Maria 
Clara Eimmart would have known this tome and the several erudite women included in it 
because, not only was it widely read, but her father had also been one of its principle engravers.74 
While Merian ultimately divorced her husband and established her own business, Eimmart 
fashioned a way to continue working in her father’s observatory via marriage—a strategy that 
kept her close to her astronomic equipment and the relatively supportive social sphere 
surrounding her.  
 
Appropriating St. Margaret, Album Amicorum, and the Social Fold: 
 Even without a definitive record of publications that feature Maria Clara Eimmart’s name 
on the byline, the material traces of certain forms of exchange indicate that she was an active 
partner in the Eimmart enterprise. Networking was an important factor in maintaining personal 
and professional relationships for early modern scientists and artists, and the Eimmarts 
assiduously maintained their connections through correspondence, notes, gifts, and friendship 
                                                 
73 Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? 70. 
 
74 Anna Schreurs et al. Sandrart.net (Wolfenbüttel: Herzog August Bibliotek, 2012), Accessible 
online: http://www.sandrart.net/en/project/; Natalie Zemon Davis, Women on the Margins, 140. 
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albums, known in Latin as album amicorum and in German as Stummbuch. These collections, 
usually bound in vellum or amassed in portfolios, were common in Germany and spread in 
popularity throughout Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Such material odes to 
friendship substantiated relationships across the long distances that separated colleagues, patrons, 
and/or potential collaborators and harbor an eclectic mix of entries (drawings, poetic lines, locks 
of hair, mantras, etc.) that were assembled over a lifetime. For scholarly women, these tangible 
traces of affiliation manifested a place among their academic peers in ways that publications 
could not. In this regard, Maria Clara Eimmart’s ink and graphite drawing Saint Margaret 
Pointing to Heaven, which she signed and dated in 1693 and sent to Hans Wilpert Zoller, 
indicates her place as an artist in the network evidenced by Zoller’s album. Eimmart’s drawing, 
through its manipulation of art historical referent and personal innovation, transforms Carracci’s 
portrayal of the saint into a new and self-referential image of Astronomy’s muse Urania.   
 The “Zoller Album,” which is currently located at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
contains about fifty-four drawings from the 1500s through the 1700s by Northern European 
artists that Zoller, a Swiss collector, assembled.75 Here the Eimmarts’ drawings appear with an 
assemblage of works by well-known and lesser-known men and women such as Hans Holbein 
the Younger, Jost Amman (“Mars and Pomona”), Joachim von Sandrart (“Mary Magdalen 
Penitent”), Sophia Blesendorf (“A Fishing Putto”), and Conrad Meyer (“Allegory of the 
Transience of  Life”). Another album, originally owned by the well-connected naturalist 
philosopher Johann Jacob Scheuchzer (Zurich, 1672-1733), is at the Zentralbibliothek in Zurich 
and presents an intimate collection of his colleagues’ letters, poems, and autographed notes. 
                                                 
75 Stijn Alsteens et al. Durer and Beyond: Central European Drawings at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2012), xi.  
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Though Scheuchzer’s album is largely a literary compendium of poems and maxims, it contains 
a contribution by M.C. Eimmart that is inherently—even adamantly—pictorial and astral in 
nature: a detailed sketch in blue and white of a half-moon from her observations. While the 
Scheuchzer and Zoller albums are the only examples known to include works by the Eimmarts, it 
is likely that there were more.76 For a case in point, the Richard Ford Gallery in London recently 
advertised a 9.5 x 13.5 cm notecard dated to 1699 that features the Eimmarts’ autographs. Each 
signature is accompanied by so-called “improving quotations” in Latin and/or French 
respectively; for example, M.C. Eimmart writes, “Tout obeit à la vertu, et c'est elle qui dompte 
toutes choses/ Pour avoir l'honneur d'etre en memoire, de Marie Claire Eimmart.”77 In English, 
the aphorism and valediction read: “Everything obeys virtue, and it is she who subdues all 
things/ To be honored to be remembered, Maria Clara Eimmart.” With its beneficent message, 
compendium of signatures, and Eimmart’s salutation to memory, the small object is precisely the 
kind of memento that would be included in an album amicorum.  
 The fact that friendship albums were kept as personal treasures and shared with one’s 
visitors fostered an awareness of the Eimmart partnership. Returning to the Zoller album, with its 
prolific representation of academic and non-academic artists, we can assume that the 
contributions of the father and daughter arrived together because their adjacent drawings bear the 
same date. M.C. Eimmart’s portrayal of Saint Margaret (fig. 6) complements her father’s 
depiction of a man on a cloud who, floating above a battlefield, points to a globe next to him. 
                                                 
76 Jacobus Scheuchzer, Stammbuch of Johann Jakob Scheuchzer, Central Library of Zurich, Ms 
Z II 649. Accessible online: http://dx.doi.org/10.7891/e-manuscripta-38445 
 
77 Maria Clara Eimmart has written: “Tout obeit à la vertu, et c'est elle qui dompte toutes choses” 
and “Pour avoir l'honneur d'etre en memoire, de Marie Claire Eimmart.” Georg Christoph has 
written: “Omnes probi viri actiones ad sua intima vergunt.” See the notice posted by the Richard 
Ford Gallery, accessible online: http://www.richardfordmanuscripts.co.uk/catalogue/18277.  
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The images on globes transform the observable cosmos into referenceable points; as such, globes 
were an important part of library collections and scientific practice – and they were a lucrative 
part of the Eimmarts’ work. The energetic brushwork and penned lines on each page, moreover, 
call attention to the corporeality of both art-making and scholarship. For example, each artist 
draws over the figures’ gesturing fingers with thick contours. Thus, both father and daughter 
highlight the hand that will touch the world and, by extension, their own artistic handiwork. 
These related scenes evidently reference the pair’s work as globe-makers and I suspect that the 
drawings celebrated a globe—or, more likely, a pair of terrestrial and celestial globes—that 
Zoller had received and/or commissioned.  
 Such a circumstance would enhance the meaning of the aphorism that G.C. Eimmart 
penned in the upper-left corner of his drawing (fig. 7): “Altior is existit Mundo, qui non curat in 
cujus manu sit Mundus.”78 The proverb suggests that the wisest in the world do not care who 
owns/carries it. The aphorism is also a visual pun that plays off of the windswept man in the 
stratosphere depicted in the middleground at the left of the page: Seated on a cloud far above the 
battle-scene raging below him at the right, he happily presents his globe to the viewer with a 
smile. Focus on the object at hand, the drawing argues, and reap the merits of scientific study. 
The tone of G.C. Eimmart’s image is light and airy, since the forms are rendered in loose black 
contours in a borderless expanse of white and the text seems to have been quickly penned. Yet its 
worldly subject matter reflects the seventeenth-century belief that the observable heavens are no 
longer distinct from quotidian existence but are a crossing of religion and philosophy – all the 
more reason to commission a globe.  
                                                 
78 This seems to be a reference from a somewhat obscure introduction to an edition of Ptolemy’s 
Almagest. See, for example: Karl Young, “Chaucer’s Aphorisms from Ptolemy,” in Studies in 
Philology 34 (Jan 1937), 2.  
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 M.C. Eimmart’s drawing shows St. Margaret at the crux of this juncture: she points 
skywards with her right hand whilst her left rests on a book in her lap, but her portrayal of a 
woman in heavy drapery is more monumental in both its composition and its historical precedent 
than her father’s visual pun. M.C. Eimmart was seventeen at the time and she had more to prove 
than her renowned father; consequently, she presented a work that had a famous art historical 
pedigree and is more highly finished in its figural modeling and legible details. Whereas it 
cannot be determined what kind of globe is behind the figure in the father’s work, for example, 
the daughter’s rendition shows the animal shaped outlines of the constellations that are the 
hallmark of a celestial globe. Furthermore, M.C. Eimmart chose a portrait-like composition that 
brings all of the elements close to the foreground. Her father conveyed his drapery with a few 
lines, but M.C. Eimmart develops the masses of St. Margaret’s drapery with patterns of 
shadowed gradients. Finally, an exultant border of gold stands out against the grisaille, which 
constructs a window that is quite different from her father’s unbridled image of clouds and 
landscape in the background. Since the date of Saint Margaret Pointing to Heaven coincides 
with the year that M.C. Eimmart began her scientific sketches for the Eimmarts’ lunar map, she 
arguably seized the opportunity to spotlight her burgeoning talents and career to the avid 
connoisseur Zoller by showing her knowledge of art as well as astronomy.   
 Eimmart showcases her technical abilities and intervenes in a grand art historical 
trajectory by appropriating and repurposing Cornelius Bloemaert’s engraving St. Margaret of 
Antioch (fig. 8, c.1630-1650) that is in turn a copy of Annibale Carracci’s famous oil painting, 
Saint Margaret (fig. 9, Chiesa di Santa Caterina dei Funari, Rome, c.1600). Art enthusiasts, such 
as Zoller, would have known some form of the image referenced and appreciated the 
significance of Eimmart’s changes. Ultimately the drawing expresses the young artist’s unique 
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viewpoint; that is, she does not tell the story of St. Margaret’s martyrdom but rather hails the 
rewards of scientific practice—indeed, her own scientific practice. According to hagiography, 
when St. Margaret refused to marry she was put through a series of punishments and finally 
thrown into a dungeon where she encountered and felled an evil demon. Tales of her heroism 
brought thousands of new converts to Christianity and, after praying for expectant mothers, she 
was beheaded.79 In Bloemeart’s engraving, St. Margaret leans against an antique pedestal  
inscribed with the liturgical Anaphora “SURSUM CORDA” (“We lift our hearts”), and, bearing 
the crown and palm of martyrdom, she points to the sky even as she steps assuredly on the 
fanged-mouth demon through which she has passed and then felled. Although she preserves the 
configuration of St. Margaret of Antioch, Eimmart substantially diverges from the saint’s 
traditional iconography by removing the dragon and martyr’s palm, depicting only the woman 
with a book, monolith, and globe—transforming her into an emblem of female erudition rather 
than martyrdom; in effect, the classicized figure may be understood as St. Margaret only through 
the saint’s iconographical references. Eimmart’s poetic manipulation of the image retains the 
shadow of St. Margaret’s figure but inserts (and asserts) a new identity for the figure; which 
produces a playful effect that undulates amongst its visual references.   
 Untethered from the original narrative of Carraci’s painting, Eimmart’s figure alludes to 
many other representations of women with globes and the stories they tell. For instance, 
Johannes Vermeer’s Allegory of the Catholic Faith (fig. 10, 1670-2), which similarly portrays an 
allegorical figure with a liturgical text and globe beneath her foot even as a serpent lies smashed 
beneath another book in the foreground. The terrestrial and celestial spheres, on the other hand, 
                                                 
79 For summary of the story and a survey of several depictions of it, see: J. Lection, The 
Anthenaa eum 951 (1869), 69.  
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were standard accompaniments to the scientific allegories embodied by Astronomy, 
Astronomy’s muse Urania, and Physics that I discussed in the introduction. Although the 
allegories do not provide an exact model for Eimmart’s image, all three are commonly 
characterized as women with celestial globes and/or armillary spheres nearby, and many carry a 
compass and a book (fig. 1).80 Since Cesare Ripa’s text was the standard iconographic text across 
Europe, Eimmart would certainly have known it. Possibly, Eimmart synthesized several images 
like these to bring a more intimate and personal parable to fruition; namely, that the study of 
nature and astronomy will “lift one’s heart.”  It is important that her central figure breaks away 
from these earlier prototypes and Carracci’s painting to gaze directly at the viewer with lips 
slightly parted as if to speak. Whereas Eimmart’s maiden has the same visage and dress of 
Bloemeart’s St. Margaret, her demeanor is more approachable—as is the world sans demonic 
monsters that she inhabits.  
 Brought closer to the everyday and caught in conversation, this rendition is also a cipher 
for the artist herself, particularly given its aforementioned context as a personal gift within a 
Stummbach. To this end, Eimmart folds her identity into the picture’s visual and oratory product 
by inscribing her name into the monolith just below the Anaphora, “Sursum Corda.” The 
heavenward gesture of the central figure effectively merges with the gestures of Eimmart’s brush 
to indicate an undefined but essentially knowable cosmos, without abandoning the admonition to 
lead a virtuous life, i.e. to raise one’s heart to the lord. By pointedly retaining the response-
oriented inscription in her modified composition, Eimmart draws the performative dialogue that 
would have otherwise been initiated by a priest or minister. In this way, the artist speaks through 
                                                 
80 See Londa Schiebinger, “Feminine Icons: The Face of Early Modern Science,” in Critical 
Inquiry 14 (Summer 1988), 661-91.  
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her work, articulating the importance that scientific inquiry has in realizing the splendors of the 
universe.  
 This lesson is in line with Pietist beliefs and I suspect that here Eimmart is displaying her 
sympathies in that regard, showing her voice as Natural Philosopher through the allegorical body 
of Urania. As Kelly Joan Whitmer explains in her study of the role of pietism in learning, 
“Pietists held up the eye as the perfect conciliatory, didactic and edificatory medium. In the 
spaces touched by their methods, the eye and the heart became fused together into a single entity 
that observed, reconciled and loved.”81  Eimmart’s close friendship with the Natural Philosopher 
Johann Jakob Scheuchzer underscores her connection with this school of thought because he was 
a leading proponent of the Pietist philosophy. Moreover, it was also a tradition of thought that 
befitted the agenda of a globe-maker since it particularly emphasized the use of scientific models 
to shape ocular perception.82 “Sursum corda” effectively is a double-entendre within the picture, 
as the figure beholding the globe marries her heart and intellect to transcend earthly death, as 
signified by both the memorial nature of the tombstone-like monolith and power of artwork 
itself. From an image of suffering and redemption, Eimmart creates a depiction that celebrates 
the power of knowledge.   
 Framed against the dragon-slaying tale of St. Margaret conveyed by Caracci’s 
representation, M.C. Eimmart transforms the lesson of the book that her sitter holds, from one of 
                                                 
81 For more on Pietism and its proliferation in seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, see: Kelly 
Joan Whitmer, Learning to See in the Pietist Orphanage: Geometry, Philanthropy and the 
Science of Perfection 1695-1730 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia, 2008), 13.  
 
82 For more on Pietism and Scheuchzer’s connection with August Hermann Francke’s well-
attended lectures in Halle, see: Kelly Joan Whitmer, Learning to See in the Pietist Orphanage: 
Geometry, Philanthropy and the Science of Perfection.  
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fantastical mysticism to one of practical and personal stoicism.83 At the crux of these two worlds, 
then, is the female figure and her churning folds of drapery that move the viewer’s eye from the 
rational terra firma to the emptiness above.  Eimmart’s drawing perpetually self-differentiates 
from the images that it cites—mobilized by the differences therein, it undulates between the 
redundant and distinct; the classicizing and the modern; the referent and the being. Befitting a 
culture of changing paradigms, Eimmart’s present to Zoller an informed worldview that puts the 
intellectual potential of its creator on par with any member of the intelligentsia. 84 
 One critical role in negotiating the multivalent possibilities of historical images, 
particularly those that feature a female, is to find discursive and/or visual contradictions where 
“patriarchal discourse loses control” and to honor the legacy of women as a productive force.85 
For example, a study of French female characters in literature (written largely by male authors) 
led the literary historian Jane Burns to the question, “Can we look nonetheless for some kind of 
                                                 
83 This dichotomy, Deleuze postulates, is the root of the Baroque aesthetic: “The Baroque 
world...is organized according to two vectors: a sinking downward and an  upward pull...It is 
Leibniz who permits the coexistence of the heavy system's tendency to its equilibrium at the 
lowest possible point, there where the sum of the masses can descend no farther, with the 
tendency to rise, the highest aspiration of a weightless system, to that place where souls are 
destined to become reasonable, as in a painting by Tintoretto. The fact that one is metaphysical 
and concerns the soul, and that the other is physical and concerns bodies, does not prevent the 
two vectors from composing one and the same world, one and the same house.” In Deleuze, The 
Fold, 234-5.  
 
84 There is a tautology in Deleuze's discussion of the Baroque as an organizing concept because 
his definition of it stems so directly from the art of the era; nevertheless, the arc of the argument 
is useful because, in Deleuze’s account, the technological and scientific discoveries were driving 
new articulations of the cultural milieu. The Baroque, in this sense, is an emanation of a 
paradigm shift. Deleuze’s “ideal” fold is Heidegger's “Zwiefalt,” or a “fold which differentiates 
and self-differentiates.” That is, the fold is “a Difference which ceaselessly folds and unfolds 
back...in a coextensivity of the veiling and unveiling of Being, of the presence and withdrawal of 
being.”84  
 
85 Christine Glendhill, “Pleasurable Negotiations,” 119-121.  
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subjectivity in the female voices inscribed within literary texts?” Her answer: yes—because “the 
female body is something of a text, or narrative.”86 Burns’s usage of the term “bodytalk” defines 
“a marginalized gendered speaker in a complex relationship with a more central one” from 
whom emerges a “resistant doubled discourse that underscores the presence of the female body 
within a textual historical narrative that may/may not have been by authored by men.”87 In short, 
the female figure provides a cipher for women’s presence. Urania’s prominence on the 
frontispiece of Riccioli’s New Almagest and the existence of women at the Nuremberg 
observatory exemplify this notion of “bodytalk” in non-literary contexts, reminding us that 
women were taking part in scientific conversations throughout the centuries and insisting that we 
recast the narratives of the history of science. Elsewhere in Europe guilds of artisans controlled 
the production of instruments and engravings throughout the eighteenth century with the 
consequence that many women became adept assistants in their family workshops, so we can 
also remember that it was celebrated female artisans who had a hand in supplying telescopes 
such as the one that Argus wields. We know, in fact, one example of this: the daughters of 
Giuseppe Campani (Rome, 1635-1715) were among the most successful opticians in Europe 
after their father’s death.88 Eimmart’s letters to Scheuchzer also indicate that she was familiar 
with Riccioli’s New Almagest; in another turn of logic, she perhaps knew the picture of Urania 
                                                 
86 Jane Burns, Body Talk, 6.  
 
87 Jane Burns, Body Talk, 17. 
 
88 In fact, when Pope Benedict XIV purchased Guiseppe Campani’s instruments for Bologna’s 
scientific collection in 1747, Campani’s daughter was sought to instruct the collection’s 
caretaker, Ercole Lelli, in the use and maintenance of the instruments. See: Silvio Bedini, 
“Introduction: The Vatican’s Astronomical Paintings and the Institute of Bologna,” xxix. For 
more on Pope Benedict XIV’s patronage of Enlightenment science, see: Benedict XIV and the 
Enlightenment: Art, Science, and Spirituality, Rebecca Messbarger et al. (eds.), (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2016).  
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and saw herself reflected there, offering a rebuttal in the campaign that she made with her father, 
the “committed Copernican,” for a sun-centered universe.89 
 
Writing in from Elsewhere: 
 The fact that so many of M.C. Eimmart’s known works were distributed through private 
channels—that is, as gifts or in correspondence rather than published pamphlets or paid 
commissions—evidences the restricted options that she encountered as a woman doing science. 
Eimmart was fortunate to have been so learned, because women’s education usually was limited 
and accessible only to those of wealthier households who had the finances, leisure, and/or 
familial connections to practice their avocation. In this vein, Erica Harth, Londa Schiebinger, and 
Patricia Fara have all shown that women’s empirically-based learning influenced the public 
imagination and fueled conversations about science throughout the greater Republic of Letters, 
even as women were categorically restricted from voicing their interests and/or findings in both 
the established royal academies and publishing houses.90 Neither Eimmart nor her accomplished 
cousin, the artist Susanna Maria von Sandrart, whose relatives founded the Nuremberg Academy 
of Fine Arts, could attend meetings at the institution, even though they were each acknowledged 
and respected as working artists in the community. German women were trained in art making at 
home without access to the taboo presence of the nude models that were the privilege of the 
                                                 
 
89 Fabrizio Bònoli, “The Bologna Astronomical Museum,” (Bologna: Università degli studi di 
Bologna, 1990). Accessible online: http://www.bo.astro.it/dip/Museum/english/.  
 
90 Erica Harth, Cartesian Women: Versions and Subversions of Rational Discourse in the Old 
Regime, 11-14; Patricia Fara, Pandora's Breeches: Women, Science and Power in the 
Enlightenment (Random House, 2011); Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? Women in the 
Origins of Modern Science, 208-211. 
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drawing academy.91 Moreover, women who had taken profession in the arts were expected to 
privilege their domestic duties upon marrying; indeed, Susanna Maria von Sandrart drew only in 
between her marriages.92  
 Astronomy, like drawing and engraving, was among the more acceptable pursuits for 
women: It was a discipline that was primarily practiced in the home and could easily 
accommodate the societal expectations of decorum.93 Indeed, the presence of Maria Clara 
Eimmart, who worked alongside her father in the quest for knowledge in Nuremberg, likely 
helped to reinforce astronomy as a practice for both sexes rather than as an occupation of men 
alone. In fact, wives and daughters of scientists often took responsibility for collecting and 
representing data.94 These findings were subsequently distributed through the burgeoning 
Republic of Letters – an esteemed network of correspondents that took root during the 1600s and 
expanded through the Enlightenment. Unambiguous evidence of M.C. Eimmart’s participation 
among the community of Copernicans is provided by her seven letters to Johann Jacob 
Scheuchzer, whom she came to know when he stayed as a student with her father.95 This 
correspondence not only expresses her familiarity with the history of astronomic theory but also 
                                                 
91 Sabina Lessmann, “Susanna Maria von Sandrart,” 10.  
 
92 Sabina Lessmann, “Susanna Maria von Sandrart,” 12.  
 
93 M.C. Donnelly. "Astronomical Observatories in the 17th and 18th Centuries," In Mémoires: 
Académie Royale de Belgique (Brussels: Palais des Académies, 1964), 7.  
 
94 Monika Mommertz, The Invisible Economy of Science,” in Judith Zinsser, Men, Women and 
the Birthing of Modern Science (Illinois: Northern Illinois Press, 2005, 163-70. 
95 Johann Jacob Scheuchzer began his stay with the Eimmart family in 1695 when he went to 
Nuremberg to receive training in mathematics, studying in part with Georg Christoph. He was a 
well-traveled scholar and member of the Royal Society who published in all fields of research, 
particularly botany and minerology; Maria Clara Eimmart, “4 Briefe, 2 Beilagen an Jean Jaques 
Scheuchzer.” Ms H 297, S. 61-78. Zürich: Zentralbibliothek. http://dx.doi.org/10.7891/e-
manuscripta-19479.  
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affirms her investment in the cultural success of her city, which was still recovering from the 
aftermath of the Thirty Years War (1618-1648).96 Eimmart’s letter from 1697, for example, 
lobbies for Nuremberg’s significance as a center of astronomy with hyperbolic excitement: 
Noting the city’s wealth of scientific resources, she declares that she cannot imagine there to be 
as many instruments in all of Germany as there are in Nuremberg.97 This further shows that 
astronomy was a popular pursuit in Nuremberg at the time. Given that women had far fewer 
opportunities to travel abroad for their studies, enticing scholars and peers to Germany was 
particularly beneficial to Eimmart’s intellectual pursuits.   
 Fortunately for his daughter, Georg Christoph Eimmart’s open-air observatory attracted 
both local and foreign scholars, and its prominent location within the towers of the city fortress 
ultimately endured as a municipal icon that is still celebrated today. The terraces of the fortress 
provided the expansive viewing platforms that were necessary to house enormous scientific 
instruments and groups of sky-watchers. Indeed, the size of telescopic lenses had increased 
throughout the 1600s to combat spherical aberration and provide greater clarity, which by the 
end of the seventeenth century resulted in aerial telescopes that had masts reaching lengths of 
123 feet.98 The renowned scholar Johannes Hevelius (husband of Elisabetha Hevelius, “the 
                                                 
 
96 See also Hans Gaab, “Zum 300. Todestag von Maria Clara Eimmart,” 15.  
 
97 “Daß das edle studium Matheseos vordessen alhier in Nürnberg überaus muß beliebt gewesen 
seyn kan man nicht allein abnehmen aus der großen menge Sonnen-Uhren, welche an den 
meisten Häusern überall angemahlt zu finden; sondern auch aus der noch größern menge 
allerhand kleinen instrumentorum ... dern mir so viel zu gesicht und zu handen gekommen, daß 
ich fast zweifle, ob in gantz Teutschland rings umb mit einander so vil zu finden, als allein hier 
in Nürnberg.” Eimmart, Maria Clara. “4 Briefe, 2 Beilagen an Jean Jaques Scheuchzer.” Ms H 
297, S. 61-78. Zürich: Zentralbibliothek. http://dx.doi.org/10.7891/e-manuscripta-19479. The 
letters are transcribed in: “Quarterly Review of the Natural Science Society in Zurich,”  
18 (1873), 292-296.  
98 M.C. Donnelly. "Astronomical Observatories in the 17th and 18th Centuries," 8.  
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mother of moon charts”) bemoaned the challenges of space and funding for such instruments, 
noting, “The enterprise is not one for a private person to undertake, but for some great nobleman 
possessing ample room, money, and above all, enthusiasm, to promote to high an enterprise in 
the interest of astronomy.”99  
Although not technically of the noble class, Georg Christoph and his daughter were 
private persons who were enthusiastic and committed enough to take on the challenge posed by 
Hevelius. The successes of the Eimmarts’ endeavors are seen in Johann Adam Delsenbach’s (fig. 
11, Nuremberg, 1687–1765) print from 1716, which depicts the viewing platform of the 
observatory privately established by “G. C. Eimmart, famous mathematician” with male and 
female figures busily manipulating the large-scale sextants, telescopes, and armillary spheres that 
Eimmart père had designed and commissioned. Delsenbach, a copperplate engraver who worked 
on numerous architectural projects in Nuremberg, certainly intended for this print to celebrate 
Eimmart and his legacy. The tableau, which would have been included in guides that charted 
local fashions and customs, showcases a sloping viewpoint where groups of men and women dot 
around astronomical instruments. Below the scene, the instruments are labeled in French in 
German, which conveys the riches of Nuremberg to a diverse audience (French was the 
predominant language of science on the continent). In the background, behind the viewing 
platform, a horizontal line of smoking chimneys rises into the skyline creating a warm and 
welcome civic space. This picture is distinct from similarly purposed illustrations of the royal 
observatory in Paris. For example, the interior room depicted in Sébastien Leclerc’s (fig. 12, 
                                                 
 
99 C. Leeson Prince, Johannes Hevelius, the Illustrated Account given by Hevelius in his 
"Machina Celestis" (1673) of the Method of Mounting His Telescopes and Erecting his 
Observatory, (Lewes, 1882) 55.  
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1673-1714) Louis XIV visits the Académie des Sciences conveys courtly pomp and exclusivity as 
gentlemen stand in deference to the king.100 The Paris Observatory, remote in the background 
and still under construction, is visible through the arched windows and beyond the French formal 
gardens so as to underscore Louis XIV’s reign over land and sky. Where such foundational 
images of the observatory in Paris indicate a masculine dominion (despite the fact that women 
attended lectures and demonstrations), representations of the Nuremberg Observatory routinely 
showcase men and women in lively discussion. M.C. Eimmart’s letters and her father’s 
popularity suggest, though they do not confirm, that she took part in these conversations. 
 Despite the relative inclusivity of the Nuremberg circle, Maria Clara Eimmart’s letters 
declare her gender to Johann Jacob Scheuchzer in ways that suggest she is transgressing 
normative peripheries. Eimmart states, for instance, that she will do her best with her “curiosité” 
and the “powers of my weak sex” to virtuously employ her coming years.101 Positioning her 
family’s personal observatory against the larger observatories that housed male academicians, 
Eimmart explains her abilities are curtailed by its small size and the constraints of its equipment. 
Observing the expected proprieties of female modesty in still another letter, she claims that she 
neither finds personal fame nor the commemoration of her work to be necessary, as true glory is 
                                                 
100 Sébastien Leclerc, Louis XIV visits the Académie des Sciences, 1671 (Paris, Observatoire de 
Paris, inv. I.110).  
 
101 “Aber noch weiter zu fragen, was hilfft es Monsieur zu wissen, dass ich nun 20 Jahr den May 
meins Lebens zugebracht, ohne noch etwas lobwürdiges mit wahren Tugenden zu beginnen. 
Gewisslich ich empfinde mich desshalben nicht wenig beschämet, und werde mir Meines Hochg 
curiosite zu einer aufmunterung dienen lassen, soviel die Kräflften meins schwachen 
geschlechtes vergönnen werden, meine Künftigen Jahre, so Gott das leben erhalten wird, zu 
Übung rechtschafiener Tugenden und künsten eifriger zu employiren.” See: “Quarterly Review 
of the Natural Science Society in Zurich,” 638.  
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with the glory of God.102 Given that the correspondence dates to a period when her father and 
many of his students were gaining recognition amongst an international set of peers, Eimmart’s 
comments should be read as a direct response to the cultural, social, and institutional boundaries 
that she met with in consequence of her gender. Where Scheuchzer was a member of the 
Academies of Science in Bologna, London, and Berlin, and Eimmart’s father was admitted to the 
French Académie des Sciences in 1699, she was not eligible to apply. Thus, Eimmart’s 
statements call attention to her limitations even as they are couched within discussions that attest 
to her encyclopedic knowledge of astronomy and mathematics—she employs a kind of double-
speak that underscores her scientific intelligence. Eimmart’s feminine play, in which she calls 
attention to her limitations, while simultaneously contesting them, is doubly performative in the 
sense described by Luce Irigaray in This Sex Which Is Not One: 
 One must assume the feminine role deliberately. Which means already to convert a form 
 of subordination into an affirmation, and thus to begin to thwart it. Whereas a direct 
 feminine challenge to this condition means demanding to speak as a (masculine) 
 “subject,” that is, it means to postulate a relation to the intelligible that would maintain 
 sexual indifference.103 
 
At one level, Eimmart acknowledges her femininity even as she takes a position within the 
nominal masculine sphere of natural philosophy. At another level, the very fact of her 
enunciation within that circle challenges the supposed limits of her own intellectual capacity. It 
was customary politesse for both sexes at the time to write with humility and deference to God; 
however, when Eimmart does so, she places her activity within an altogether different realm 
                                                 
102 “Von meiner Wenigkeit und geringem beginnen in consimili studio, wird nicht nötig seyn, 
etwas zu gedenken, weil es nicht darnach beschaifen, dass einiges Ruhms würdig wäre. Dann nur 
allein was ich darinnen vorhabe in gloriam Dei, operumque ejus admirandorum indefersam 
considerationem angestellet ist. Mein schlechtes Observatorium ist nach Proportion meines 
Unvermögens eingerichtet.” 
 
103 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, (Ithaca: Cornell Universtiy Press, 1985), 75.  
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thereby confounding the matter of her purported weaker sex. With a similar strategy, Eimmart 
writes self-deprecatingly of her little observatory only to note that she would accomplish more 
with her desire for knowledge if it were better furnished. Fashioning herself at work in a dainty 
and socially acceptable domestic space, Eimmart nevertheless dissociates the supposed limits of 
her potential; if she had more equipment, she implies, she would accomplish more, for her 
limitations are material, not a question of her nature. Indeed, her position parallels feminist 
theorist Michèle Le Doeuff’s assertion that “[i]n order to philosophize a woman needs both a 
room of her own and the necessity of earning a living by philosophizing.”104 
 Yet Eimmart sets the problem of her feminine curiosity apart from the rest of her script 
(both literally and figuratively) in the Scheuchzer letter—marking “curiosité” in French and in 
block letters. Indeed, she likely was associating the problem of women’s curiosity with the 
historical French literary battle, the querelle des femmes (the woman question), which debated 
the threshold of women’s intelligence and gave particular emphasis to the question of women’s 
curiosity. For example, the French tale of “The Green Serpent” by Marie Catherine le Jumelle de 
Barneville (Baronne d'Aulnoy, c.1650-1705) warns its female readers against acting upon their 
inquisitiveness. In the passage cited below, the narrator reminds her readers of the problematic 
consequences that followed Pandora and Psyche when, seeking to know, they opened the boxes 
forbidden to them and wrought havoc on their surroundings: 
 Too oft is curiosity 
 The cause of fatal woe. 
 A secret that may harmful be, 
 Why should we seek to know? 
 It is a weakness of womankind, 
 For witness the first created, 
                                                 
 
104 Michele LeDoueff, “Women and Philosophy (1976),” in Toril Moi, French Feminist Thought, 
189.  
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 From whom Pandora was designed, 
 And Psyche imitated.105 
 
Women’s capacity for reason was one point of debate during the querelle des femmes, and the 
passage by Baronne d'Aulnoy responds to the argument that woman could not reasonably control 
their curious drive nor the consequences of their actions. By visually distinguishing CURIOSITÉ 
the “cause of fatal woe” from the German cursive that she uses throughout the rest of the letter, 
Eimmart distances the gendered connotations of curiosity from the vernacular that she uses most 
intimately; that is, she displaces it through French. Indeed, less than two sentences later, Eimmart 
literally writes the language off when she explains to Scheuchzer that she does not feel that a 
command of French is necessarily an asset for her interests despite her linguistic studies.106   
 M.C. Eimmart’s diagram of Mercury’s 1697 transit across the sun (fig. 13), which is 
appended to one of Scheuchzer’s letters, shows a similar flourish of expertise that resists 
gendered stereotypes through the language of mathematics—a language that had developed a 
universal respectability in the wake of Cartesian philosophy. Because she would not have been 
able to look directly towards the solar disc to view Mercury’s movement, Eimmart employed a 
reflective apparatus to indirectly watch the planet and geometrically plot her observations. 
Despite the diagrammatic and scientific nature of the drawing, Eimmart conveys a sense of 
determined authorship by isolating her name across the top of the page with the date and place of 
the observation in a scrawling script. She certainly knew that exact observational data was useful 
for those eager to establish more accurate determinations of the Earth’s longitude by comparing 
                                                 
105 Marie Catherine le Jumelle de Barneville (Baronne d'Aulnoy), The Green Serpent, in Beauty 
and the Beast and other classic French fairy tales, trans. Jack Zipes (New York: Penguin Group, 
1997), 500. 
 
106 Eimmart, Maria Clara. “4 Briefe, 2 Beilagen an Jean Jaques Scheuchzer.” Ms H 297, S. 67. 
Zürich: Zentralbibliothek. http://dx.doi.org/10.7891/e-manuscripta-19479. 
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sequences of times and geographic positions. In fact, her father’s records were cited throughout 
the eighteenth century.107 Working in this vein himself, Johann Christoph Müller was in Vienna 
at the time collecting the figures for Mercury’s transit to establish coordinates for Marsigli’s map 
of Hungary. Given that Maria Clara Eimmart collaborated on the project, it is entirely possible 
that her notations were factored in from Nuremberg. However, where Eimmart conveyed her 
work through private letters, Müller published his; According to the German scientific historian 
Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr (1671- 1750), “When [Müller] returned to Vienna in 1697 he 
observed Mercury crossing in front of the Sun. After noting this, and due to the fact that it occurs 
only rarely, he sent a short paper on it to the printers with a dedication to his former master 
[Georg Christoph] Eimmart.”108 The problem for women, again, is not necessarily one of 
absence but of anonymity because her research is not published and visible.  
 Maria Clara Eimmart fought her erasure on all fronts by maintaining professional 
relationships with her father’s colleagues and artfully incorporating her signature on her 
outbound works on paper; as such, she reified rather than masked her name and gender. Yet the 
patriarchal structure of the scholarly press restricted Maria Clara Eimmart’s renown. Although 
the father and daughter were certainly a collaborative pair, her prolific output and the extensive 
philosophic network to which she belonged did little to perpetuate a critical awareness of her 
ideas. There is reason to think, for example, that Maria Clara Eimmart authored her father’s 1701 
treatise on the sun, Ichnographia Nova Contemplationum de Sole.109 Given the number of 
                                                 
107 See, for example: George Graham, “The Transit of Mercury over the Sun,” in The 
Philosophical Transactions (from the Year ... to the Year ...) Abridged and Disposed Under 
General Heads, Volume 1; Volume 8 (London: Royal Society of London, 1747).  
 
108 Quoted in Antal Deák, “Maps from Under the Shadow of the Crescent Moon,” 6.  
109 Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? 81.  
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illustrations and the amount of data included in the publication, it is at least likely that the father 
and daughter worked together on it as they had for numerous other projects.110 But the extent of 
their partnership is not apparent in the discourse of contemporary astronomers such as John 
Flamsteed, who refer exclusively to her father’s genius.111 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s March 
1698 letter to Johann Christian Schulenberg echoes the eclipse of the daughter’s contributions 
even as it highlights the importance of the global effort to promulgate the Copernican system:  
 What you once took the trouble to demonstrate to me regarding the residence of our sun, 
 according to the famous astronomer Eimmart, I believe to be entirely true, if we may 
 understand the Earth to be among the planets or satellites of the sun.112  
Nevertheless, while the Copernican Revolution in no way guaranteed a revolution in the 
patriarchal nature of philosophic discourse, it prompted new demands in science that welcomed 
nearly all observational data regardless of whether it came from the mind of a man or woman.   
 The caption on Georg Christoph Eimmart’s celestial globe, known through a series of 
copper plates engraved for its issue in 1705, attests to the communal nature of the Nuremberg 
circle to which the Eimmarts belonged and the progressive values that they championed: 
 Since the geographical description of the Earth according to latitude and longitude, both  
 by maritime voyages and by celestial observations becomes more accurate day by day, it 
 happens to scarcely any one man to perfect [a globe] by his own observations, for these 
 can be partial only. Therefore it behooves us to make use of the most accurate modern 
 observations. In so far as they agree with the truth or depart from it, it is left for you with 
 your more exact judgement to decide. We, for our part, exhibit for your use the places in 
                                                 
 
110 Antal Deák, “The Discovery of the Danube,” 28.  
 
111 Forbes et al, “Eimmart to Flamsteed: October 1703,” in The Correspondence of John 
Flamsteed, The First Astronomer Royal III, 30.  
 
112 Translated from the Latin by Lloyd Strickland, in Die mathematische schriften von Gottfried 
Wilheim Leibniz, vol. VII, C. I. Gerhardt (ed), 238-240. 
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 all good faith, as we have received them from the latest authorities, and have changed 
 nothing. Nurnberg, by G.C. Eimmart, 1705.113 
 
Although Georg Christoph Eimmart credits neither his daughter’s designs nor her discoveries on 
this object, her longtime position as his assistant implicates her in the cited “we” and the ongoing 
conversation that the message invites. Also reflected in the passage are two integral components 
of paradigms as they are defined by Thomas Kuhn in his now foundational text, The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions: The ability to attract an “enduring group of adherents away from 
competing modes of scientific activity” and the ability to “leave all sorts of problems for the 
redefined group of practitioners to resolve.”114 Kuhn argued that the move from revolution to 
another period of “normal science” is a community-based cycle driven by a quest for common 
answers. The fact that the Nuremberg astronomers fostered an extensive educational program at 
the observatory evidences their commitment to propel a new understanding of science that 
warranted the participation of any committed person. The scientific revolution at work in 
Nuremberg and across Europe, therefore, was an opportunity for M.C. Eimmart to actively 
participate in “normal experimental work” within a growing community of enthusiasts.  
 
Mimesis, Eu-topia and the Revenant: 
 For Maria Clara Eimmart, who grew up under her father’s tutelage in the arts and 
sciences, astronomical drawing was an appeasement of both interests that provided her with a 
social and personal entry into the developing scientific conceptions of her day. The ten pastel 
                                                 
113 Translated from the Latin in Edward Luther Stevenson, Terrestrial and Celestial Globes Vol 
II: Their History and Construction Including a Consideration of their Value as Aids in the Study 
of Geography and Astronomy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1921), 123.  
 
114 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 10. 
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depictions of celestial phenomena displayed in Bologna, which are another souvenir of a 
working relationship, are arresting precisely because they are subjective expressions as well as 
masterful scientific images. The suite includes three renditions of the moon; five charts showing 
aspects of the known planets, as recorded by various astronomers; a drawing of atmospheric 
phenomena (paraselene and parhelion, bright spots in the sky formed by the refractions of 
moonlight and sunlight, respectively); and an illustration comparing comet tails. The complete 
inventory, generated by the Bologna Astronomical Museum, lists: 
 1. several examples of the appearance of comets 
 2. drawings of a paraselene and a parhelion  
 3. full moon 
 4. lunar phase observed on 23 April 1693 
 5. lunar phase observed on 29 August 1697 
 6. phases of Mercury according to Johannes Hevelius of 1694, 1695 and 1696 
 7. phases of Venus 
 8. aspect of Mars, according to observations of various astronomers 
 9. aspect of Jupiter, according to observations of various astronomers 
 10. aspect of Saturn, with view of the rings as they appeared in observations of the 
time115 
 
Recently, Antal Deák has convincingly argued that Maria Clara Eimmart made the paintings for 
a collaborative project between her father, the Müller brothers, and Count Marsigli. Since 
Marsigli was mapping the area of the Danube for the papacy, he needed someone skilled in 
astronomic science and engraving to provide both the correct astronomic observations and 
illustrations in order to make the cartography as accurate as possible. Müller (her soon to be 
                                                 
115 Fabrizio Bònoli, director of Bologna Astronomical Museum, has documented the original line 
from Marsigli’s bequest; it states: “Tabulae XII. Chartacee ceruleo colore inductae, quibus 
caelestium corporum quoramdam Phases a Maria Clara Eimmart depictae sunt” (Twelve tables. 
Blue colored sheets, which have been depicted by Maria Clara Eimmart with some phases of 
celestial bodies). For further information, see: “The Bologna Astronomical Museum.” (Bologna: 
Università degli studi di Bologna, 1990), accessible online: 
http://www.bo.astro.it/dip/Museum/english/car_67.html 
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brother-in-law) went as an envoy to make the observational sketches that were sent back to 
Nuremberg and used by Maria Clara Eimmart to design the prototypes for the book’s engravings; 
as Deák explains:  
 Clara states in the title that it is her work: pinxit ad archetipum M.C. Eimmarta. The 
 phrase pinxit ad archetipum becomes truly meaningful when we presume that Clara’s 
 job in illustrating this full moon was to supplement Müller’s drawing, which was made 
 on site and only recorded the line between shadow and light, with appropriate 
 additions…Around this time every able-bodied man, so to say, around Eimmart was 
 working on the Danubius. Therefore one may rightfully assume that Clara sent the 
 illustrations of the Moon for consideration in Marsigli’s book.116 
 
Deák also finds evidence of Maria Clara Eimmart’s collaboration in a letter from her father to 
Marsigli, wherein the artist explains that his daughter has, “As a token of her gratitude sent the 
rest of her drawings of the phases of the planets with the humble request that he accept this small 
work with grace.”117 Following a pleasurable visit to Nuremberg, Marsigli had once sent M.C. 
Eimmart a fox pelt but she, in keeping with the works that she contributed to the previously 
discussed album amicorum owned by Zoller, sent him the cosmos. Given the fragility of pastel 
as a medium, it is obvious that Marsigli safeguarded his gift and subsequently donated it to the 
observatory that he founded in Bologna.118  
 Deák’s recreation of the drawings’ origins is consistent with the communal nature of 
early scientific studies. Indeed, the Eimmarts’ collaborative practice was in line with many other 
astronomic teams of the seventeenth century. As William Sheenhan and François Launay explain 
in their discussion of the history of lunar drawings, astronomers gave their observational 
                                                 
116 Antal Deák “The Discovery of the Danube,” 39-40. See also: BUB Mss di Marsigli Vol. 79. 
p. 20. G. C. Eimmart, Nürnberg, 24. September 1701.  
 
117 Quoted in Antal Deák, “The Discovery of the Danube,”  272. 
 
118 Marsigli donated twelve panels; however, the whereabouts of the two others is unknown – as 
is so much of Maria Clara Eimmart’s artwork.  
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notebooks to artists who had the skill and knowledge to synthesize them into a complete 
representation. The Paris Observatory, for instance, has an album containing seventy drawings 
by pastellist Jean Patigny of the lunar surface that were compiled from 1671 to 1679 under the 
direction of Jean Dominique Cassini in order to create a large moon map (fig. 14). Maria Clara 
Eimmart’s position at the Nuremberg Observatory was effectively similar to Patigny’s role as 
Cassini’s artist. Moreover, Maria Clara Eimmart depicts Cassini’s descriptions of Mars on one of 
the panels, so she was undoubtedly familiar with his work. It is also possible that the Eimmarts 
knew Patigny's drawings from the 1672 publication in the Journal Des Scavans.119 Yet the 
collection that Eimmart sent to Marsigli is markedly more personal than the many selenographic 
prints distributed in publications or Patigny’s scientific sketches, which are quick studies in 
crayon layered with Cassini’s black notes. Rather, one finds traces of M.C. Eimmart’s deliberate 
gesture in the chalky details, the coats of blue dye, and her ubiquitous script. Nor should we 
forget the numerous sketches that Eimmart had at hand in her studio: From 1693 to 1698, she 
produced approximately 250 studies of the moon from her own observational work at the 
telescope in preparation for a lunar cartographic survey that would be published by her father.120 
Müller may have provided Eimmart with the information that he gathered for the illustrations of 
the full moon but that accounts for a only a small part of the luminous sequence that Eimmart 
designed, likely from her own studies.  
 Eimmart’s clarification, “pinxit ad archetipum M.C. Eimmarta” (“painted from an 
archetype by M. C. Eimmart”), calls attention to the materiality of the work and her hand in its 
                                                 
119 William Sheehan, Francois Launay et al. “Paris 1675: The Earliest Known Drawing of the 
Mare Orientale Complex,” in TRASC (Oct 2010), 180-1.  
 
120 Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? 81; Astronomy in Nuremberg, “Maria Clara 
Eimmart,” accessible online: < http://www.astronomie-nuernberg.de> 
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production (fig. 15). As such, the compositions are certainly hers, and she likely saw Count 
Marsigli as a means for future commissions. Thus, I suspect that the humility with which she 
forwarded her pictures to their Bolognese patron was a decorous, ceremonial veil for the pride 
that she placed in an otherwise bold display of adept artistry.121 The ten panels build upon one 
another to create a compelling array of cerulean windows into the universe, capturing objects in 
the night sky as they would appear through a telescopic lens. Since Uranus and Neptune had yet 
to be discovered at the end of seventeenth century, Eimmart showcases the entirety of her visible 
universe in the gift, hallmarking the data published by elite astronomers in tandem with the 
observations that she made over the course of 1690s. Eimmart’s handwriting, starkly white on 
the blue cardboard, identifies the planetary bodies in Latin and links each depiction with an 
astronomer. “Jupiter cum suis Satellitbus” (fig. 16), “Jupiter with its satellites”), for instance, 
shows the planet becoming progressively more detailed as it was documented by Grimaldi 
(Francesco Maria Grimaldi, 1618-1663), Riccioli (Giovanni Battista Riccioli, 1598-1671), 
Huygens (Christiaan Huygens, 1629-1695), and Hooke (Robert Hooke, 1635-1703). Eimmart 
renders Jupiter’s muddled tan and auburn striations with a darker hue than the single cream tone 
that she employs on other panels for the phases of Venus and Mercury (fig. 17), which are 
brighter and more star-like than Jupiter when seen from a telescope. Washes of gray delineate the 
fluctuations of Jupiter’s thick belts, but the planet’s notorious red spot does not appear until the 
last illustration, at the bottom-right corner, because Hooke did not make the discovery until 
                                                 
121 Hans Gaab, “Zum 300. Todestag von Maria Clara Eimmart (1676-1707),” in 
Regiomontanusbote 20 (4/2007), 7-19; Neil Jeffares, “Eimmart, Maria Clara,” in Dictionary of 
pastellists before 1800; Londa Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? 80-85.  
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1664.122 Through such details, the collection of images successfully advances the Copernican 
model by showing the impact of sunlight on rotating astral bodies.  
 Via the process of selection and reproduction, Eimmart effectively parlays her “small 
work” into a place amongst the experts and demonstrates her discerning familiarity with 
astronomy’s canonical arbiters of the Copernican system. The set’s striking blue and ivory 
scheme and its planetary content create a cohesive aesthetic; however, the aspects of the planets 
(Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn) are far more diagrammatic in tone. For example, the 
panels illustrating the gemlike halos of refracted light emanating around the moon and sun (i.e. 
paraselenae and parhelia) and the dynamic tails of the various comets standout within the 
collection of otherwise still extraterrestrial bodies (fig. 18, fig. 19). Eimmart doubtless knew of 
the pleasure that such compositional variation would incur for her patron and his companions 
and specifically included the celestial phenomena for the spectacular visual effects that they 
convey.  
“Painting” as opposed to “drawing” in pastel is a conceptual development of the late 
seventeenth century, perpetuated by the increasing availability of merchandised pastel materials; 
as art historian Thea Burns has surmised, “The difference between chalk drawing and pastel 
painting is an aesthetic not a formal one.”123 Eimmart, in sending her pastels to Italy, may have 
been capitalizing on the ambiguity of the medium, offering a poetic rumination that enticed her 
viewers to look and to look again. The ambiguity serviced her because pastel drawing was a 
standard way to record scientific observations while pastel painting would be considered an 
artwork. M.C. Eimmart sent Marsigli a gift that was both: science and art.  
                                                 
 
123 Thea Burns, The Invention of Pastel Painting, 17. 
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 By working on blue paper, Eimmart used the seduction of color to solicit a continued 
scholarly conversation with her patron and colleague. Color had long been framed as the 
ontologically excessive counterpart to drawing by the time Eimmart sent her gift, and she was 
certainly familiar with the terms of debates about it. As Jaqueline Lichtenstein has shown, color 
became associated with the je ne sais quoi—the indescribable pleasure evoked by the 
enthusiastic touch of the artist—and it took on a new value at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century, because its lack of semantics challenged the established order of the Academy at the end 
of the seventeenth century.124 For the viewer, the artist’s bold use of color crosses the threshold 
of jouissance—that ecstatic pleasure that transcends the economy of signification. That is we 
cannot put into words exactly why the sight is so compelling and pleasurable, so we turn to 
metaphor and/or other ways of conceiving our experience. In a related vein, Julia Kristeva opens 
her rumination on the luminous blue that forms the background in Giotto's frescos for the vault 
of the Arena Chapel in Padua by exploring the relationship between the speaking subject and 
painting generally: 
  We must then find our way through what separates the place where “I” speak, reason, and 
 understand from the one where something functions in addition to my speech: something 
 that is more-than-speech, a meaning to which space and color have been added…We 
 must retrace the speaking thread, put back into words that from which words have 
 withdrawn.125  
                                                 
124 The dispute raging in Paris (la querelle du coloris) pitted the merits of drawing (dessin) 
against the colorful flourishes of paint (coloris), with factions split between followers of Poussin 
(drawing) and Rubens (coloring). Ultimately, the favorable outcome of this debate for the 
Rubenistes paralleled the triumph of so-called “Modern” forms of expression over classical 
rhetoric and followed the influential eighteenth-century art theorist and coloriste Roger De Piles 
who lauded painting’s ability to arrest viewers, draw them in, and call upon them to speak.  
See Jacqueline Lichtenstein, The Eloquence of Color: Rhetoric and Painting in the French  
Classical Age, trans. Emily McVarish (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993).  
125 When the excess of the drive, termed jouissance, reaches beyond the economy of signification 
it enters that transcendent league of art and culture. See Julia Kristeva, "Giotto's Joy," in Desire 
in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1980), 211. Julia 
Kristeva has maintained throughout her critical work that creativity, art and beauty are means of 
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Conflating the mythological legacies of Ariadne and Echo and the enduring notion that color is 
meaning without a code, Kristeva uses her interpretation of the frescoes to suggest that color 
escapes language because it is part of a “triple register” that is “pulled from the unconscious into 
a symbolic order.”126 Eimmart’s pageant of ivory planetary bodies suspended in fields of 
cerulean strikes a similar chord, because her prominent signature, hovering centered in pictorial 
space, is also a kind of “speaking thread.”  
 Eimmart, however, does not release the “speaking thread” entirely to the splendors of 
color, and, therefore, sacrifices neither her identity nor her gender. Without question, the full 
moon is the cynosure in the sequence sent to Bologna; its beaming pastels present the finest 
detail, not only because it functioned as a prototype for Marsigli’s manuscript, but also because it 
parallels Eimmart’s personal stake in its imagery. The three lunar faces, shown solitary and in 
close frame, are a tour de force of Eimmart’s ability to hybridize its cratered imperfections and 
mythological lure. In the image of the full moon (fig. 15), thick layers of ivory crayon build at 
the bottom-right quadrant to form the crater known and Tycho and radiate from its circular 
impact like a bright scar. Slightly above Tycho, the crater Copernicus rises like the eye of a 
volcano from the granular gray sea of the Mare Insularum swirling around it. Elsewhere, rivulets 
of stark white overlay swaths of silvery hues, marking each of the moon’s features. The image of 
the waning crescent is weighted at the bottom of the board, showcasing the feathering play 
shadow at the interior as sunlight hits the top ridges of the lunar face (fig. 20). Whether Eimmart 
                                                 
dealing with the sense of forfeiture that comes with the departure from the semiotic completeness 
of the pre-linguistic state. See Julia Kristeva, Black Sun: Depression and Melancholia, (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1989), 99.  
 
126 Julia Kristeva, "Giotto's Joy," in Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and 
Art, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1980), 220.  
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represents it ad archetipum or from her own observations, it is significant that these three are the 
only panels within the set that she has signed. Indeed, the portrayals of the crescent moon have 
been rotated about ninety degrees so that their tips reach up towards the writing. There, each 
signature is centered at the top third of the paper, just beneath the description of the moon phase 
that she has showcased. As such, her inscription is situated well within the pictorial space of each 
frame and compositionally balances out the rest of the otherwise blue void. Maria Clara 
Eimmart’s name particularly stands out on the panel that features the thin arc of the new moon as 
she observed it in 1693 (fig. 21). Here she writes her forename in full rather than initialing 
“M.C.” as she does on the other two illustrations; it is also larger and occupies its own centered 
line. These dissimilarities are significant given the minimal content in the depictions, and the 
proud precision of the lettering keeps with the fact that the crescent moon is entirely her own 
composition—from the collection of data to the final drawing. With little else but an alabaster 
sweep along the bottom of the page, crisp at the moon’s edge and ever so slightly broken at the 
interior to capture the last sliver of lunar terrain, the final impression provides more information 
about the application of pigment than it does for the moon. It is a both a lunar portrait and a 
portrait of the artist at work.  
 We do not have any journals in which Maria Clara Eimmart outlines her creative 
decisions. However, her illustrations seem to parallel the reasoning of the pastellist John Russell, 
who also produced an extensive series of lunar surveys a century later. In 1789, he sent a long 
letter to a colleague defending his decision to privilege illustrations of a partial gibbous moon on 
the basis of his artistic discretion (fig. 22): 
 I am apprehensive all that distinction of Dark and Light in the composition of the moon 
 would be lost, and also that the Effect of elevations so pleasing and satisfactory in the 
 edge of the Gibbous Moon, would be indistinct…as the agreeable effect is produced upon 
 this Spherical Body, by the opposition of parts distinctly seen near the edge to those 
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 which are more faint in the untinted mass of Light giving the satisfaction to the Eye 
 which is produced in a picture well regulated by this conduct, a principle well-known 
 among Painters and respected by connoisseurs.127  
 
By exposing a corpus of work that intimately reflects hours spent surveying the lunar surface in 
an ideal manner, Eimmart established herself as a selenographer to her network of colleagues. 
Indeed, the repetitive mode of observing and documenting surely made the studio a privileged 
site for the formation of Eimmart’s subjectivity. Eimmart renders her own “imagined perfection” 
in the face of the moon even as she calls attention to her contributing role in global scientific 
discourse—albeit remotely—from her little studio in Nuremberg.128  
 Utopia, in Louis Marin’s conception of the term, is a representational ideology captured 
in Thomas More’s book of 1516. In effect, it is the world that M.C. Eimmart worked within 
every day as she observed, calculated, and committed her studies of natural phenomenon to 
paper. By framing her name in the emblem of the moon, Eimmart created a harmonious circuit 
between the text and image and confidently locates herself in the productive process. Although 
Marin insists that utopia is a text that cannot be staged, he dramatizes his argument through 
Greek Classical Theatre, positioning the chorus at the nexus of the citizen-audience’s interaction 
with the performance portrayed before them: “It gives them voice. [The chorus is] the discourse 
and visibility of public consciousness within representation.”129 At issue in Marin’s text is not 
whether utopia can be produced but the terms of its mediation and negotiation. The chorus—the 
                                                 
127 “The Moon by John Russell, R.A.” in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (Jan 
1896), 93.  
 
128 Elizabeth Mansfield explains in her examination of the mimetic tradition in academic 
painting, Sandrart perpetuated a Zeuxian philosophy wherein “The creation of an ideal beauty 
require[d] the artist to attend to nature without losing sight of an imagined perfection.” See 
Elizabeth Mansfield, Too Beautiful to Picture: Zeuxis, Myth, and Mimesis, 61.  
 
129 Louis Marin, Utopics, 68. 
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astronomers, the artists—effectively maneuver the extraterrestrial frontier into the quotidian by 
conveying the possibilities presented by a utopic elsewhere: “They perform a lyrical exultation 
and an active interrogation…They are actors and spectators at the same time. These spectators 
are caught in the drama, although they are impotent to act on what takes place.”130 Such is the 
inherent nature of astronomic art, wherein artists are challenged to deliver amalgamations of 
their telescopic viewpoints and to find funding for their continued explorations. While the 
seventeenth-century studio became a celebrated place of experiment that could be a source of 
retreat and social isolation for any careful scientist, women must have felt doubly “impotent to 
act on what takes place” as they navigated their findings through the challenges posed by 
academic hegemonies.131 As a discourse to be found neither here and nor there, eu-topia is an 
inherently fictive no-where beyond the stage of its performance; it is “the world of the book and 
the sign.”132 Eimmart’s portrayal of the crescent moon further parallels the shape of Thomas 
More’s Utopia, because each description is colored by a harmonious lake at its core that 
functions dually as a space of self-sufficiency and self-reflection. 
 
Artful traces: 
 Eimmart did not have entrée to the academies, but her artwork communicated natural 
truths from her observations and scientific research and advertised her technical merit. Thus her 
activities follow both the Pietist connection between personal sight and faith and the notion that 
                                                 
130 Louis Marin, Utopics, 68.  
 
131 Svetlana Alpers, “The Studio, the Laboratory, and the Vexations of Art,” 411.  
 
132 Louis Marin, Utopics, 69.  
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mapmakers were “world describers.”133 The Eimmarts, in accordance with their scientific studies 
and literary illustrations, embraced both the Dutch appreciation for “a detailed record of the 
world seen” and other (Italianate) classicizing allegorical modes.134 Maria Clara Eimmart’s 
prolific drawings indicate that she was adept at recording close detail; indeed, her work is likely 
the source for plates from several scientific publications including Johann Zahn’s Specula 
physico-mathematico-historica (1696). However, as historian of science William B. Ashworth 
points out, Eimmart’s image of the full moon is not itself an exemplary map: “From a technical 
point of view…many of the lunar features are not in their proper places, and many others are 
completely missing.”135 Rather, the distinctive character of the lunar portraits demonstrates a 
shift from the diegetic mode of representation that Eimmart applies to her forbearers’ diagrams 
(she reports them) to a higher mimetic mode that would be associated with the dictum ut pictura 
poesis—as is painting, so is poetry. This was also a way of inscribing her own subjectivity as an 
artist, going beyond a merely “observational” to a mimetic work. These mimetic artworks harken 
to the ancient Greek painter Zeuxis who sought to capture an ideal combination in his imitations 
of nature. Eimmart would have been familiar with Pliny the Elder’s account of the ancient artist 
in The Natural History (c.79 AD): 
 So scrupulously careful was [Zeuxis], that on one occasion, when he was about to 
 execute a painting for the people of Agrigentum, to be consecrated in the Temple of the 
                                                 
133 In comparing conventions of Italian and Dutch artists, Svetlana Alpers has argued that artists 
from the Northern schools in Europe valued different aspects of pictures from their southern 
European counterparts, “Laying claim to nature, rather than art, as the source of their 
accomplishment.” Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing in the Seventeenth-century (Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1983), 122.  
 
134 Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing in the Seventeenth-century, 25.  
 
135 William B. Ashworth, Jr., “Georg Christoph and Maria Clara Eimmart,” (Kansas City, MO: 
Linda Hall Library, 2017). Accessible Online: http://www.lindahall.org/georg-christoph-maria-
clara-eimmart/ 
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 Lacinian Juno there, he had the young maidens of the place stripped for examination and 
 selected five of them, in order to adopt in his picture the most commendable points in the 
 form of each.136 
 
Zeuxis was an influential theme for Joachim von Sandrart, who set the standard for German 
artists educated at the Nuremburg Academy, which M.C. Eimmart’s father went on to direct. As 
Elizabeth Mansfield explains in her examination of the mimetic tradition in academic painting, in 
the Teutsche Academie Sandrart perpetuated a Zeuxian philosophy, wherein “The creation of an 
ideal beauty required the artist to attend to nature without losing sight of an imagined 
perfection.” 137 Consequently, Mansfield continues, “The capacity to render accurately the visible 
world was methodically coupled to a liberal education at the academy, whereas training in the 
guilds focused mainly on technical mastery,” which would be “purely” reproductive of the visual 
world, not a transformation of it into art.138 Mansfield’s last point posed a problem for women 
artists who could not attend the academies and who were thought to be capable of reproduction, 
rather than original cultural production. Nevertheless, in her representations of the moon and 
other celestial bodies, Eimmart amalgamated the most seductive details of the moon’s face in a 
perfected vision of nature and strove for an idealized exemplar that was the domain of academic 
artists. Mansfield further suggests that Sandrart aligned “the sophistication and deliberateness of 
Zeuxis” in the Teutsche Academie with the modern canon of artists (which is of course, 
overwhelmingly male), whilst Dibutadis, who is said to have originated drawing when she traced 
the shadow of her departing lover’s face, signifies the “immature and mechanical pre-classical 
                                                 
136 Pliny the Elder, The Natural History, ed. John Bostock. Accessible online: 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus.  
 
137 Elizabeth Mansfield, Too Beautiful to Picture: Zeuxis, Myth, and Mimesis, 61.  
 
138 Elizabeth Mansfield, Too Beautiful to Picture: Zeuxis, Myth, and Mimesis, 61.  
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past.”139 Yet Joachim Sandrart’s representation of Dibutadis also shows the moment when she is 
attending to the picture; she has turned away from the lover and, lovingly fixated on the 
silhouette at hand, is absorbed by her work. Similarly, Eimmart intimately knew the processes of 
stereographic projection, in which the mapmaker literally traces the shadows from a spherical 
body, such as an armillary sphere, onto a flat plane to create a star map. As an example, Rubens 
illustrated this practice for François Aguilon’s well-read Opticorum libri sex philosophis juxta ac 
mathematicis utiles, depicting several putti measuring the arced shadows on the ground as they 
are cast by an armillary sphere on Atlas’s back.140 These two illustrations show an amorous kind 
of work as the images are similarly fixed to a surface. In suit, Eimmart assumes the good 
judgment of Zeuxis and the mechanical echo of Dibutadis to convey her creative force as an 
artist and selenographer—from always “already elsewhere” in a patriarchal system, her oeuvre 
exposes the revelry embedded in the trace and twists it anew.141 
 
 
                                                 
 
139 See Elizabeth Mansfield, Too Beautiful to Picture: Zeuxis, Myth, and Mimesis, 64.  
 
140 François Aguilon, Six Books of Optics, useful for philosophers and mathematicians alike 
(Antwerp, 1613).   
 
141 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One: “What she says is never identical with 
anything…It is useless, then, to trap women in the exact definition of what they mean, to make 
them repeat (themselves) so that it will be clear; they are already elsewhere in that discursive ma-
chinery where you expected to surprise them. They have returned within themselves.” Irigaray’s 
assessment of woman as a speaking subject—one who is “already elsewhere in that discursive 
machinery”—stems from her critical engagement with the Lacanian notion that the ‘feminine’ is 
constituted and identified by that which the mother lacks (eg. the symbolic phallus). See also: 
Jacqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision, (New York: Verso, 1986), 121.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
PAINTING THE CURIOUS: FRANÇOIS DE TROY, THE DUCHESSE DU MAINE, AND 
SCIENCE AT THE PERIPHERY 
 
 At some point during one of many the hours that Maria Clara Eimmart spent in her 
Nuremberg home working with her father, perhaps on a lunar sketch or a proof for a newly 
commissioned globe, another woman was in a chateau near Paris similarly contemplating the 
astronomical sciences with her tutor. Anne-Louise Bourbon-Condé (Duchesse du Maine, 1676-
1753) had little in common with Eimmart beyond a fascination with the moon and stars, yet they 
both used creative strategies to make their presence known among influential astronomers and 
maintain a connection to the ongoing scientific conversations of their day. Since they were born 
in the same year, they each witnessed dynamic scientific discoveries and found ways to support 
further exploration. But unlike Eimmart, who needed her work to maintain the observatory and 
household, the Duchesse du Maine was privileged with a life of leisure and encumbered by the 
consequent codes of conduct.142 As a princesse du sang (of royal blood), undertaking any kind of 
work would have been a breach of etiquette; rather, the duchess was expected to spend 
                                                 
142 Charles Augustin Saint-Beuve, Portraits of the Eighteenth Century: Historic and Literary 
(New York: The Knickerbocker Press, 1905), 99; Charlotte-Elisabeth d’Orléans, Fragments of 
original letters, of Madame Charlotte Elizabeth of Bavaria, Duchess of Orleans; written from 
the year 1715 to 1720, to His serene Highness Anthony Ulric, Duke of B- W-; and to Her royal 
Highness Carolina, Princess of Wales. Translated from the French. In two volumes… (London: 
printed for T. Hookham, 1790) 201-202, 457-97; Louis de Rouvroy, Duc de Saint-Simon, 
Memoires: Duc de Saint-Simon, trans. and ed. Lucy Norton; Julie-Ann Plax, “The Fete Galant 
and the Cult of Honneteté,” in Watteau and the Cultural Politics of the Eighteenth-Century 
(Cambridge: The University of Cambridge Press, 2000) 108-154.   
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conspicuously in all areas of the arts – an expectation that she fulfilled with theatrical spectacles, 
architectural commissions, interior decoration, and collecting at her several residences.143  
 When the Duchesse du Maine’s marriage to one of King Louis XIV’s bastard sons 
(Louis-Auguste de Bourbon, Duc du Maine; 1670-1736) threatened her position at court, she 
retaliated with impressive show. It was at her chateau in Sceaux, a “satellite court” of Versailles, 
that du Maine took advantage of the Sun King’s declining health from c.1700 until his death in 
1715. She launched a particularly lavish program of public entertainments that attracted the most 
renown philosophers and scientists of her day, thereby using her love of astronomy to eclipse 
Versailles.144 These grand events drew people to her extraordinary residence to educate and 
entertain simultaneously and bolstered her own influence in intellectual circles. While the 
Duchesse du Maine’s love of theater was the source of magnificent display, social mores meant 
that her love of astronomy (or Natural Philosophy) was more cautiously expressed even as both 
were an important part of her creative enterprise; so she was remembered by the philosopher and 
scientist, Jean-Baptiste le Rond d'Alembert (1717-1783), who wrote,  
 The Duchess of Maine, though a woman and a princess, loved, not by fancy or vanity, but 
 sincerely and almost passionately, science, literature, and the fine arts; she collected at 
 Sceaux what was most illustrious by birth and more distinguished by the spirit.145 
                                                 
143 Rémy G. Saisselin, The Enlightenment Against the Baroque: Economics and Aesthetics in the 
Eighteenth Centur (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 37-40.  
 
144 Katie Scott writes that Sceaux “had moved upstage, to the forefront of culture, thereby 
apparently consigning Versailles to the virtual oblivion of the wings,” see: Katie Scott, The 
Rococo Interior, 134. See also: Catherine Cessac, “Les Enchantments de Sceaux,” in Les 
Théatres de société au XVIII Siècle,” ed. Marie-Emmanuelle Plaignol-Dieval and Dominique 
Quéro (Brussels: Universiry of Brussels, 2005). 
 
145 Jean Le Rond d' Alembert, “Eloge de Saint-Auliare,” in Oeuvres de d'Alembert, Volume 3 
(Paris: A. Belin, 1821), 296. 
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 This chapter considers du Maine’s pursuit of knowledge through an analysis of François 
De Troy’s oil on canvas painting, La Leçon d'astronomie de la duchesse du Maine, c.1702-4 (fig. 
23). I argue that the canvas displays several strategies that the duchess used to realize her true 
love of science. At a time when many women of the court were on the periphery of scientific 
philosophy, the painting is a trace of a femme d’esprit—a woman of wit and spirit—who not 
only harbored the greatest minds of her day but engaged them in inventive enterprises under the 
auspices of her emblematic body. 
 Anne-Louise Bourbon-Condé was born in 1676 to Henri Jules de Bourbon (Prince de 
Condé) and Anne Henriette of Bavaria. As a child of royal lineage, du Maine was raised in 
wealth and opulence at her father’s estate, the Château de Chantilly, where unusually, she 
received advanced instruction in all the traditional subjects of a nobleman’s education with her 
brother’s tutor until 1692, when she was married at the age of fifteen to the Duc du Maine. With 
her three sisters, with whom she remained close, she also received the training in music, dancing 
and singing that was central to her success in society as an aristocrat. During the years of her 
marriage, the duchess gave birth to seven children although only three survived to adulthood 
(Louis Auguste de Bourbon, Louis Charles de Bourbon and Louise Françoise Bourbon).146 She 
also outlived the Duc du Maine by nearly two decades and thus came to control several estates 
including the Hôtel du Maine in Paris, her royal apartments at Versailles, the Château d'Anet and 
Château Sceaux. While she frequented all of these until her death in 1753, it was du Maine’s 
                                                 
146 Charles Augustin Saint-Beuve, Portraits of the Eighteenth Century: Historic and Literary 
(New York: The Knickerbocker Press, 1905), 99; Charlotte-Elisabeth d’Orléans, Fragments of 
original letters, of Madame Charlotte Elizabeth of Bavaria, Duchess of Orleans; written from 
the year 1715 to 1720, to His serene Highness Anthony Ulric, Duke of B- W-; and to Her royal 
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patronage at Sceaux that produced the aforementioned theatrical spectacles for which she is 
remembered.   
 The Duchesse and Duc du Maine are also famous for their participation in the Cellamare 
Conspiracy of 1718, in which they collaborated with the Spanish ambassador to the French court 
(Antonio de Giudice) in an effort to depose their rival Phillipe II (Duc of Orléans, 1692 – 1723) 
who was acting as the Regent of France. When the duchess’s letters to the ambassador were 
intercepted, the Regent discovered the traitorous plot and the Duc and Duchesse du Maine were 
imprisoned and exiled from court in 1718 until their pardon in 1720.147 The repercussions, 
however, were short-lived and the duchess had returned to Sceaux by 1721. Until the end of her 
life, du Maine proactively cultivated a place in society that included esteemed intellectuals such 
as Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657-1757), the Marquise de Lambert (Anne-Thérèse de 
Marguenat de Courcelles, 1647-1733), Voltaire and Madame du Châtelet, Madame Geoffrin 
(Marie Thérèse Rodet Geoffrin, 1699-1777) and infrequent but important visits from the king.148 
The Duchesse du Maine expertly facilitated social relationships and used them to proactively 
seek positions for her protégés at the Académie des Sciences.149 In turn, reports from members of 
                                                 
147 See François Moureau, “Complot contre l’Etat et opinion publique La duchesse du Maine 
et la conspiration de Cellamare (1718-1720),” in Etudes sur le XVIIIe siècle 31 (Brussels: 
Editions de l’Université de Bruxelles, 2003), 38 - 49.  For a discussion of the regency, see Julian 
Swann, Exile, Imprisonment, or Death: The Politics of Disgrace in Bourbon France (London: 
Oxford University Press, 2017), 211.  
 
148 For more on the variable definitions of society including the Duchesse du Maine’s place in it, 
see: Antoine Lilti, The World of the Salons: Sociability and Worldliness in Eighteenth-century 
Paris (London: Oxford University Press, 2014), 23-25.  
149 François Nicole, “Lettre de F. Nicole à Maupertuis, May 26, 1746,” 43J-125.02, (Académie 
des Sciences, Fonds Maupertuis). 
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her court to scientific journals confirm that the duchess learned about and celebrated important 
celestial phenomena at her observatory at Sceaux throughout her life.150 
  
A Canvas of Happenings:  
 François De Troy’s depiction of the Duchesse du Maine’s astronomy lesson (La Leçon 
d'astronomie de la duchesse du Maine, c.1702-4) is a rare subject for eighteenth-century portraits 
because it shows the duchess as a student. She is seated at a desk that is dressed with a red 
tablecloth, a writing set, a large book, rulers, and an armillary sphere.151 The embellished picture 
elicits what Ricouer has named the “aporia of the trace” for its theatricality denies the truth of the 
scene that it documents: the duchess’s participation within the constellation of the two academic 
luminaries within the painting. Seated across from the duchess is her tutor, Nicolas Malezieu, a 
renowned philosopher of the period who was a member of the Académie des Sciences and the 
Académie Française. In the doorway stands the Abbé Genest, in classical robes, who was the 
official poet of her court.152 The seating arrangements iterate the social order of French royal 
                                                 
150 These astronomical events include a viewing of a total solar eclipse with Malezieu on May, 
22 1724 and a viewing of the solar eclipse with Maraldi II on May 13, 1733. Both men were 
members of the Academie de sciences. See Giovanni Domenico Maraldi, “Observations de 
Maraldi II, 1733,” MS 1137 (Paris Observatory Library, Cahiers d’observations de Maraldi II, 
1730-1734); Malezieu, “Addition aux Mémoires de May: A Sceaux le 24, May 1724,” in 
Memoires pour L'Histoire des Sciences et des Beaux Arts (Paris: Étienne Ganeau, 1724). 
 
151 Elise Goodman has also discussed this portrait in her analysis of the “femme savant.” She 
concludes that it is an unusual kind of picture; moreover, she considers it to be among the first 
examples of portraiture showing a learned woman. See: Elise Goodman, The Portraits of 
Madame de Pompadour. Celebrating the Femme Savante (University of California Press, 2000), 
97-99. 
 
152 Each of the figures has been identified by the traits from which they begot their epithets. 
Abbé Genest, or Grand-Nez (“Big Nose”), enters from the left with this large nose in full 
disclosure; Malezieu was called Mal-aux-yeux (bad to the eyes); and the duchess, who never 
grew to a height above 4’2,” was known for her tiny body as the “Queen Bee” or a poupée du 
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court since du Maine occupies an armed chair that is more impressive than the cushioned stool 
on which her tutor sits. The duchess seems quite small because she is; she was described as the 
“tallest of the dwarfs,” that is the tallest among her sisters. These accounts of her may be 
deserved.  Her stature was extremely diminutive; she never grew to a height above 4’3.” The 
scene seems to take place in the Duchesse du Maine’s apartments, but architectural plans of 
Sceaux do not indicate that such a room with an attached library ever actually existed in the 
chateau – neither the expansive checkered floor that interlocks the components of the setting, nor 
the filled bookshelves glowing just beyond the parted curtain in the background appear to be 
have been real.153 Even without a clear or actual referent, the lesson depicts an intimate scholarly 
connection wrought by science between student and teacher. The Duchesse du Maine likely 
appreciated De Troy’s work for the splendid artifice and the subject-matter; indeed, the costumed 
figures, spotlighting, and minimally furnished room give the image a theatrical aesthetic that 
compliments the duchess’s love of play-making.154 
 The theatricality of the scene hails the tenor of Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds 
[Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes], Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle’s widely popular text 
on cosmography that was first published in 1686 and was then repeatedly translated and reissued. 
                                                 
sang (royal doll). Penelope Hunter-Stiebel, Chez Elle, Chez Lui: At Home in 18th Century France 
(New York: Rosenberg and Stiebel Inc., 1987), 8.  For another full discussion of the portrait, as 
well as De Troy’s other depictions of du Maine, see: Dominique Brême, François de Troy (Paris: 
Somogy, 1997), 55-65.  
 
153 Most of the original architecture and much of the contents of the chateau have been lost as aa 
a consequence of the French Revolution and/or renovations. See: Dominique Brême, François de 
Troy (Paris: Somogy, 1997), 55-65, Paul Ricoeur, “The Reality of the Past,” Time and Narrative, 
trans. Kathleen McLaughlin and David Pellauer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 
142-3. 
 
154 Dominique Brême, Francois De Troy, 62. 
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The book is narrated by an unnamed natural philosopher who recounts the conversations that he 
had over the course of five evenings while visiting a marquise at her chateau, in which he 
explains the mechanics of the Copernican system and discusses its implications with her.155 De 
Troy and the Duchesse du Maine would certainly have known this work, given the success of the 
book and Fontenelle’s visits to Sceaux, and it is possible du Maine had this challenge from the 
narrator’s preface in mind when she took up her studies:  
 I thought this fiction would serve to make the work more enticing, and to encourage 
 women through the example of a woman who, having nothing of an extraordinary 
 character, without ever exceeding the limitations of a person who has no knowledge of 
 science, never fails to understand what’s said to her, and arranges in her mind, without 
 confusion, vortices and worlds. Why would any woman accept inferiority to this 
 imaginary marquise…?156 
 
Fontenelle’s marquise is initially ignorant of natural philosophy; however, she quickly catches 
up to the charming scholar as the witty discussions progress and comes to see the universe that is 
shown in the frontispiece of the first edition. This inclusion initially folded out to reveal an 
astounding explosion of cloud-like concentric universes framed by parted curtains (fig. 24). Yet 
later editions incorporated the philosopher and lady, positioning the multitude of worlds behind 
the garden that hosts their conversation (fig. 25). At the time, it was unfashionable for any person 
to seem overly bookish/scholarly and the transition to the second frontispiece reflects 
Fontenelle’s desire to seduce society with his sociable account of natural philosophy.157 In effect, 
                                                 
155See Nina Gelbart, “Introduction to Fontenelle,” in Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds, 
trans. H.A. Hargreaves (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990). 
 
156 Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds, trans. H.A. Hargreaves (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990), 4.  
 
157 J.B. Shank, “Neither Natural Philosophy, Nor Science, Nor Literature—Gender Writing and 
the Pursuit of Nature in Fontenelle’s Entretiens,” in J. Zinsser, ed. Men, Women, and the 
Birthing of Modern Science (DeKalb, Il: 2005), 91-3. 
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both the frontispiece and De Troy’s painting celebrate the stage of cosmology and cast learning 
as a genteel event. 
 The duchess may be a student amongst two men, but the picture conveys her ability to 
learn the language of science—so often claimed as masculine. Malezieu’s body language 
suggests that he is fully invested in the lesson that he is providing for the duchess, and her 
gestures reciprocate his as they lean together in conversation. For example, du Maine mimics the 
philosopher’s pose as she points to the book-page with her right finger. Her gesture to the 
celestial globe also assumes the same form as Malezieu’s left hand, which suggests that she has 
processed and applied the lesson. The golden rings of the small armillary sphere shine at the 
heart of inquiry and illustrate an ordered model of celestial bodies in the sky.158 These objects 
likely reference items in her possession: the duchess’s collections at Sceaux and Paris included 
two telescopes, seven microscopes, one magic lantern that projected images onto the surrounding 
walls, four world maps, and an assortment of celestial and terrestrial globes.159 The number of 
maps and lenses aligns du Maine with later “scientific ladies of the eighteenth century” who, as 
Mary Hamer has described, “dedicated themselves in the greatest numbers to those branches of 
inquiry that involved instrumentally enhanced vision;” ladies who “did the looking.”160 Since the 
                                                 
158 Dominique Brême, Francois De Troy, 56.  
 
159 Marc Favreau, “L’inventaire après décès de la duchesse du Maine: Etudes at commentaries,” 
in La Duchesse du Maine: Une mécène à la croisée des arts et des siècles, ed. Catherine Cessac 
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160 Mary Hamer, Signs of Cleopatra, 76. For more on women’s eductions in the sciences, see: 
Susan Sheets-Pyenson, “The Role of Women in Eighteenth-Century French Scientific Culture,” 
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inventory of her assets at the time of her death includes curios from around the world and a 
sundry of the most expensive scientific objects of her day, the presence of the armillary sphere 
on the table and celestial globe beside it insist that the knowledge possessed by these human 
figures extends beyond the bounds of the room, the world, and the breaches of the 
imagination.161 
 The Duchesse du Maine likely appreciated De Troy’s work for both its splendid artifice 
and the lesson that it depicts. Light was often a trope of knowledge and here the luster of du 
Maine’s creamy white and blue gown; in conjunction with her pale skin, it blends into the 
whiteness of the book pages so that her space is also the luminescent center. It is as if the darker 
orbs of the astrolabe and celestial sphere orbit the duchess’s bright figure—as if, with the 
command of the fingertip, her mind orders the matter around her. The duchess represented by the 
painting indicates the summation of the lesson by assuming the gestures of the tutor. As evidence 
of a productive scholarly scene, the compass and protractor lay jumbled together and the quill 
pen is in the inkwell ready to be taken up and put to use. Descartes encourages his readers to 
“guide…thoughts in an orderly way by beginning with the objects that are the simplest and 
easiest to know and to rise gradually, as if by steps, to the most complex.” 162 By simultaneously 
pointing into her book and gesturing to the celestial globe, du Maine actualizes this progression 
and demonstrates her comprehension of the pages at her hand. Furthermore, a look into the 
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luminous library shows that a book is missing from the shelf, so it seems that the duchess is 
working with but one tome from the extensive collection at her disposal: The library—real or 
not—attests to lessons learned and lessons still to come. 
 The ambiguous threading of formal classicizing conventions and contemporary 
portraiture in La Leçon d’astronomie de la duchesse du Maine indicates the Duchesse du 
Maine’s important, if exceptional, presence within the male-centered dominion of learning in the 
eighteenth century. A classicizing visual vocabulary heightens the allegorical resonance of the 
picture. From the opposing harmony of color in the figures’ embellished robes, to the “use of 
yellow and blue to draw the eye,” and “the grand gusto” evident in the lavish swirl of brush 
strokes that hallmark De Troy’s style, the compositional devices correspond to Roger de Piles’s 
influential treatise on painting.163 De Piles encouraged artists to emulate the classical approach 
that the genius of Renaissance painters, such as Raphael and Poussin, brought to fruition. 
Likewise, Charles LeBrun established a hierarchy of painting types in the mid-seventeenth 
century: history painting held the pinnacle of importance, followed next by portraiture, and then 
genre. The conflation of portrait and allegory in this painting adulates the subject by increasing 
the worth of the object itself without sacrificing the identity of his patroness.  By painting in the 
manner of “the ancients” De Troy bridges nature and artifice; in effect, he elevates the quotidian 
lesson to a poetic and courtly event worthy of exegesis—a point that Abbé Genest, the poet’s 
presence underscores.  
 
Minding the Problem: 
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 The classicizing elements of the painting facilitate du Maine’s connection to the ancient 
muse of astronomy even as the scene evidences du Maine’s participation in scientific and 
philosophical discourses with the scholars who gathered at her chateaux.164 Documenting—or 
staging—this lesson was important because women’s tutelage, modern or otherwise, was a 
private affair. Whereas elsewhere in Europe a limited number of women were admitted to 
national academies, the Académie Française and the Académie des Sciences were particularly 
restrictive—they did not accept even the most accomplished, award-winning female scholars. 165 
Additionally, publications by du Maine’s contemporaries warned against too much learning. 
Similarly addressing the problem that women’s education posed for the patriarchal order, Harth 
has discussed how a genre of “cautionary literature masquerading as ‘philosophy for the 
ladies’”—including Moliere’s satire Femmes Savantes (1672) and Gerard’s patronizing 
Philosophie des gens sans cour (1680)—emerged in the latter 1600s as a response to the 
cartésiennes.  
 Du Maine knew of this polemic against scholarly women. In the 1690s, just after her 
marriage to the Duc du Maine, the duchess stayed with Madame de Maintenon, who established 
a school for girls at her chateau in Saint Cyr. Maintenon’s educational pamphlets laud the 
knowledge one gains by spiritual faith over that gained by reason.166 Du Maine would have 
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learned from Maintenon that femininity for the elite of the early modern world meant 
maintaining the signifiers of nobility and the poetics of conduct that scholarship countered. Eric 
Harth has shown that an eighteenth-century woman’s appearance as pedant at court could render 
her monstrous, “literally on show, displayed as curiosity.”167 Madeleine de Scudéry’s dedicatory 
epistle for Le Grand Cyrus (1654) provides a compelling incentive to negotiate the portrayal of a 
woman with philosophic interests, a woman like Anne-Louis; De Scudéry writes: 
 I would like it said of a person of my sex that she knows a hundred things of which she 
 makes no boast, that her mind is extremely enlightened…but I wouldn’t like it to be 
 said of her that she is a learned lady. It’s not that she who refuses to be dubbed savant 
 can’t know as much and more than she who has been given that terrible name, but that 
 she knows how to make better use of her mind, and that she has learned how to conceal 
 cleverly what the other so inappropriately displays.168  
 
A smart woman will pass; however, an ostentatious “femme savante” (learned woman) suffers a 
similar fate as a “précieuse”—ridicule.  
 De Troy’s dramatic representation of the duchess in the midst of a scientific conversation 
with a philosopher and a poet also highlights her reputation as a belle esprit. In other words, she 
is shown as someone with conceptual and imaginative capabilities.169 Such an understanding 
would also deflect her possible identification as a précieuse. Although the term is now used to 
describe both the affected, ornate manner of certain early modern literary works and the 
                                                 
now first translated into English by Mr. Rollos (London: printed for J. Staples, J. Cooke and J. 
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167 Erica Harth, Cartesian Women, 86. 
 
168 Madeleine de Scudéry, “Introduction,” Le Grand Cyrus, trans. in Erica Harth, Cartesian 
Women, 87. 
 
169 See “Esprit,” in Dictionnaire de L'Académie française (1694), 399. Various members of du 
Maine’s court—including Fontenelle, Malezieu, and Madam de Staal-Delaunay, referred to her 
characteristic “esprit;” see Arthur Tilley, ’Préciosité’ after ‘Les Precieuses Ridicules,” in The 
Modern Language Review (Jul 1916), 303.  
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people—particularly the salonières—who used that discursive mode, it was gendered and 
judgmental at the turn of the eighteenth-century.170 Demonstrating the connotative link between 
préciosité and trivialness, the Dictionnaire de L'Académie française (1694) not only defines 
“précieuse” as a woman who “est affectée dans son air, dans ses manieres, et principalement 
dans son langage” [a women who is affected in her air, in her manners and principally in her 
language] but it also includes “précieuses  ridicules” as the primary example of the term’s 
usage.171 To be a patroness of divertissements as was the Duchess du Maine, risked an 
association with the stigma left by the précieuses, such as Madame de Rambouillet (Catherine de 
Vivonne, 1588-1665), who had been mocked by the literature of Molière and De Pure.172 
Contrary to the nonsense associated to some salonnières or precieuses, Abbé Genest writes of 
the duchess’s inspirational penchant for clarity and insight in his letter to Madame de Scudéry: 
 Madame la Duchesse…[est] très aimable et très cultivé…Elle vous étonnerait dans 
 les jeux d’esprit où elle s’exerce souvent. Sa vivacité et sa pénétration sorit a pein 
 croyables…sa présence répand l’allégresse dans tout ce päis et y attire une affluence de 
 people continuelle.173 
                                                 
 
170 There is an extensive literature on the variable terms “précieuse,” “belle esprit,” and 
“philosophe.” For a discussion of the terms in relation to the court of the Duchesse du Maine see: 
Arthur Tilley, ’Préciosité’ after ‘Les Precieuses Ridicules,” 302-315; E. Bird, “Precieux’ or 
Epicurean: The Abbe de Chaulieu.” The Modern Language Review 57 (Jul 1962), 340-9.  
 
171 “A woman who is affected in her air, in her manners, and particularly in her language.” See 
“Precieuse,” in Dictionnaire de L'Académie française (1694), 327. The masculine equivalent—
précieux—was also used but it is not definitively attached to “homme” (man) as précieuse is to 
“femme” (woman). “Précieux, signifie aussi, Affecté, and se dit principalement des manieres & 
du langage” (Précieux, signifies too, Affected, and it speaks particularly of manners and 
language). See “Précieux,” in Dictionnaire de L'Académie française (1694), 327.  
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173 “Madam the Duchess...[is] very kinds and cultivated. She would surprise you with her playful 
mind that she often [excercises, exerts]. Her vivacity and her discernment [sorit] a [credible] 
endeavors…her presence [spreads, pours] joy throughout this [päis] and has a continuous 
influence over people there.”  Abbé Genest, qtd. in Advielle, Histoire de Sceaux, 280.  
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The scholasticism of La Leçon d’astronomie befits the date and subject by conveying a tone of 
philosophie—not affectation. Poetry and philosophy were not diametrically opposed; indeed, 
Malezieu and Abbé Genest each published verse and scholarly treatises. Yet literary historian 
Arthur Tilley notes that by 1708, when Fontenelle published Éloges des Académiciens, préciosité 
was out of vogue for philosophic discussion and “lucid exposition.”174 The hovering figure of 
Abbé Genest, who was known for his many lines of amorous verse, only accentuates the 
pedagogic tenor of the scene. The poet’s hearty intrusion alludes to the chansons and rondeaux 
written as odes to the duchess even as his slack posture contrasts with the rigorous scene that he 
observes through his lens. Bracketed by the doorframe and distanced by the gridlock of checkers 
on the floor, the abbé witnesses the scene but his demeanor does not seem to be in conversation 
with the scientific discussion between the pair of bel esprits. This is not to suggest that Abbé 
Genest’s presence is cursory. The poet and playwright rather signifies the pervasive atmosphere 
of spectacle and theater in du Maine’s court—he shows that the realm of play has been, for the 
moment, eclipsed by study. 
  
Correspondences: 
 While evoking the learned seventeenth-century cartésiennes, the majestic air of the 
tutorial is also comparable with a later oil painting of Queen Christina that was originally 
situated at Chantilly—the duchess’s home estate of the Bourbon-Condé family– and was painted 
approximately fifteen years after De Troy’s work, which it may reference. Similarities between 
De Troy’s painting and Queen Christina and Her Court (fig. 26, c.1715) by Louis Michel 
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Dumesnil (1663-1739)175 suggest du Maine’s Cartesian lineage even as they reflect the 
allegorical tradition previously discussed. The two women in Dumesnil’s painting have been 
identified as Queen Christina and Elisabeth of Bohemia, who was known for her piety and 
became an abbess in 1667. In any case, the painting manifests the continuation of women’s 
learning within the visual of the Bourbon-Condé household, particularly in connection with 
Queen Christina. The Duchesse du Maine and her contemporaries were familiar with tales of 
Queen Christina and Elisabeth of Bohemia (Princess Palatine, or “the Greek” 1618-1680) who 
both had connections with the court of King Louis XIV and were remembered for their 
philosophical relationship with Descartes. Descartes dedicated his Principles of Philosophy to 
Elisabeth, for example, and he spent his last year in Sweden at the behest of Queen Christina. 
The queen’s noble abdication of the throne (legend holds that she made this decision to allow 
time for her flourishing interests in philosophy and Catholicism) was another legendary act, after 
which she traveled to Italy where she continued her extensive patronage of the arts and 
sciences.176 Queen Christina spent time at court in Paris in 1656 before continuing on to Rome, 
and I imagine that Christina’s story had a certain appeal to du Maine’s interests by demonstrating 
that one could be both a smart and powerful leader. Indeed, it may be that the duchess’s high 
                                                 
 
175 Louis Michel Dumesnil, c.1700-1739 (Versailles: châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon). The 
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opinion of Queen Christina informed Voltaire’s own portrayal of Christina as an icon among 
learned women.177 The precedent set by Elisabeth and Christina made them guiding stars for 
someone like the duchess who repeatedly cast herself as a lumière in the social constellations of 
the court and the acadèmie—a Cartesian queen.   
 It is difficult to establish a direct relationship between the paintings; Dumesnil’s work 
postdates De Troy’s La Leçon d’astronomie by only eleven years and it shows the queen with the 
Duchesse du Maine’s grandfather, Louis II de Bourbon (Prince of Condé, or the “Great Condé”). 
Because the painting has been dated to 1715, around the time when Philippe d’Orléans wrested 
from the Duc du Maine his position as regent for the Duc d’Anjou, it might be seen in light of 
the debacle over the claim to the throne in the wake of Louis XIV.178 Dumesnil’s scene 
reminiscently imagines Louis II de Bourbon with the most powerful seventeenth-century 
intellectuals in a vast hall. However, the lesson taking place in the foreground of the room is the 
radiant subject of the painting.179 Christina sits at the left side of the square table (in grey 
costume) addressing matters of science with Réné Descartes; as in Du Maine’s lesson, the table 
is draped with a red velvet cloth and strewn with geometric instruments. Descartes, standing 
disheveled across from Christina, calls attention to a problem on the page before him while the 
                                                 
 
177 Voltaire became better equated with du Maine during her later years at Sceaux; for example, 
he wrote much of Zadig while he stayed there, hiding from authorities.  
 
178 See John J. Hurt, “Chapter Five: The Regent: The Bid for Cooperation,” in Louis XIV and the 
Parlements: The assertion of royal authority (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013), 
143. 
 
179 This painting is now in Versailles at Châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon. The image and its 
attendant information, including the provenance and a description, are available from the 
database Joconde: the Catalogue des Collections des Musées de France. Accessible online: 
<http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/joconde/fr/pres.htm> 
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queen signals her knowledge through the positioning of her hand, using gestures that mirror du 
Maine’s interaction with Malezieu (fig. 26 and fig. 26a).180 Several of the picture’s details are 
derived from well-circulated prints of portraiture distinguish the elite personages: 181 Descartes is 
marked by his scruffiness, for example, while the Grand Condé has the narrow visage that 
appears in his several seventeenth-century portraits.182 Given the date and compositional 
strategies, this painting presents the Condé and his retinue as a learned household quite fit to rule 
seven though the scene itself is fictional.  
 The demure attire of Queen Christina contrasts with the luxurious dress of the nobles in 
Queen Christina and Her Court, whose rich attire repeats the fabrication of the Duchesse du 
Maine’s extremely feminine appearance in her role as student—her cheeks the brightest, her lips 
the reddest, and her gold-trimmed dress the most resplendent.183 Moreover, she even wears the 
                                                 
 
180 Descartes’s stay in Sweden with Queen Christina was recounted by his niece Catherine 
Descartes (also a Cartesian scholar) in “Relation de la mort de M. Descartes, Le Philosophe;” for 
this, see Harth, Cartesian Women, 96. See also, Radisich, “Lovisa Ulrike of Sweden, Chardin, 
and Enlightened Despotism,” 46.  
 
181 These include works by Justus van Egmont, Nicolas de le Viuex Poilly, and Charles Antoine 
Coysevox, which are now in the digital image collections from the musée Condé (Chantilly) and 
the musée de Louvre (Paris). See Joconde: the Catalogue des Collections des Musees de France. 
 
182 For a complete discussion of the various characters in this painting and for more on its 
context, see: Ulrich Hermanns, Christina, Königin von Schweden: Katalog der Ausstellung im 
Kulturgeschichtlichen Museum Osnabrück, November 1997-März 1998 (Osnabrück:Rasch 
Druckerei und Verlag, 1997), 56. 
183 Joan Rivière’s important article, which is psychoanalytic, suggests that femininity is a 
performance: “The reader may now ask how I define womanliness or where I draw the line 
between genuine womanliness and the 'masquerade'. My suggestion is not, however, that there is 
any such difference; whether radical or superficial, they are the same thing. The capacity for 
womanliness was there in ibis woman — and one might even say it exists in the most completely 
homosexual woman — but owing to her conflicts it did not represent her main development and 
was used far more as a device for avoiding anxiety than as a primary mode of sexual enjoyment.” 
“Womanliness as a Masquerade,” in The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 10 (1929), 
303-313; See also Charlotte-Elisabeth, Fragments of original letters, 201. 
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azure color of Urania’s robes. These exuberant markers of gender thwart the negative 
associations attached to learning by eliding the notion of “woman” with the fashionable 
masquerade of cosmetics and dress. Radisich notes that the Encyclopédie describes the infamous 
queen and cartésienne as someone who “willingly renounced the grace of her own [sex]” by 
“affecting the virtues of our [male] sex.”184 Since mythology maintained Christina’s apathetic 
regard of fashion and personal vanity, as this painting shows, it is noteworthy that Dumesnil 
accentuates the femininity of the figure at the center of the table (Elisabeth of Bohemia) when he 
portrays the Condé’s encounter with the great philosophers.185 Elisabeth of Bohemia’s luxurious 
appearance—the gossamer fabrics, golden coiffure, dangling earrings, low-dipped gown, and 
upright royal posture—all substantiate a royal comportment that contrasts with the modest 
ensemble that Christina wears. It also stands out from the darker fabrics that were typical of 
men’s costuming during the reign of Louis XIV.186 Thus each of the painted lessons from the 
house of Condé classes the study of astronomy as a noble pursuit, hailing the student in her most 
opulent—her most feminine—form.  
Moreover, an armillary sphere is prominently situated in the foreground of the painting. 
Tucked in the skirts of the table that seem to extend from the queen’s body, the iconic instrument 
                                                 
 
184 Monsieur de Billemonde, Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et 
des métiers, “Christine (Histoire de Suede)” VII: 852. Qtd. in Radisich, “Lovisa Ulrike of 
Sweden, Chardin, and Enlightened Despotism,” 47. 
 
185 For discussions regarding other images of Queen Christina see: Paula Rea Radisich, “Lovisa 
Ulrike of Sweden, Chardin, and Enlightened Despotism,” in Women, Art and the Politics of 
Identity in Eighteenth-Century Europe, ed. Melissa Hyde and Jennifer Milam. Burlington (VT: 
Ashgate Publishing Company, 2003), 46; Zirpolo, “Christina’s Patronage of Bernini: The Mirror 
of Truth Revealed by Time,” 39.  
 
186  Daniel Roche, A Culture of Clothing, 125-128.  
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references the iconography of the celestial allegories and further associates the images of du 
Maine and Christina that the poets at Sceaux generated. Genest, for example, fixes the duchess 
within the constellation of the royal scholars and positions her as the most luminous character 
within that spectrum in his Divertissements de Sceaux (1712):  
 Il faut me prêter le secours…De vos touchants et marveilleux discours… vôtre noble 
 eloquence, vôtre discernment, vôtre vivacité, de vos raisonmens la  sublime beauté, cette 
 profound conoissance…Deux reines dont avarité…L’étude  et le scavoir, plus que 
 Diadême, Christine, Elisabeth, abaissant leur fierté veindront à votre esprit ceder la 
 primauté.187 
 
Genest connects the language of scholarship and learning with du Maine; however, he also 
consistently pairs statements of her intelligence with markers of eighteenth-century (modern) 
femininity. Du Maine’s beauty, her speech, or her esprit render her brighter than her 
predecessors, even as it moderates—or normalizes—her knowledge. This moderation seems to 
parallel what La Leçon d’astronomie and Queen Christina and Her Court visually accomplish 
through allegorical and historical allusions. 
 
Allegorical Affiliations between People and Things: 
 Slipping as the image does between tropes of the ancient and modern, history painting and 
portraiture, scholasticism and wit, it breeches the categories that both guide and limit its 
interpretation. Such ambiguity befits a scene of modern and potentially transgressive scholarship, 
and De Troy doubtless appreciated the many ways in which an image could signify. Hence the 
duchess conveys an association with the transcendent allegories in her picture because she is 
shown with Urania’s emblematic scientific instruments, which doubly familiarizes and 
                                                 
 
187 Malezieu, Genest, et al. Divertissement de Sceaux, 348.  
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empowers her guise as a student.188 For instance, many historians of art and science have 
contended that women “embraced the cultivation of science as pass-time”—or displayed it as 
such.189 Whether her overwhelming program of science should be termed a pass-time or a 
lifestyle is perhaps a question of semantics, but the distribution of du Maine’s collection and the 
multiplicity of its objects evidences that her scientific pursuits were not localized to the 
spectacles at Sceaux.190 Such instruments were difficult to produce, made of expensive materials, 
intricately decorated with illustrations and sculptural flourishes, and often emblazoned with the 
owner’s crest.  Thus, they were highly valued by scholars and would have made du Maine’s 
salon all the more attractive.191  
  Du Maine’s armillary sphere was a particularly ancient and feminine object to have at 
                                                 
188 Mary Sheriff, “The Allegorical Frontispiece and Woman’s Ambition in Eighteenth Century 
France,”15. Quotation from an unpublished version for a volume edited by Lisa Rosenthal and 
Cristelle Baskins. See also: “Decorating Knowledge: The Ornamental Book, the Philosophic 
Image and the Naked Truth,” Art History 28 (April 2005), 174-199.  
 
189 Lewis Pyenson and Jean-François Gauvin. The Art of Teaching Physics: The Eighteenth-
century Demonstration (Sillery: 2002), 77.  
 
190 There is an extensive literature on the phenomenon of ‘curios,’ collecting, and display. See: 
Neil Kenny, The Uses of Curiosity in Early Modern France and Germany (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008); R.J.W. Evans, and Alexander Marr, eds, Curiosity and wonder from the 
Renaissance to the Enlightenment (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006); Bettina Dietz & Thomas 
Nutz, “Collections Curieuses:The Aesthetics of Curiosity and Elite Lifestyle” in Eighteenth-
Century Life” 29 (Fall 2005). Pamela Smith and Paula Findlen, eds., Merchants and Marvels: 
Commerce, Science, and Art in Early Modern Europe (New York: Routledge, 2002). For a 
discussion of the collection as representative sign (semiophore) of its collector, see: 
Krzysztof Pomian, Collectors and Curiosity, 1987.  
 
191Voltaire, for example, clearly expresses the importance he accorded to the globes that he 
purchased when he writes, “Abbé Nollet is ruining me…he is a philosopher, he is a man of great 
merit and the only to furnish my collection of instruments, and it is much easier to find money 
than to find a man like him.” Robert Derome, “An Art Historian’s Approach to Globes,” in 
Sphaerae Mundi: Early globes at the Stewart Museum, eds. Edward H. Dahl and Jean-François 
Gauvin (Ithaca: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2000), 26-34; 164. 
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hand; as authors of the Encyclopédie explained, the “Latins” associated its shape with an arm 
decorated with jewelry (fig. 28): 
 Armillary sphere or artificial sphere…It is called such because it is composed of a number 
 of bands, or rings of copper or another material, called armilla by the Latins, because of 
 the resemblance that it has with bracelets or rings.192 
 
The metaphoric sphere, with its Ptolemic and Copernican permutations, situates the lesson of the 
duchess within an ancient pictorial tradition by recalling the figure of Urania. For example, 
George Richardson’s edition of Cesar Ripa’s Iconologia (1779), which was discussed in the 
introduction, portrays Urania and Polyhymnia, the muse of poetry, on the same page. Taken 
together, these representations contain many of the objects surrounding the duchess in her 
astronomy lesson. Again, Urania contemplates an armillary sphere, while Polyhymnia holds an 
open book and makes the same gesture as the Duchesse du Maine.193 However, the duchess’s 
child-like appearance and her profiled position contrast to the beckoning glance of Le Sueur’s 
Uranie or the approachable smile of M. C. Eimmart’s adaptation of Urania-St. Margaret.194 
Since du Maine’s focus remains within the pictorial stage of La Leçon d’astronomie, she does 
not directly solicit but rather seems completely removed from the outside world. This frees the 
                                                 
 
192 Sphere armillaire ou artificielle….On l'appelle ainsi parce qu'elle est composée d'un nombre 
de bandes, ou anneaux de cuivre ou d'autre matiere, appellés par les Latins armilla, à-cause de la 
ressemblance qu'ils ont avec des bracelets ouanneaux. See Diderot and d’Alembert. “Sphere 
armillaire,” in Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers 
(ARTFL Project, The University of Chicago: 2001).  
 
193 George Richardson, trans., Iconology; or, a collection of emblematical figures; containing 
four hundred and twenty-four remarkable subjects, moral and instructive; ... The figures are 
engraved ... with explanations from classical authorities (London: printed for the author by G. 
Scott, 1779), 22. 
 
194 Diderot and d’Alembert. “Sphere armillaire,” in Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des 
sciences, des arts et des métiers.   
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viewer to peruse the forms on the canvas, to seek out objects and identify them—the barometer 
in the library, the classical sculpture in the dim background, the lens in Genest’s hand, the 
different globes—as one might do with any assortment of curiosities. In effect, the painting shifts 
between at least two systems of representation regarding the woman: the portrayal of an ideal 
student and the duchess as the patroness of an exhaustive scientific collection. The armillary 
sphere (or sphere artificielle) fits each of these ideas. Nelson Goodman has argued that 
representation is a method of categorization and classification that forces disparate categories of 
objects into one space and style.195 In one system, she is attentive and disciplined; she welcomes 
her tutor’s comment with a small smile, and she glows. In another, du Maine—as form within 
the painting—is associated with the objects around her.196 That is, as the armillary sphere 
“represents the different orbits of the sphere in their natural order, and it gives an idea…of the 
position of each one of them,” the Duchesse du Maine brings order to Sceaux, establishing a 
position for each philosophe and bel esprit who visited her court and enjoyed her 
entertainments.197  
 Objects created relationships in the scientific community, and it is evident that the 
duchess was associated with her scientific collection since Abbé Nollet (Jean Antoine Nollet, 
1700-1770), who is famous for his scientific spectacles in addition to his inventions, created a 
                                                 
195 Nelson Goodman, Language of Art, 69, 33. 
 
196 Diderot and d’Alembert, “Sphere armillaire,” in Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des 
sciences, des arts et des métiers.   
 
197 The armillary sphere “représente les différens cercles de la sphere dans leur ordre naturel, et 
qui sert à donner une idée de l'usage, et de la position de chacun d'eux, & à résoudre différens 
problèmes qui y ont rapport.” See Diderot and d’Alembert. “Sphere armillaire,” in Encyclopédie, 
ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers.   
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valuable terrestrial globe to the duchess in the 1728 (fig. 27).198 The mounted globe itself is 
intricately decorated in varying tones of lacquer and bears a dedication to du Maine by Nollet, 
the text of which is framed in a rocaille border. Famous maritime voyages, such as those of 
Magellan and le Maire, are depicted between the continents, meridians and dedications. The 
sphere sits in the arms of a carved wooden basket, all of which is supported by a tripod base with 
gently curved legs. The stand is also ornamented with lacquered floral motifs and cartouches 
showing bucolic scenes with influenced by chinoiserie.199 Terrestrial and celestial globes are 
often made in pairs; in this case, the celestial globe was dedicated to the Duchesse du Maine’s 
nephew, Louis de Bourbon-Condé (Comte de Clermont, 1709-1771) and thereby fostered a 
tripartite connection between the instrument-maker and his patrons.200 The artful nature of the 
Nollet’s globes links the Duchesse du Maine to Clermont and his substantial support of the 
Société des Arts, which was founded around 1726 in Paris and sought to better connect the 
science, artists, and crafts.201 Although it was relatively short-lived, the society connected over a 
hundred of elite men of science, artists and craftsmen in its mission. Nollet’s globes effectively 
associate du Maine and her interests to the goals perpetuated by the Société des Arts of hat her 
nephew endorsed in Paris. 
                                                 
 
198Edward H. Dahl and Jean-François Gauvin, Sphaerae Mundi: Early globes at the Stewart 
Museum, 162-4. See also: Lewis Pyenson and Jean-François Gauvin. The Art of Teaching 
Physics: The Eighteenth-century Demonstration (Sillery: 2002), xv.  
199 Jean-Nérée Ronfort, “Science and Luxury,” 61-2.  
 
200 Jean-Nérée Ronfort, “Science and Luxury,” 59.  
 
201 Paola Bertucci and Olivier Courcelle, “Artisanal Knowledge, Expertise, and Patronage in 
Early Eighteenth-Century Paris: The Société des Arts,” in the Eighteenth-Century Studies 48 
(2015), 160-1. See also: Roger Hahn, “The applications of science to society: The societies pf 
art,” Studies on Voltaire in the Eighteenth Century 25 (1963), 829-63.  
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Portrait Sequence: 
 In ways that were hardly subtle, du Maine fashioned her body into an icon of wealth and 
leadership and skillfully used different commissions for different purposes. She even issued 
herself as collector’s item, mapping her figural identity into the slogan for the coterie of 
“honeybees” who pledged their loyalty to her in the (barely fictional) l’ordre de la mouche-à-
miel: “Elle est petite aussi, mais elle fait de cruelles blessures” [She is small, but she gives harsh 
wounds ]202 The mantra was scripted in Italian on golden medals to commemorate the 
inauguration of her society. One side read “Picolla si, ma fa pur gravi le ferite, 1703” around a 
scene with a bee and a hive, while the other side featured her portrait (fig. 29).203 Like La Leçon 
d’astronomie, the heavy objects showcased the duchess’s identity as a poupée du sang by 
hybridizing her body, wealth, and elaborate play. The duchess reveled in her body “of ten years 
old;” for her it was a demarcation of youth and femininity; it was also a license to knowledge. By 
reclaiming the implications of her status as a poupée du sang, she facilitated both her social 
influence and learning—desires that were otherwise complicated by her size, sex, and marriage 
to a barely legitimatized member of the royalty.  
                                                 
202 See: Victor Advielle, Histoire de la ville de Sceaux, 293.  
 
203 Advielle, Histoire de la ville de Sceaux, 298. See also: See Charles Augustin Saint-Beuve, 
Portraits of the Eighteenth Century: Historic and Literary (New York: The Knickerbocker Press, 
1905), 99; Charlotte-Elisabeth d’Orléans, Fragments of original letters, of Madame Charlotte 
Elizabeth of Bavaria, Duchess of Orleans; written from the year 1715 to 1720, to His serene 
Highness Anthony Ulric, Duke of B- W-; and to Her royal Highness Carolina, Princess of Wales. 
Translated from the French. In two volumes… (London: printed for T. Hookham, 1790) 201-202, 
457-97; Louis de Rouvroy, Duc de Saint-Simon, Memoires: Duc de Saint-Simon, trans. and ed. 
Lucy Norton; Julie-Ann Plax, “The Fete Galant and the Cult of Honneteté,” in Watteau and the 
Cultural Politics of the Eighteenth-Century (Cambridge: The University of Cambridge Press, 
2000) 108-154.   
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 In the tutorial du Maine seems diminutive; however, it is difficult to postulate reasonably 
that an artist would paint his patron in way that she did not desire. While the duchess rarely 
appears to dominate the space of her portraits, it is difficult to gauge her dimensions when she is 
the single sitter. For example, the complicated pose du Maine assumes in Pierre Gobert’s portrait 
(Versailles: châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon)204 obscures her proportions: her feet tuck into 
her gown, her arms extend into the left, and she leans slightly to elongate the stretch of her torso 
and the twist of her neck. The exchange of light and shadow created by the dappling of bright 
zones on her knees, her chest, and her face additionally complicates the perception of size. It is 
within the spectrum of others that the duchess stands out (unabashedly) as the smallest in the 
room. Unlike Gobert, De Troy conveys an ageless scene by highlighting the tropes of du Maine’s 
small size. Although the duchess should be a woman of about twenty-nine in the painted lesson, 
she hardly shows her years. Where the fully bloomed wreath of flowers that the duchess holds in 
Gobert’s painting fosters an allusion between her body and the transient cycles of natural beauty 
(as well as the countless nobles who were represented with similar wreaths),205 De Troy 
associates her figure with antique objects of science that, for centuries, piqued the curiosity of 
the learned. 
                                                 
204 In continuation of the theme addressed early, Gobert’s painting also includes a bust of 
Cleopatra in the background. This portrait, Duchesse du Maine, is a copy after Pierre Gobert 
(1662-1744) by Phillipe Comairas, 1836. The image and its attendant information, including the 
provenance and a description, is available from the database Joconde: the Catalogue des 
Collections des Musees de France. Accessible online: 
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/joconde/fr/pres.htm. See also: Georges Poisson, 
Catalogue Raissonné des Colletions (Sceaux: Les Amis du Musée de l'Ile de France, 1985), 
1072.  
 
205 Dominque Brême, François de Troy, 129. 
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 Curiosity (curiosité) is described by the first edition of the Dictionnaire de L'Académie 
française (1694) as an object of vision or a state of passion that elicits the desire to learn more; it 
is “something rare and curious.”206 Scientific objects could be curiosities, but so could people. 
Dwarfed by the large and ruddy men and the focus of the room, in De Troy’s painting the 
Duchess du Maine is the singular woman, and an exceptionally curious woman.207 The duchess’s 
wealth, her patronage of both arts and sciences, and her pursuit of knowledge are qualities 
evidenced by the painting that convey her unique character. Du Maine’s image in the painting 
further transcends the normative by accentuating her abnormally petite frame—her rare and 
curious body. While curiosity—the desire to “seek to know”—may be the “weakness of 
womankind,” the duchess’s childish proportions disrupt the term’s negative connotation even as 
her conspicuous cap of grey hair further complicates her age. Time is out of joint and, in the 
background, Cupid fells Time on the clock behind the lesson. Perhaps this is an indication of du 
Maine’s eternal love of learning, preserved in a beautiful moment like the enduring seashells and 
ancient marble fragments that collectors amassed in curiosity cabinets. 
 Du Maine, despite social proscriptions against the curiosity that resulted in such 
collections, made her own acquisitions. Indeed, Baronne d'Aulnoy’s “The tale of “The Green 
Serpent,” which was briefly referenced in the first chapter, warns its female readers against 
acting upon their inquisitiveness.208 The narrator reminds her readers of the problematic 
consequences that followed Pandora and Psyche when, seeking to know, they opened the boxes 
                                                 
 
206 “Curiosité,” in Dictionnaire de L'Académie française, 1st Ed. (1694), 299.  
 
207 For a discussion on the complexities posed by ‘exceptional women,” see: Mary Sheriff, The 
Exceptional Woman, any page.  
 
208 Marie Catherine le Jumelle de Barneville (Baronne d'Aulnoy, c. 1650-1705) 
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forbidden to them and wrought havoc on their surroundings. But the Duchesse du Maine did not 
heed such admonitions in her pursuits or her passions.  
 Posing as Dido in De Troy’s The Feast of Dido and Aeneas (c. 1704, oil on canvas, fig. 
30), the duchess suggests these very early leanings even as they are not as explicitly stated in La 
Leçon d’astronomie de la duchesse du Maine; each painting features an unusual juxtaposition of 
history and portrait conventions.209 The Feast of Dido and Aeneas, which predates the portrait of 
Malezieu and the Duchess du Maine by a couple of years, is more typically allegorical since the 
representation narrates Dido’s mythic reception of Aeneas. In the lesson, the acquisition of 
knowledge, by contrast, becomes the narrative subject of the painting. Despite such differences, 
De Troy represents the duchess in analogous ways from canvas to canvas and similarly exalts her 
position within the social order at Sceaux. In each of the portrayals she wears the same white 
gown that is trimmed with gold and dips into a v-neck at her bodice; moreover, her attire—
unlike that of the men—is contemporary to fashions of the early eighteenth century. The modern 
articulation of the woman’s dress corresponds with eighteenth-century traditions and extends the 
depiction’s narrative time-space beyond the pictorial frame. That is, the duchess’s richly 
garmented body bonds mythology and the image of her learning to her present world, 
highlighting her figure as a fulcrum of potential agency. 
 The scenes convey different facets of du Maine’s achievements. As such, the contrasts 
posed by the pair of paintings make the earlier picture of the banqueting scene a useful foil for 
the comparatively demure portrayal of the tutorial. De Troy paints the duchess in partial 
                                                 
 
209 Dominique Brême, Francois De Troy, 62. Also in Musée des beaux-arts and Musée des 
Augustins, Visages du Grand Siècle, 250.  
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deshabille in The Feast of Dido and Aeneas, for example, whereas she is fully clothed in the 
lesson. By roughly dividing The Feast of Dido and Aeneas between a space of men on the left 
and a space of women on the right, the compositional arrangement of the banquet formulates a 
gendered divide. This division accents du Maine’s feminine splendor because her relaxed posture 
and elaborate dress distinguish her from the attendants. Many figures gaze around the fabricated 
palace scene but the duchess looks in the direction of Aeneas, who meets her look and leans in 
conversation onto the table between them. In addition to du Maine’s coy gaze to Aeneas, who is 
played the Duc du Maine, glimpses of exposed skin—her arm, her breast, her foot—accentuate 
her sensuality. Sheaths of fabric flow into the foreground where the Duchesse du Maine’s 
surviving children are shown. Brême has identified the two babes in the nurse’s lap as the prince 
de Dombes (Louis-Auguste de Bourbon, 1700-1755) and the comte d’Eu (Louis-Charles de 
Bourbon, 1701-1755) and he notes that the portrayal of their infancy is appropriate to the 
painting’s date of 1702.210 The appearance of the nurse befits du Maine’s noble status even as the 
children are linked to their mother’s presence by the brushwork of the cascading golden blanket. 
The duchess turns to the banquet, where Sceaux has been transformed into a new Carthage that is 
adorned by golden flatware, feasting, musicians, and art. The presentation of the crown 
underscores this royal fete, further signifying the relationship between power and patronage 
embodied by the Duchesse du Maine. At nearly twice the size of La Leçon d’astronomie, the 
scene is meant to impress the viewer with De Troy’s talent and the duchess’s patronage; in this 
vein, the canvas was exhibited to favorable views in Paris at the Salon of 1704.211  
 
                                                 
210 Dominique Brême, Francois De Troy, 62. 
 
211 Jean Cailleux, “Some Family and Group Portraits by Francois de Troy (1645-1730),” ivx. 
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Networking Portraits:  
 It seems likely that these paintings by De Troy speak to the duchess’s distinct roles as a 
patron and thus serve different purposes, one a public manifestation of ceremonious pomp and 
the other a more private showcase of intellectual endeavor. The content of each befits two 
different settings. In The Feast of Dido and Aeneas, for example, the movements of the figures 
follow the gifts and foodstuffs that the guests pass from one to another. The rhythm flows from 
the left foreground of the canvas, into the figures in the background, and circles towards Aeneas 
through the body of the duchess (as Dido). Aeneas is not the focal point; his gaze and 
conversational body language return the viewer to the duchess who welcomes that attention with 
open arms. The exchange between the Duchesse du Maine and Aeneas is comparable to her 
expression in La Leçon d’astronomie where she looks directly to the speaker and tilts her head. 
Also, in each painting she has a slight smile and her wide eyes underscore her investment in the 
moment. Looking at the images together, the similar stylistic vocabulary and the recurring 
characters chart a biographical narrative of the duchess that indicates a life of both play and 
study.  
 In both pictures the compositional lines direct us to the resplendent duchess, but in La 
Leçon d’astronomie du Maine sits as Urania upright (and fully attired) rather than leisurely 
reclined as she does in the scene of the banquet. Moreover, the objects of her lesson close the 
space around her body, as if they are gravitationally tethered to her, further likening her 
orchestrations at Sceaux to the armillary sphere beside her, with its many bracelets so near her 
arm. The astronomy lesson is an intimate scene and intimately sized, small enough to be carried 
by one person; it may have functioned like the album amicorum that Eimmart exchanged with 
her colleagues to commemorate their scientific relationships or acts of patronage. Indeed, the fact 
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that are three known copies and three figures in the painting suggests the De Troy may have 
given them to his fellow courtiers at Sceaux as a present or was commissioned to a similar 
purpose.212 
 These paintings offer a common portrayal of the duchess’s figure, though the scene shifts 
from an earnest academic foyer to an exuberant reception hall. In De Troy’s first portrait Du 
Maine is a proprietress of festivities at the banquet, which is a large and complicated scene 
perfectly suited to the environs of the salon. Moreover, the date of 1704 places it within the 
timeframe of several renovation projects that the Duchesse du Maine ordered at Sceaux in which 
she boldly sought to challenge court the of Versailles, as Katie Scott has argued.213 Claude 
Audran III, for example, redecorated her apartment there with a ceiling picturing Apollo, the god 
of sun and light, who was closely aligned with Sun King. Likewise, her theatrical divertissements 
that lasted throughout the night were certainly inspired by Louis XIV’s own masterful ballets, 
including the twelve-hour Ballet de la Nuit in which he danced as Apollo (1653).214 While the 
Salon of 1704 acted as a venue to show off the golden luxuries promised by her new residence to 
Salon visitors, the chateau and its entertainments therein reinforced her connection to the 
cosmography of power that the Bourbon monarchy maintained.  
 
Stellar Accomplishments: 
                                                 
212 One painting is on display at the museum in Sceaux, another is on display at the Wadsworth 
Antheneum Museum of Art in Hartford, CT and the third is in a private collection. The two that 
are on display are almost exact copies.  
213 Katie Scott, Rococo Interior, 134.  
 
214 Sarah Cohen, Art, Dance, and the Body in French Culture of the Ancien Regime (Cambridge 
University Press, 2000).  
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 If Louis XIV was the sun in the heliocentric Copernican universe, it is clear that the 
duchess had little reservation about seeking to eclipse his splendor during the later years of his 
reign, nor of associating herself with Urania—in both painting and performance—to do so. The 
duchess’s attractions captured large audiences, some more appreciative than others, that took 
notice of the lavish spectacles and her leading roles—both as an actress in the plays and as the 
patroness of the events. Such entertainments were in contrast to the increasingly pious and 
conservative atmosphere of Versailles at the turn of the eighteenth century.215 The Duc de Saint-
Simon was particularly derisive; in 1707 he wrote scathingly of her playmaking excess in his 
memoirs:  
 Mme du Maine had taken to performing plays with her household and some retired 
 actors. M. du Maine, who dared not oppose her…stood by one of the doors and received 
 company. Apart from the folly of them such entertainments were not cheap.216  
 
Maintenon was far more approving, in a letter to the Princesse des Ursins of the same year she 
writes,  
 Madame la Duchesse du Maine is delighting the whole court by the 
 performances…I confess I should never laugh at her…I consider such pleasures more 
 harmless and more clever than…spoiling one’s health…My only desire…to curtail the 
 expenses.217 
 
For Maintenon, du Maine is naïve — “harmless and clever;” for Saint-Simon, she trumps her 
husband’s authority with temper-tantrums and obstinacy. Maintenon and Saint-Simon each 
reference the Duchesse du Maine’s childishness, implicitly connecting her love of playmaking to 
her small body.  
                                                 
 
215 Thomas Crow, The Painters of Modern Life, 49. 
 
216 Saint-Simon, Memoirs of the Duc de Saint-Simon, 324.  
 
217 Madame de Maintenon, qtd. in Léonce de Piépape, A Princess of Strategy, 386.  
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  The elaborate fanfares of costume and music took place in the grand surrounds of 
Sceaux. Visitors would have recognized that the duchess’s habitation featured the same visual 
vocabulary as the king’s palace-complex at Versailles—architecture by Claude and Charles 
Perrault and Antoine Lepautre; paintings by Charles LeBrun; a park designed by André Le 
Nôtre; and an Orangerie by Jules Hardouin-Mansart. The structures were already in existence 
when the Duc and Duchesse du Maine purchased Sceaux, but the couple continued the royal 
aesthetic in the additions that ensued. Some of these buildings directly engaged the pursuit of 
Natural Philosophy, a menagerie commissioned by the duchess in 1720 incorporated an 
astronomical observatory from which viewed cosmological phenomena with academy 
scientists.218 Regardless of whether or not the menagerie was imbued with the political symbols 
for which art historian Lewellan makes a compelling case, it certainly attests to du Maine’s 
investment in elevating science and curiosity. Far from simply parroting Malezieu, as the 
Marquis de Lassay claims of the duchess,219 it seems that she took her lessons with her tutor and 
synthesized them into creative and empowering activities at a time when seeing was the most 
valued form of learning.220 
 The display reached its apogee in the weeks of performances during the Grand Nuits de 
Sceaux (1714-15) where dramatic enactments of astrology, Egypt, astronomy, and comedy 
extended well into the night. Catherine Cessac notes that in 1715 the last night of Grand Nuits de 
                                                 
218 See note 150. See also, Nina Lewallen, “La duchesse du Maine: une mécène d’architecture 
entre deux siècles,” in La duchesse du Maine: Une mécène à la croisée des arts et des siècles, 
ed. Catherine Cessac (Brussels: University of Brussels, 2003), 66-69. 
 
219 Léonce de Piépape, A Princess of Strategy, 43. 
 
220 Barbara Maria Stafford, Artful Science: Enlightenment and Entertainment and the Eclipse of 
Visual Education, 49-51.  
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Sceaux took place under a lunar eclipse so that “Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus et Mercure rendent 
tour a tour un long homage du Maine.”221 Du Maine’s centrality within the performances of 
Grand Nuits de Sceaux parallels her place at the center of attention in La Leçon d’astronomie. In 
fact, she appeared as Urania in the performances on the fourth night of Grand Nuits de Sceaux, 
which augments the relationship between the allegorical references in De Troy’s painting and du 
Maine’s court rituals.222 These nighttime festivals postdate De Troy’s painting and further 
establish the painting’s constructive role in du Maine’s self-fashioning as a lady of science.  
 An anonymous leather-bound almanac, which has been dated to 1721 by the inscription 
on the binding, reinforces du Maine’s connection to celestial mechanics by tethering the events 
at Sceaux, such as “la grand Nuit” of May, to an astrological calendar. It is obvious that the 
manuscript was intended for du Maine, because a golden medallion with the emblem of L’ordre 
de la Mouche à Miel is centered on the front cover. Bees are also included on the illuminated 
vellum pages amidst the vegetal and lunar water-colored motifs at the borders.223 Although 
astrology is generally distinguished from astronomy, many of the activities described in the 
almanac are inherently scholarly. For example, they debate Descartes in the spring, and they 
puzzle mathematical tables and astrological calculations throughout the summer months. The 
theme of masked erudition returns in September, where we find that “a great and virtuous lady 
                                                 
 
221 “Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury make revolution and revolution in homage to du 
Main.” Catherine Cessac, “Les Enchantments de Sceaux,” in Les Théatres de société au XVIII 
Siècle,” ed. Marie-Emmanuelle Plaignol-Dieval and Dominique Quéro (Brussels: Universiry of 
Brussels, 2005), 17.  
222 Cessac also makes this correlation. See Catherine Cessac, “Les Enchantments de Sceaux,” 19.  
 
223 For a complete description of this book and the possible interpretations of its coded text, see: 
Marianne De Meyenbourg, “L’almanach de 1721 et l’emblème de la Mouche à miel,” in Etudes 
sur le XVIIIe siècle 31 (Brussels: Editions de l’Université de Bruxelles, 2003), 161-175.  
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who has long held part of her hidden talents…will manifest her profound knowledge in the Latin 
language.”224 This lady is never identified as du Maine, but the book reinforces the duchess’s 
continuing reign over both male and female savants who integrated learning and playmaking at 
Sceaux. 
 
Conclusion:  
 La Lecon d’astronomie expresses du Maine’s charismatic persona through her small body 
and the signifiers of her court status. By combining the representations of spectacle and inquiry, 
the painting conveys (but does not state directly) her reason and her indefatigable imagination; 
her wealth and her power; her body and her mind. Malezieu and Genest’s large figures call 
attention to the petite body of the duchess; indeed, the flowing robes make their occupation of 
space all the more prominent. Yet of the three figures it is du Maine who sits regally poised, 
fixed on full view for the observer (who may have been herself). I imagine that the Duchesse du 
Maine appreciated La Leçon d’astronomie for both its splendid artifice and the lesson that it 
depicts. Indeed, the image works decisively against courtiers such as the Marquis de Lassay, who 
claimed, “the body and mind of Madam la Duchesse…suffered the same fate. They both have 
the arrested development of a child of twelve…She is still a child, clever it is true, but possessing 
all of the intolerable characteristics of children.”225 Rather than succumbing to condescension, du 
Maine claimed her small figure as a characteristic that underscored the singularity of her identity. 
                                                 
 
224 Trans. my own: “Une grande et vertueuse dame qui a tenu longtemps partie de ses talens 
cachez…manifestera sa profonde science dans la langue Latine en apprenant a ses compagnes 
qu'il faut commencer par scavoir que cornu est indeclinable.” Anonymous, “Septembre,” in 
Almanach de 1721 [MIF.INV.2002.1], (Sceaux, Musée de l'Ile de France).  
225 Léonce de Piépape, A Princess of Strategy, 383.   
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The duchess reigned over Sceaux, and in this painting she is legitimatized as a patroness of 
science and spectacle. François De Troy’s portrayal of the Duchesse du Maine in La Leçon 
d’astronomie utilizes the ambiguity of images to depict the multifaceted nature of du Maine’s 
program at Sceaux. The program synthesized scholarship and ingenuity; moreover, it fashioned 
du Maine as a woman with powers of mind and of body through repeated cycles of allusion and 
allegory. As a seamlessly real and unreal fabrication, the image of the duchess’s astronomy 
lesson operates in both the past and the future: it reminds its viewer of what was (and what might 
have been) concocted by du Maine—a woman who took on the mythological figure of Urania.  
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CHAPTER THREE  
COUP DE MAIN, OR REACHING FOR THE STARS 
  
 By affiliating themselves with the allegorical bodies of mythological figures such as 
Urania and Minerva, women such as Maria Clara Eimmart, Queen Christina and the Duchesse du 
Maine normalized the deviance associated with female learning even as they constructed a de 
facto cosmology of great female minds. These scientific women were exceptional cultural icons 
and gained acclaim as such as the Enlightenment gathered momentum through the 1700s. If 
Maria Clara Eimmart was not cited with her father in Jean Étienne Montucla’s anthology of 
mathematicians in 1758, she was included with several “women astronomers” in the 1799 
revision by Joseph-Jérôme Lefrançais de Lalande (Jérôme Lalande, 1732-1807).226 Beyond such 
textual compendiums, a variety of portraits cross-linked renowned and aspiring savantes alike, 
“constellating” an allegorical image-repertoire of these women that facilitated their place in 
Enlightenment discourse. In this vein, the highly regarded physicist Émilie le Tonnelier de 
Breteuil, Marquise Du Châtelet-Lomont (Émilie du Châtelet, 1706 – 1749) strategically coopted 
the allegorical body to stake a place for women amongst the growing retinue of philosophes in 
her endorsement of experimental physics; indeed, she took the name of the muse Urania upon 
                                                 
226 M. Montucla, Histoire des mathematiques dans laquelle on rend compte de leurs progres 
depuis leur origine jusqu'a nos jours; ou' l'on expose le tableau & le developpement des 
principales decouvertes, les contestations qu'elles ont fait naitre, & les principaux traits de la vie 
des mathematiciens les plus celebres (Paris: Jombert, 1758), 591; Joseph-Jérôme Lefrançais de 
Lalande, Histoire des mathématiques: dans laquelle on rend compte de leurs progrès depuis leur 
origine jusqu'à nos jours (Paris: Chez Henri Agasse, 1799), 646.  
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her election to the Bologna Academy of Science in 1746, furthering the motif that she had 
already established through both her artistic patronage and commissioned portraits.227 By 
fabricating herself as Venus-Urania, she championed the right to express passion, femininity and 
intellect, and became a figure of emulation for subsequent women.  
 The dynamic nature and growing popularity of Natural Philosophy and its new 
discoveries in France provided the marquise with an opportunity to contribute to scientific 
discourse while maintaining the responsibilities demanded by her social position as a high-
ranking noblewoman. As several historians of science have established, Newton’s laws were not 
widely accepted among European intellectual circles until philosophers worked to popularize 
them in various media and public experiments. In France, where Cartesian philosophy had a 
stronghold, Voltaire and fellow philosophes launched a veritable campaign for Newtonian 
physics.228 As the Duchesse du Maine had done before her at Sceaux, Du Châtelet used this new 
frontier in science to her advantage and created an environment at her chateau in Cirey, several 
hours even by car from Paris, where she could study at will. There she established a social 
network to support her interests and facilitate her effort to actively contribute to scholarship 
through publications and correspondence in a world where it was extremely difficult for women 
to do that due to institutional exclusions.  
 Émilie Du Châtelet was born in 1706 to Gabrielle Anne de Froullay, Baronne de Breteuil 
and Louis Nicolas le Tonnelier de Bretueil, which placed her into a noble household. She 
                                                 
227 TDN Besterman, “Letter no: D1065,” in Digital Correspondence of Voltaire, ed. N. Cronk, 
(Oxford: Electronic Enlightenment Project, Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford, 2008-
2017).  
 
228 See J.B. Shank, The Newton Wars and the Beginning of the French Enlightenment (Chicago: 
Chicago University Press, 2008).  
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received an uncommon degree of education in the literary arts and sciences even for a woman of 
her class. Moreover, her father held a weekly salon and frequently invited members of the 
Académie des Sciences to their home, which is where she likely first met Voltaire. Their 
relationship, first romantic and then collegial, began several years after her arranged marriage 
with Marquis Florent-Claude du Chastellet-Lomon.229 By the time she began her romance with 
Voltaire after the birth of her second son in 1733, she had already taken up a renewed interest in 
mathematics and sought the tutelage of Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis and Alexis Clairaut. 
Du Châtelet and Voltaire took residence together at her chateau in Cirey sometime in 1734, 
which was an unusual arrangement that her husband supported.230 Du Châtelet and Voltaire 
equipped the chateau with an extensive cabinet de physique where they collaborated on 
experiments and publications. Émilie Du Châtelet has long been renowned for her translation of 
Newton’s monumental Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (The Principia, 1687) into 
French, which she rushed to complete just prior to her early death in 1749, but that was not 
published until 1759, with a preface by Voltaire.231 The importance of Du Châtelet’s translation 
of the Principia and her exhaustive annotations of Newton’s text ensured her place as an 
exemplar in the broad field of Natural Philosophy for men as well as women because it became 
                                                 
229 The spelling of Châtelet as it now appears seems to have been adopted by Du Châtelet 
sometime after she met Voltaire and it is said that he played a part in the new spelling. However, 
spelling was not standardized at this time and variants range from Châtelet, to Chastellet, to 
Chastelet depending on the publisher and/or author of the text. Voltiare himself occaissionally 
use the original form; for example, he wrote to the d’Argentals in 1749, “Madame du Chastelet 
gives birth to nothing but problems,” See Judith Zinsser, Daring Genius of the Enlightenment, 5; 
qtd. 32.  
 
230 For the nuances of Du Châtelet’s relationships see: Judith Zinsser, Daring Genius of the 
Enlightenment.  
 
231 She died from complications following the birth of her daughter.  
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(and remains) the standard French edition. However, during her lifetime she had already 
established herself as a physicist and an important proponent of Newton.  Indeed, in the 1740s 
she published two important works on Natural Philosophy: “Dissertation sur la nature de la 
propagation du feu” (1744), which was the first essay by a woman to be published by the 
Académie des Sciences, and a well-reviewed book on physics entitled Institutions de physique. 
During the same period she also wrote a more widely popular text that was a personal rumination 
on the nature of happiness and the fulfillment of desire, Discours sur le Bonheur, which was 
published posthumously in 1779.232  
 Marianne Loir’s oil portrait of Émilie du Châtelet (c.1747, fig. 31) chronologically 
coincides with these publications (or the period in which she was writing them), and the artist’s 
compositional elements underscore the dichotomies that Du Châtelet successfully held in 
balance. Here Loir mitigates the marquise’s identification as both a lady of science and of refined 
taste, reason and sentiment. Thus, although the marquise is seated next to a working table strewn 
with mathematical papers and crowned with a beautiful golden armillary sphere – all indications 
of her practice in mathematics and astronomy – Du Châtelet casts a warm and personable, almost 
languid, air as she twists towards the viewer’s space with open body language, a soft smile, and 
beaming visage. She rests one elbow on the desk and lightly pinches the stem of a single 
carnation between the thumb and index finger. She has the other hand at her knee and there holds 
                                                 
232 Du Châtelet wrote Discours sur le Bonheur throughout the 1730s until just before her death in 
1749 from complications following the birth of her daughter. In this book, Du Châtelet explores 
the nature of happiness (for an upper-class audience) and argues that one can find it in education, 
personal achievement, and health of mind and body; for example, she writes, “One of the great 
secrets of happiness is to moderate one’s desires and to love the things already in one’s 
possession.” See Judith P. Zinsser, ed. Emilie du Châtelet: Selected Philosophical and Scientific 
Writings, trans. Isabelle Bour and Judith P. Zinsser (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2009).  
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brass dividers that angle back to the stacks of papers beside her. Next to these sharp points, the 
flower seems all the more delicate as it hovers in a puff of soft whites over her lap.  
 Gerard Le Coat and Anne Eggiman-Besançon have compellingly argued that the 
carnation (l’oeillet) and compass are symbols of sexual pleasure and self-control, which 
respectively highlight the tension between the phyiscal and scholarly realms that Loir teases 
throughout the canvas. Moreover, they argue that the centrality of the carnation to both the 
canvas and the marquise’s body suggests her choice of sensuality over study.233 Invocations of 
touch abound: A textural play of uninhibitedness and restraint runs through the deep-brown fur-
trim that traces up the dress and fixes her jeweled collar, where it continues through the wisps of 
her gray curls that are loosely knotted at her nape. The fine daubs of petals echo the lace fringe 
and silk ribbons that crest from her bell-sleeves and bodice, off-setting the smooth expanses of 
her warmly toned ivory skin. The palette, with its voluptuous range of pastel hues in the 
foreground and the russet background, further contrasts the nature of work and wit as the hefty 
tomes lining the wall behind her are markedly dull in comparison with the brightness of her 
rouged cheeks and the lively sparkle of her eyes. 
 The marquise’s attire is of utmost importance, as it conveys her noble status and her 
fashionable femininity through her luxurious taste. There is also the blue. Blue spills down the 
canvas; it foams at the lace edges; it ripples like water in the moonlight and cascades over her 
knees, pooling in every crevice. This is the cerulean of Eimmart’s lunar panels, the rich azure 
once reserved for the Virgin Mary’s robe – a heavenly blue of the night sky and of Urania’s 
gown too. The lustrous carnation, l’oiellet, then, is a kind of star that brightens the luminescence 
                                                 
233 Gerard Le Coat and Anne Eggiman-Besançon, “Emblématique et émancipation feminine au 
XVIIIe siecle: Le portrait de Madame Du Chatelet par Marie-Anne Loir,” in Coloquio: Anes 68 
(March 1986): 30-39. 
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of the sitter’s skin – not even the gold armillary sphere burns as brightly.  It is my argument that 
the elements of the painting that refer to the Marquise du Châtelet’s sensuality ultimately 
underscore her study and become ways to understand her passion for science. The passion and 
fidelity that the carnation symbolizes applies to the one relationship that she maintained until the 
end of her life: her pursuit of Natural Philosophy. 
 The painting conveys the marquise as Venus-Urania; that is, as someone who is both 
inspired and disciplined; feminine and high-minded; earthly and celestial. Du Châtelet’s friend 
and poet Pierre Robert Le Cornier de Cideville hailed her intellect and her sexuality in his letter 
from 1741, which he wrote in honor of her recent publication of Institutions de physique: 
 Reader, open this learned text; 
 Physics leaves its wild air for us, 
 And with its charming language you'll guess  
 That it is Venus who instructs you. 
 Yes, of Venus-Urania, she has the bosom, 
 Of the other she has all the wit. 
 The true philosopher reads her; 
 Whoever sees her, I know, is far from being wise. 234 
 
Loir, a skilled portraitist, who herself earned her place in the academy as a member of the 
Académie des Beaux-Arts in Marseille, may have identified with her sitter’s intellectual drive 
when she created what has since become the iconic image of the marquise. The existence of two 
nearly identical renderings of Loir’s portrait and several copies, such as the engravings by Remi-
Henri-Joseph Delvaux and Pierre Gabriel Langlois (fig. 32, fig. 33), suggests that it was among 
                                                 
234 Trans. my own: Lecteur, ouvrez ce docte écrit;/ La physique pour nous quitte son air 
sauvage,/ Et vous divinerez à son charmant langage/ Que c'est Vénus qui vous instruit./ Oui, 
Vénus-Uranie, elle en a le corsage,/ Et de l'autre elle a tout l'esprit./ Le vrai philosophe la lit;/ 
Qui la voit, je le sais, est bien loin d'être sage. See: Le Cornier de Cideville, Pierre Robert. "To 
Gabrielle Émilie Le Tonnelier de Breteuil, marquise Du Châtelet-Lomont, 19 February 1741." 
Letter voltfrVF0910430_1key001cor of Electronic Enlightenment. Ed. Robert McNamee et al. 
Vers. 2.2. University of Oxford. 2011. Web. 17 Jun. 2011. <http://www.e-
enlightenment.com/item/voltfrVF0910430_1key001cor/>. 
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the marquise’s favorite portrayals and would have been an obvious choice for exchange with her 
friends and colleagues. 235 The prime version of the Loir portrait in Bordeaux may be one of 
these, though it could also have been a portrait she kept for herself.  
 If portraiture is at the crux of picture-making and self-display, picturing Du Châtelet 
challenged the painter to show the femme savante in her most womanly guise as Venus-Urania. 
Like the flower that thwarts the scientifically productive value of the scene (she quite literally 
cannot be computing with a flower in her hand) one might also think of the compass and 
armillary sphere as accessories adorning the savant’s space. The three orbs at the center of the 
armillary sphere’s many bracelets even parallel the three daubs of gold on Du Châtelet’s brooch. 
Marianne Loir dresses up her portrait of the marquise, compensating for her “masculine” 
intellect with a masquerade of femininity—just as François De Troy had done with Duchesse du 
Maine (fig. 23). Cideville sent his poem as a celebratory token; however, his insistence on Du 
Châtelet’s gendered distinctions (calling attention to her bosom, hailing her charming language) 
duly keeps his anxiety about Du Châtelet’s intellectual acumen in check.  
 Elise Goodman has described how many portraits of learned women such as the 
Marquise du Châtelet, Duchesse du Maine, and Louis XV’s infamous maîtresse-en-titre Madame 
de Pompadour (Jeanne Antoinette Poisson, Marquise de Pompadour; 1721-1764) fashion them as 
femmes savantes.236 Although these portraits individuate the sitters’ accomplishments they also 
strategically emphasize their most feminine characteristics in accordance with their social roles, 
                                                 
235 One is in Bordeaux in the collection of the Musée des Beaux-Arts and the other is in Ferney 
at the Chateau de Voltaire.  
 
236 Elise Goodman, The Portraits of Madame de Pompadour, Celebrating the Femme Savant 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); See also, Melissa Hyde, “The 'Make-Up' of the 
Marquise: Boucher's Portrait of Pompadour at Her Toilette,” The Art Bulletin 82, no. 3 
(September 2000): 453–75.  
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so that the effect is like that described by Joan Riviere’s notion of womanliness as a 
masquerade.237 The sizable number of Madame de Pompadour’s commissioned portraits 
illustrate this effect to different degrees, but Maurice Quentin de Latour’s large pastel portrait of 
her is a case in point (fig. 34). Exhibited at the Salon of 1755, it is composed of attached sheets 
of gray-blue paper with the face individually mounted – all of which facilitated Latour’s finely 
detailed description of Pompadour’s scholarly interests and achievements as she sits in her gold-
trimmed cabinet. The iridescence of the pastels offsets a scene that shows her triumphant power 
of patronage: She is surrounded by all of the attributes of the arts (musical instruments, drawing 
papers, a globe, and volumes of literature) while the tomes of the Encyclopédie suggest her 
philosophical affiliations and the architectural plans indicate her renovation projects for several 
estates. The focus, however, is Madame du Pompadour’s exquisite gown of vegetal gold 
patterning and opalescent ivory that spills over her tiny slippered feet and the warm blush of her 
complexion with her rouged cheeks as she looks towards a light source coming in from the left.  
 Du Châtelet and others who commissioned Loir were seeking a particularly “feminine” 
painter. In questioning François Boucher’s work and its equation with the “art of the toilette,” for 
example, Melissa Hyde has shown that the notion of “made-up complexions” was encapsulated 
by portrait-making. Her exploration of the importance of cosmetics to courtly society and its 
metaphorical implications for the painter “making-up” the face on the canvas makes it clear that 
painting itself was often conceived in terms of “feminine” cosmetics (even though men used 
cosmetics too).238  A man’s copious use of cosmetics is seen in Jean-Marc Nattier’s allegorical 
                                                 
237 This refers to my discussion in the second chapter, see: Joan Rivière, “Womanliness as 
Masquerade,” The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 10 (1929). 
 
238 Melissa Hyde, Making up the Rococo, 90-95. 
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portrait of Duc de Chaulnes as Hercules (c.1747, fig. 35). This is pendant to a portrait of his wife 
(Madame la Duchesse de Chaulnes en Hebé) that is discussed later in this chapter shows, and it 
is a striking example of a man, the lieutenant-général de Picardie—who himself was keenly 
interested in Natural Philosophy, dressed as Hercules with his club in hand. He is bare-chested 
and fleshy despite the hefty swaths of yellow and rouge material dressing him, and his cheeks are 
very red with rouge. For a painting to be feminine in the manner of Boucher’s oeuvre it did not 
necessarily have to show a woman doing gendered activities but might rather invoke the 
feminine colors—the pink of women's blush, for example—or showcase an artist's preference for 
the exuberance of coloris over the stoicism of dessin.239 In this regard, Loir’s style could offset 
the unconventionally “masculine” nature of Du Châtelet interests and convey her astute 
sensibility, and her more conventional femininity. Yet despite artists’ abilities to portray the 
sensibilities of Venus, it is the allusion to Urania that resonates most strongly.  
     
Enlightened Musings: 
 The many derivations of the figure Urania in French art and the frequent editions of 
Cesare Ripa’s Iconologie suggest that allegorical bodies were subject to transformation—and so 
too were their meanings. When Du Châtelet’s collaborative partnership with her eminent lover 
François-Marie Arouet (Voltaire, 1694-1778) cast her into the role of enlightened muse in life 
and in art, it was a strategic move. In their publications, the two of them used artwork to 
fabricate a seductive relationship between viewer, image, and philosophy that furthered their 
Newtonian agenda and secured a space for Du Châtelet in Natural Philosophy. Images that depict 
the marquise with the attributes of Urania, that is with her astrolabe and compass at hand, ought 
                                                 
239 Melissa Hyde, Making up the Rococo, 90-95. 
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to be viewed as examples of her powerful agency in their partnership. The fact that the source of 
Urania’s mythological narrative was limited to a few scant lines in Ovid’s Metamorphosis made 
her a somewhat neutral character to reference (unlike Juno or Diana, for example, who had 
colorful tales of revenge attached to their name). Urania was, in effect, both a powerful and 
benign source of affiliation; as the Dictionnaire de Trévaux stipulated in 1743, “Urania…or the 
celestial Venus, was the daughter of Sky and Light. It is she, according to the Ancients, who 
animated all of nature and its generations…Urania inspired only chaste and free love, whereas 
the terrestrial Venus presided over sensual pleasures.”240 Indeed, Du Châtelet so successfully 
aligned herself with the attributes of Urania and the allure of Venus that she has often been 
misidentified as the sitter when a noble woman is shown in a cabinet or boudoir with a globe.241 
                                                 
240 “Uranie,” in Dictionnaire de Trévaux VI (Paris: Delaune, 1743).  
 
241 See Elisabeth Badinter and Danielle Muzerelle, eds, Madame Du Châtelet: La femme des 
Lumières. Sous la direction d’Elisabeth Badinter et Danielle Muzerelle, ex. la Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, site Richelieu, du 7 mars au 3 juin 2006 (Paris: Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, 2006). For instance, Dominique Brême has argued that Nicolas de Largillierre’s 
theatrical depiction of a figure in the guise of Urania (formerly in the collection of the Columbus 
Museum of Art and sold by Sotheby’s to a private buyer) is from the 1720s and does not 
represent an actual person but a general “docte Uranie” (“learned Urania”). This painting shows 
a finely attired woman looking to the sky with her hand resting on a celestial globe to her left and 
her right holding a golden compass. Brême’s argument aligns with Myra Nan Rosenfeld who has 
similarly cast doubts about the identity of the sitter. However, there were two known versions of 
this painting that claim Du Châtelet as the subject, one smaller than the other, according to a 
sales catalogs in 1906. There has not been a resolution to this question and Christie’s recently 
sold the portrait as Portrait of Émilie le Tonnelier de Breteuil, Marquise Du Châtelet to a private 
collector, noting that “The identification of this portrait is documented by the inscription, 
‘Mquise du Châtelet, par De Largillierre at the bottom of smaller version.” Christie’s also cites 
Edgar Munhall observation that the constellation at Urania’s fingertips references Scorpio, which 
is Votaire’s zodiacal sign. So the attribution of the sitter largely hinges on Largillierre’s smaller 
version. I think that the appearance of the figure shares a number of du Châtelet traits conveyed 
by her portraits, including a prominent widow’s peak at her hairline, an oval-shaped face, and 
bright eyes. Several of the objects are also similar, including the thin pearl brooch that she wears 
at her bust (seen in a portrait by Jean-Marc Nattier that I discuss later) and the golden compass 
that is in Loir’s painting. Although I have not found exact references in her inventory, it would 
not be surprising to find that she actually owned these objects given her wealth and love of 
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At this time in mid-eighteenth century Paris, numerous representations of Urania were intended 
for boudoirs, cabinets and overdoors and she was found all over the city. A Roman statue of 
Juno that had long stood in the Louvre’s Salle des Antiques was even restored as the Muse of 
Astronomy with an additional globe placed into her right hand.242 Although Urania had long 
frequented texts dedicated to the stars, in the eighteenth-century she could also be seen in bronze 
lounging upon clocks and in alabaster as a porcelain figurine; she traced celestial globes in 
overdoor cartouches and little snuffboxes; she stood in terraced gardens; and she kept the keys 
on women’s chatelaines. Thus, to have a moniker that likened one to Urania would have been a 
powerful tool in a parlor game of quick-witted repartee that defined elite sociability of the salon 
and, indeed, numerous people referred to Du Châtelet as Urania in their letters – even mistaking 
her for the Uranie of Voltaire’s controversial Le Pour et Le Contre (1722, dedicated to Madame 
Rupelmonde).  
 Perhaps the Marquise du Châtelet sought to further her affinity with Parnassus, the home 
of the muses, when in 1739, she convinced her husband to buy the Hôtel Lambert from Claude 
Dupin and his wife, (Louise-Marie-Madeleine Guillaume de Fontaine, 1706 – 1799), a hôtel 
particulier whose lavish decorations and iconographic program would have spoken directly to 
Du Châtelet’s own identity: “Monsieur du Châtelet…will go to Dupin's house,” she wrote to the 
Comte D’Argental, “I do not know if he will buy it, but I know that I desire it infinitely.”243 It 
                                                 
jewelery. See Myra Nan Rosenfeld, Largillierre and the Eighteenth-Century Portrait (1982); E. 
Munhall The Frederick W. Schumacher Collection, ed.Wilhelm Reinhold Valentiner, (1955); 
Christies (Sale 2283, Lot 1750), catalog entry: 
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/print_sale.aspx?saleid=22517&lid=4 
 
242 “Statue of Juno, called Providence,” Louvre Museum: 
http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=27485&langue=en 
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seems likely that Du Châtelet orchestrated this purchase to further establish herself within the 
intellectual circles of Paris. She did not then have a residence of her own in the city and she 
could attract visitors by capitalizing on its architectural and decorative magnificence located in 
the heart of Paris at the tip of Île Saint-Louis. Furthermore, the Hôtel Lambert had long been a 
place of intellectual refuge since Madame Dupin was a highly regarded salonnière who hosted a 
literary salon that had been frequented by Voltaire and a number of other acclaimed philosophes 
(including Fontenelle, Montesquieu, Buffon, and Rousseau). Originally constructed in in the 
1640s from designs by Louis Le Vau, the hôtel particulier also featured interior painting 
schemes executed by Charles Le Brun and Eustache Le Sueur. Much as the Duchesse du Maine 
enlivened Le Brun’s similarly themed ceiling in the Pavillon d’Amour at Sceaux, the allegorical 
motifs filling the famous rooms of the Hôtel Lambert (the “Galerie d'Hercule,” the “Cabinet de 
l'Amour,” and particularly the “Cabinet des Muses”) manifested Du Châtelet’s connection with 
the muses – especially Urania, who featured prominently in the series of paintings by Le Sueur 
that decorated the Cabinet des Muses (as discussed in Chapter One). As Natalie Rose Henderson 
concluded from her exhaustive recreation of the placement of the panels and their significance, 
the allegories are giving a musical concert and Urania is keeping time; she writes, “Undoubtedly 
the most important Muse, Urania, appeared in the exact center of the ensemble in the position of 
honor between the posts of the bed.”244  
 Bernard Picart’s series of prints, which reproduced the paintings (Les Peintures de 
Charles Le Brun et d'Eustache Le Sueur, qui sont dans l'Hôtel du Chastelet cy devant la Maison 
                                                 
243 Translation my own: Du Châtelet, Feb 1739, “Monsieur du Châtelet…ira pour la maison de 
Dupin. Je ne sais s’il l’achètera, mais je sais bien que je la désire infiniment.”  
 
244 Natalie Rose Henderson, “Le Sueur's Decorations for the Cabinet des Muses in the Hôtel 
Lambert,” 564.  
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du Président Lambert), further affirmed the relationship between marquise and muse when it was 
advertised in the Mercure Galante (September, 1739) and subsequently published in 1740 (fig. 
36, fig. 37). Moreover, the small book began with a dedication to the Marquis Du Chastelet 
saluting his wife as a gain for the luxurious space and an honor for her sex.245 Voltaire and Du 
Châtelet also trumpeted the purchase in several letters, beckoning their correspondents to attend 
gatherings at the “Hôtel Lambert now Hôtel du Châtelet” and enjoy its masterworks.246 One 
begins to think that Voltaire orchestrated the publication, particularly since it so closely 
conforms to his thoughts on taste that were eventually published in the Encyclopédie: 
 Having bad taste in the arts is to enjoy only elaborate ornamentation and to be insensitive 
 to la belle nature…Practice and reflection alone will make it possible for him to  
 experience immediate pleasure from elements that formerly he could not distinguish at 
 all. Good taste develops gradually in a nation that has hitherto lacked it because, little by 
 little, men come under the influence of good artists: they become accustomed to seeing   
 with the eyes of Lebrun, Poussin, and Le Sueur…Since the arts have genuine beauty, 
 there exists a good taste that discerns it and a bad taste that is unaware of it, and often the 
 flaw of the mind that produces wrong taste can be corrected.247 
The essay highlights the connection between discerning taste and moral sentiment and, with the 
exception of Poussin, the marquise’s new house featured two of the three artists in the passage. 
                                                 
245 “Cette Maison celebre par l’Architecture de Le Vau, et par le peintures de Le Brun et Le 
Sueur, aquera un nouveau prix quand vous l’habiterez avec Madame la Marquise Du Chastelet 
qui fait autant l’honneur a son sexe, que vous vous en faites a vous meme par vos talens dans la 
guerre, et par vos vertus.” See Les peintures de Charles Le Brun et d'Eustache Le Sueur qui sont 
dans l'hôtel du Chastelet cy devant la maison du président Lambert. Engraved by Bernard Picart, 
after Charles LeBrun and Eustache Le Sueur (Paris: Gaspard Duchange, 1740). 
 
246 See, Lettres du XVIIe et du XVIIIe siècle. Lettres de la marquise Du Châtelet, réunies pour la 
première fois, revues sur les [...], 282, 353, 431.  
 
247 d'Alembert, Jean-Baptiste le Rond, Denis Diderot, Charles-Louis de Secondat, baron de La 
Brède et de Montesquieu, and [François-Marie Arouet] de Voltaire, "Taste," in The 
Encyclopedia of Diderot & d'Alembert Collaborative Translation Project, trans. Nelly S. Hoyt 
and Thomas Cassirer (Ann Arbor: Michigan Publishing, University of Michigan Library, 2003), 
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.did2222.0000.168 (accessed Jan. 20, 2017); Originally published 
as "Goût," Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers, 7:761–
770 (Paris, 1757). 
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Choosing a hôtel filled with the best of artwork evinced Du Châtelet’s cultivated sociability 
(honnêteté) and good taste (bon goût) – which validated her commendable mind and exceptional 
position in society as philosophe.  
 
Newtonizing with Voltaire:  
 Voltaire tended to set the intellectual marquise apart from other women, casting her as 
Minerva, Urania or Venus-Urania. This ultimately served both of their aspirations by 
aestheticizing the lofty nature of their collaborative “Newtonizing.”248 It was a true 
collaboration: Votaire wrote to a friend shortly after Du Châtelet’s death in 1749, “It is not a 
mistress I have lost but half of myself, a soul for which my soul seems to have been made.”249 
For example, he acknowledged Du Châtelet’s critical contribution to his Elémens de la 
philosophie de Newton (1738) with a lyrical forward: “You call me to you, vast and powerful 
Genius, Minerva of France, immortal Émilie, disciple of Newton and of Truth.” Moreover, 
Voltaire referred to her as Minerva in his extensive correspondence; for instance, prior to 
publication the author explained the state of book to his patron and friend Frederick II (better 
known as Frederick the Great, who would become King of Prussia in 1740): 
 I had made a sketch of the easy principles of the Newtonian philosophy. Madam du 
 Châtelet had her part in the work. Minerva dictated, and I wrote. I came to Leyden to 
                                                 
248 For an extensive discussion regarding the gendered dynamics of this relationship, see: 
Elisabeth Badinter, Les Passions Intellectuelles: Désirs de gloire (1735–1751) (Paris: Fayard, 
1999) and Elisabeth Badinter, Emilie, Emilie: L'Ambition féminine au XVIIIème siècle (Paris: 
Flammarion, 1983).It should also be acknowledged that Voltaire was certainly a muse for Émilie 
during their “Newtonising” at Cirey but she never cloaks his identity in allegory.  
 
249 Qtd. in Robyn Arianrhod, Seduced by Logic: Émile Du Châtelet, Mary Sommerville and the 
Newtonian Revolution (Oxford Univesity Press, 2012). Arianrhod gives an extensive overview of 
their personal and working relationship.  
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 labour and render the work less unworthy of her and you; and repaired to Amsterdam to 
 have it printed and engraved.250 
 
The resulting frontispiece for Elémens de la philosophie de Newton imagines his conception of 
the book in a classicized scene that shows three figurations of Newton, Émilie and Voltaire in 
collaboration: Minerva-Truth-Émilie holds a mirror that reflects the light of Newton’s 
knowledge onto Voltaire who pens his tome at his desk below (fig. 38). While Voltaire could 
easily be an image of any young Greco-Roman philosopher in his laurels surrounded by his 
volumes and accessories, the florid seashell embellishment on the desk is decidedly modern. But 
there are more obvious and improbable details. In true rococo fashion, for instance, six winged 
putti raise the female figure to Newton’s level in the upper quadrant of the frame. As the divine 
ray of reason meets the mirror, it also meets her bared breast – the truth of nature has yet to be 
fully divulged. The allegorical marquise turns away from the frame so that we may look her over 
and follow her gaze to Newton, thus emerging as the focus of all the beaming diagonals and even 
the source of transformation itself. A point of seduction forms in consequence, which 
underscores the fecundity of the moment and resists the sterile connotations risked by the 
bookish endeavor – nicely synthesizing Voltaire’s line: “You call me to you.”  
 The frontispiece to Voltaire’s book, by nature designed to compel readership, thwarts the 
common prejudices against socially ignorant pedants and the numerous mocking tropes that 
prejudice entailed. The sense of vision had long been problematically attached to mirrors, 
deception, and vanity and satirical prints played ironically with the notion of visual sight and 
cognitive blindness throughout the Enlightenment. Such is the tenor of Abraham Bosse’s early 
seventeenth-century representation of sight from his famous series The Five Senses, in which 
                                                 
250 Voltaire, “Letter XVI: March 1737,” in Letters Between Frederick II and M. Voltaire, trans. 
Thomas Holcraft (London: G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1789), 79.  
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three self-absorbed figures share a room without regarding one another (fig. 39). On the left, a 
lady and her attendant are absorbed by the mirror as they perform toilette while a young man in 
background seems to be missing a more pleasurable opportunity as he plays with his telescope 
(which was still a new invention in the 1630s). To be sure, the phallic shape of telescopes was a 
convenient source of double-entendre for numerous bawdy prints; for example, an etching from 
Jean Baptiste Le Prince’s Le Marchand de Lunettes (1773) capitalizes on the fad for spyglasses 
and telescopes that were sold throughout Paris in its depiction of a cuckolded husband (fig. 40). 
In this scene of a bourgeois home, a man costumed in the latest turquerie ensemble stands at a 
window trying out the seller’s wares. Unfortunately, the buyer is so entranced by the view from 
the spyglass in his hands that he fails to see his wife canoodling with the merchant behind him. 
Likewise, the caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson reimagined this encounter of man and scientific 
apparatus in his Looking at the comet till you get a criek in the neck (1811, fig. 41). Although the 
husband/consumer displays a worldly view in his purchases and scientific amusements, he is 
ultimately isolated and sterilized by the presence of mind that he lacks. This is also true for the 
women of Bosse’s image and the many other portrayals of women at their mirror who are so 
enraptured by their narcissism that they fail to contribute anything to society.  
 Du Châtelet turns that mirror; she is empowered by the light she controls, and the 
distinction of her critical input for Voltaire’s text unsettles the representational conventions 
accorded to the allegorical figures within the frontispiece that introduces Elémens de la 
philosophie de Newton. Since the marquise is situated as a joint in Voltaire’s chain of 
production, she is neither simply an inspirational muse nor an allegory unveiled. For example, 
Andrew Motte’s 1729 frontispiece for his own English translation of Principia similarly 
represents Newton’s apotheosis in the clouds with his muse (although they hover above a 
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diagram of the solar system bound by the gravitational forces of the sun rather than an author in 
his cabinet). In the English translation, a figure that could be either Truth or Urania, as she is 
shown nude and holding her dividers, relays the universal laws pictured below the cloud cover to 
an aged Newton who leans back in awe. Assuming a pose that echoes that of martyred saint, 
Newton takes possession of the knowledge spurred by Urania in a fairly standard relationship of 
man and muse. However, in Elémens de la philosophie, the interjection of the third figure with 
the mirror (Du Châtelet) renders the identification of Newton more difficult because he too 
appears to be in the guise of a muse. Although Newton is aloft in heavenly enthronement, he is 
also wearing the full and very feminine ensemble of Urania, complete with a starry globe and 
compass – the gender binary has been distorted and Newton is pictured as woman. Such is the 
destabilizing intervention of the mirror; here, the allegorical version of Du Châtelet deflects the 
traditional role of muse and manifests her exceptional work in bringing Newton to France.  
 As I noted earlier, Emilie Du Châtelet’s identified herself with the important figure of 
Urania – both directly and indirectly in Loir’s portrait of her. But she was also productively 
identified with other allegorical figures. In Mary Sheriff’s discussion of the relationship between 
female allegorical figures and women’s self-representation, she maintains that the established 
icons provided women “a sort of paradise wherein the idealized female body can take on a role 
not thought natural to real women, and women can find in these ideal bodies a veil for their true 
ambitions.”251 The frontispiece for Emilie Du Châtelet’s Institutions de physique (1740), which 
the marquise ostensibly wrote to instruct her son on the reconciliation of Leibniz’s metaphysics 
                                                 
251 Mary Sheriff, “The Allegorical Frontispiece and Woman’s Ambition in Eighteenth Century 
France,”15. Quotation from an unpublished version for a volume edited by Lisa Rosenthal and 
Cristelle Baskins. See also: “Decorating Knowledge: The Ornamental Book, the Philosophic 
Image and the Naked Truth,” Art History 28 (April 2005), 174-199.  
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with Newton’s empiricism, illustrates Sheriff’s argument regarding women’s identification with 
allegorical bodies. Although the first edition of Institutions de physique was published 
anonymously, the frontispiece alludes to its female authorship: Du Châtelet’s vivacious 
presentation as the figuration of Truth—gloriously naked but for a wrapping of clouds—
underscores her task in unveiling knowledge to her reader from her pedestal in a lofty temple, 
Reacting to the light of knowledge that she glorifies, shining it out from the disc in her hand, a 
classically garbed student bends slightly backward in agape wonder and an audience of 
allegorical figures (Botany, Astronomy, Physics, Medecine, and Chemistry) turns to witness the 
unfolding scene.252 As Londa Schiebinger has also discussed, the image associates the content of 
the Institutions de physique with the lineage of Descartes, Newton, and Copernicus whose 
portraits hang just above the rays of light extending from Truth’s palm.253 It is in this framework 
that Du Châtelet herself assumes the personification of naked Truth, masking her identity so that, 
as Sheriff writes, “Du Châtelet’s ‘real’ position as a scientist and philosopher is made acceptable 
by…giving her a familiar female role.”254 The iconographic connection between the figure of 
Truth on Charles-Nicolas Cochin’s 1764 frontispiece for a second edition of Encyclopédie 
(1772) and the frontispiece for Du Châtelet’s book on physics has already been established, as 
she is standing in her temple above clouds filled with allegorical figures in both works (fig. 43, 
fig. 44).255 Although Truth still wears her gossamer veil in the Encyclopédie, she is similarly a 
                                                 
252 Mary Sheriff, “The Allegorical Frontispiece,” 10.  
 
253 Or as Mary Sheriff writes, “Du Châtelet’s ‘real’ position as a scientist and philosopher is 
made acceptable by…giving her a familiar female role,” see: “The Allegorical Frontispiece,” 13; 
Schiebinger, The Mind Has No Sex? 129.  
 
254 Mary Sheriff, “The Allegorical Frontispiece,” 13.  
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beaming and statuesque figure poised above the other figurations of knowledge in the upper-
quadrant. As Sheriff suggests, Du Châtelet’s frontispiece was likely a source of inspiration for 
Cochin’s famous image, which he exhibited at the salon of 1765. But the recent analysis of 
actual articles within the Encyclopédie have proven that at least twelve were authored by Du 
Châtelet herself.256 Cochin was a prolific and well-connected artist; it is likely that he knew the 
frontispiece as well as he knew the authors of the Encyclopédie: Perhaps he too saw the marquise 
in allegorical body of Truth in his own design. 
 
To see, and not to be seen: 
 In Voltaire’s introduction to Du Châtelet’s translation of Newton, the dialectic for women 
that he conveyed and that Du Châtelet herself battled is the same as that outlined by Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau in Emile (1762), his treatise on the proper education of children and particularly young 
men. Like his Enlightenment contemporaries, Rousseau is concerned with the best ways to 
cultivate the reason of man. The protagonist Emile grows into the ideal man whereas his female 
counterpart is framed as his complement. 257 The female partner in Rousseau is not the like-
minded ally purveyed by Cartesiennes or the followers of Fontenelle but rather took her 
importance as a wife and mother. 258  Rousseau’s work reflects hypotheses that reinforced the 
                                                 
255 For a detailed analysis of the many allegorical figures included in the image, see: Mary 
Sheriff, “Decorating Knowledge: The Ornamental Book, the Philosophic Image and the Naked 
Truth,” Art History 28 (April 2005), 174-199. 
 
256 See Glenn Roe, “A Sheep in Wolff’s Clothing: Du Châtelet and the Encyclopédie,” in 
Eighteenth-Century Studies 51, 179-96.  
257 Rousseau, Emile, 432. 
 
258 See Mary Terrall, “Gendered Spaces: Inside and Outside the Paris Academy of Sciences,” in 
Configurations 3.2 (1995), 207-32.  
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existence of two completely distinct sexes (in body and in mind), which had been germinating 
during Du Châtelet’s lifetime, and the problem of women’s “complementary” education in 
turn.259 Despite the appeal to mothers at the book’s opening, Rousseau presumes a homosocial 
society and supposes an audience of elite French males as he questions the ways in which the sex 
of women “differs from our own.”260  
 Pierre Antoine Baudouin depicts these social concerns in his La Lecture of 1760 (fig. 45, 
gouache on paper), showing a woman thrown back in a chair whose imagination has been so 
overwhelmed by the story in her book that she has abandoned it and herself to the physical 
pleasures so well-suited to the beau désordre of her boudoir.261 Such was the danger that Du 
Châtelet ran against and seems to have actively thwarted in her partnership with Voltaire even as 
she adamantly maintained the importance of impassioned love both in her writings and her life 
                                                 
259 See Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender From the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1992). Here the author explores the transformation in Europe of a one-
sex model to the two-sex model put into place by the 1800s and shows that Early Modern 
conceptions of biology were confirmed by scientific observations that were carefully recorded 
diagrams throughout the Renaissance. Looking through historical documents, we can see and 
identify accurate descriptions of genitalia and bodies. Yet Galen’s medical studies exemplify the 
one-sex system: What we see is not what the Renaissance scholars and students saw because our 
suppositions are different. Likewise, the two-sex model came with its own “observational” 
suppositions that linked body and mind. Such an argument feeds into arguments that regard 
gender as an act of performance and iteration – it expresses itself from lived codes rather than 
inherent biology. Hence, twentieth-century scholarship tends to speak from an assumption of two 
sexes even as contemporary scholarship is increasingly positing a spectrum of biological types. 
 
260 Rousseau writes, “First teach your child to speak to men; he will be able to speak to women 
when required.” See Rousseau, Emile, 10-33. 
 
261 See Jill Casid, “Commerce in the Boudoir,” 91-114. Anne Vila has argued that by 1750 many 
people believed, “Every part and function of the human being [to be] maintained by a set pattern 
and of sensible action and reaction.”261  Thus, following Newton’s “impression theory of 
sensation” rather than Descartes interior being, Sentimental Empiricists believed that senses 
produced ideas. See: Anne Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1998), 46 and 21 
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choices.262 Regarding the relationship of gender and reason to the foundational strategies of the 
Académie des Sciences, Mary Terrall explains: 
 Gender was one of the cultural categories used to maintain the ideology of exclusivity as 
 academic discourse figured outsiders [men and women] as feminine in various ways. 
 They lacked the capacity for the abstractions of mathematics; they were subject to 
 prejudices and irrational beliefs; they did not have the resources to make it all the way to 
 the inner sanctum. In effect, gender functioned rather subtly as a marker of difference that 
 indirectly provided a rationale for exclusion.263  
The language of sensibility pervaded the eighteenth century and had been integrated into the 
theories of many disciplines by the end of Du Châtelet’s life, making it all the more challenging 
for women to have a voice in the academy. In both image and text, the masculinist idealism that 
directed women away from the public eye— and its attendant gloire—enforced silence where 
there should have been a voice.  
 The distinction between public and private spheres defined a woman’s proper place and 
in October of 1793 the governing National Convention in Paris ruled to prohibit women’s 
political clubs under auspices that, “The private functions to which women are destined by 
nature itself follow from the general order of society. This social order results from the 
difference between man and woman.”264 Louis-Leopold Boilly’s oil on canvas painting The 
Artist's Wife in His Studio (c.1795-9, fig. 46) was created at time when the othering that situated 
                                                 
262 Du Châtelet would choose neither love nor her own health over her academic pursuit. 
Moreover, it is still thought that her sleepless nights and malnourishment while pregnant 
contributed to her death after the delivery of her daughter, see: See Judith Zinsser, Daring 
Genius of the Enlightenment, 5; qtd p. 32.  
 
263 Mary Terrall, “Gendered Spaces: Inside and Outside the Paris Academy of Sciences,” in 
Configurations 3.2 (1995), 217. 
 
264 “Discussion of Women’s Political Clubs and Their Suppression, 29—30 October 1793,” in 
The French Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief Documentary History, ed. Lynn Hunt 
(Boston/New York Bedford/St. Martin’s 1996), 135-138. 
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women in the private and domestic realm had risen in a feverish matrix of misogyny and 
segregation, and its visual play conveys the anxiety of the painter who is encountering his wife in 
his space. The painting is a case in point of the unease that men felt when women breeched the 
normative social boundaries – whether it was in science or in art. The presence of the artist is 
called into the painting in three ways: the owner of the studio space, the place of the husband, 
and ultimately as the creator of the object. The more one studies this painting, the more one 
becomes aware that it is a representation of the creative process itself. According to Jacques-
Louis David, who was one of Boilly's contemporaries whom he included among his peers in the 
painting A Reunion of Artists in Isabey 's Studio (1798),  
 A writer, a poet, an artist paint themselves in their works…The choice of their subject 
 matter, the manner in which they render it, express the character of talent and the  
 nature of their feelings…It is, in a way, the history of their life that they offer for their 
 contemporaries to study.265 
 
Susan Siegfried reminds us that Boilly, after his arrest for the lewd content of his earlier oeuvre, 
often took care to "de-eroticize the female...by showing her at work, importantly absorbed in 
sketching…rather than…playfully restoring the penis off a statue of cupid."266 Yet The Artist's 
Wife in His Studio portrays a woman who is caught in a male space. The space that is Boilly's 
space, the space of the artist, closes around the female figure, and the painting insistently mimes 
her intensive reach into the artist's portfolio. The ambiguity of the model hand pinned to the 
background wall therefore acts as conduit between the artist’s creative realm and the woman's 
vulnerability as it reaches from the shadow to the light. The models and items orbiting the female 
space further attest to the theme of repossession in The Artist's Wife in His Studio because they 
                                                 
265 Qtd. in Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, Necklines: The Art of Jaques-Louis David after the Terror 
(London: Yale University Press, 1999), 53.  
 
266 Susan Siegfried, The Art of Louis-Leopold Boilly, 175.  
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have traits that enable the masculine gaze. Pigalle's sculpture Mercury Fastening His Sandal 
(1739), for example, invokes a veritable male icon into the portrait's background; as Claire Le 
Corbeiller writes, “To Pigalle's contemporaries the figure combined the merits of the classical 
subject, superb craftsmanship, and a virile grace characteristic of the rococo.”267 In addition to 
emphasizing the woman's reach into the portfolio, this “virile” sculpture functions as an alternate 
point of entrance for the viewer even as the woman's look outward confronts and challenges the 
viewer's gaze. Yet the arch of light from the lamps follows through the woman's breast and 
through the bustle of her dress, concurrently highlighting her sexuality and enclosing her within 
a tight geometric composition. The lamp also heightens the general theme of division as it splits 
into two half circles on the wall above and below the lampshade, emphasizing the dim  
background with its subtly glistening glass objects. Several of these objects at the periphery of 
the painting are phallic and thus accentuate the male presence invoked by Mercury. The jug 
alongside the statue, for example, has a handle that curves suggestively towards an indentation in 
the vessel's body. As the correlation of the woman's shape to the continuum of studio objects 
behind her invokes the artist's creative perception of forms, her representation enforces her 
placement in the artist’s space because the representation of the “other” woman/maternal/wife 
implies the presence of the man/provider/husband. Thus, the woman stands at the cusp two 
alternating schemata, the domestic “other” and art object, each of which Boilly possesses. 
Meanwhile, the blank canvas at the painting's left edge becomes symbolic of the viewer's role in 
seeing the painting and bringing these fantasies to their imaginary end, mobilized again by that 
intrusive—even if playful—shadow of the hand on the wall.  
                                                 
267 Claire Le Corbeiller, ‘Mercury Messenger of Taste’ in The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art Bulletin (Summer 1963), 23.  
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 While women sought to dissolve the barriers that kept them from public discourse 
throughout the eighteenth century, they met with consequences that were sometimes brutal. If the 
Revolutionary goals of the infamous Olympe de Gouges were unlike those of Du Châtelet in 
many ways, she nevertheless risked visibility and similarly reminds us that real women were 
determined to boldly represent their viewpoints.268 Yet much like the severed hand in Boilly’s 
painting, pinned forever reaching for something unobtained, de Gouges was guillotined in 1793 
having been condemned, as Lynn Hunt writes, an “unnatural woman” for her pamphlet in which 
she claimed, “The principle of all sovereignty rests essentially in the nation, which is but the 
reuniting of woman and man.”269 Accused of plagiarism by one of her tutors, Samuel König, 
when she published and forbidden by her husband to fulfill her dream of travelling to England, 
Du Châtelet’s efforts for gloire call attention to the anxiety fostered by women’s reclamation of 
visibility in the public sphere.270  
 
 
                                                 
268 For a discussion of de Gouges’s philosophy her odd relationship to the marquise and 
Rousseau, see Erica Harth, Cartesian Women, 213-20. De Gouges was hardly a singular case; 
see: Carla Hesse, The Other Enlightenment: How French Women Became Modern (Princeton 
and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2001). 
 
269 Lynn Hunt, “The Many Bodies of Marie Antoinette: Political Pornography and the Problem 
of the Feminine in the French Revolution,” 121; Olympe de Gouges, The Declaration of the 
Rights of Woman (September 1791), in The French Revolution and Human Rights: A Brief 
Documentary History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Boston/New York Bedford/St. Martin’s 1996), 124-129 
 
270 Du Châtelet describes her unrequited desire to travel to England in an extensive letter from 
Cirey to Francesco Algarotti, which is dated January 11, 1737; see: “Letter no: D1252,” in 
Digital Correspondence of Voltaire, N. Cronk and T.D.N. Besterman, eds. Electronic 
Enlightenment Scholarly Edition of Correspondence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008).  
For an overview of the problems Du Châtelet encountered with her peers, see: Dora E. Musielak, 
“The Marquise Du Châtelet: A Controversial Woman of Science,” 10-14. Accessible online: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.7401.pdf 
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Refiguring the Institutions de physique, or the lady in the Institution:  
 “I am persuaded that many women are unaware of their talents due to their poor 
education, or they hide them from prejudice due to a lack of courage. My own experience has 
confirmed me in this opinion,”271 Du Châtelet writes in the introduction to her translation of 
Bernard Mandeville’s Fable of the Bees, encouraging women to boldly educate themselves 
despite social adversity.272 In keeping with this idea, the complexity of the material presented in 
the Institutions, in concert with the attractive imagery at the beginning of each of its chapters, 
suggests that the author intended to woo intellects of any gender or age. Thus, with the purpose 
of entertaining the reader through visual anecdotes, the verdant decorative vignettes extend the 
work of the allegorical frontispiece and remind readers that women had taken root in the 
philosophic terrain.  
 Having generated a number of accolades, another edition of Institutions de physique was 
published in 1742 under Du Châtelet’s own name and her portrait replaced the previous 
frontispiece. With her identity disclosed, the second frontispiece shows a more restrained scene 
of scholarship in which the Marquise Du Châtelet turns away from a working table that features 
                                                 
271 Translation my own. “Je suis persuadée que bien des femmes ignorent leurs talents, par le 
vice de leur education, ou les enfouissent par préjugé, et faute de courage dans l’esprit. Ce que 
j’ai éprouvé en moi, me confirme dans cette opinion.” Du Châtelet, “Introduction,” in Fable of 
the Bees. This translation is an extensive revision of Mandeville’s work in which Du Châtelet 
defends bourgeois delight in commercial luxuries. See Felice Gottman, “Du Chatelet, Voltaire 
and the Transformation of Mandeville’s Fable” in History of European Ideas 38 (2012), 218-
232.  
 
272 Du Châtelet writes: “Mais les femmes sont exclues, par leur etat, de toute espece de gloire, & 
quand, par hasard, il s'en trouve quelqu'une qui est nee avec une ame assez élevee, il ne lui reste 
que l'étude pour la consoler de toutes les exclusions & de toutes les dépendances auxquelles elle 
se trouve condamnee par etat.” Du Châtelet, “Introduction,” in Fable of the Bees. 
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a large globe, a compass and an odd scattering of flowers (fig. 47).273 The motif of unveiling 
truth remains but its plays out differently as a parted curtain reveals a large library of books 
behind the finely dressed noblesse. Both editions of the tome are ornately illustrated and cater to 
the youthful imagination; indeed, Judith Zinsser has noted, “Many of the decorative illustrations 
at the beginnings of the Institutions’s chapters show a young boy at games and activities 
demonstrating one or the other law of motion: lacrosse, billiards, balancing on a seesaw, 
shuttlecock, riding, shooting a gun.”274 Yet these cartouches also marry the abode of the muses 
with idyllic scenes of courtly learning. For example, the beginning of the ninth chapter shows a 
woman giving a demonstration in the allée of a flourishing garden next to buoyant fountain; in 
another, a lady has descended from temple like the one that housed Truth and instructs a group of 
cherubs in geometry (fig. 48). Text and image knit together a learning experience fit for the 
noble experience in a style that was much in vogue throughout the 1720s and 30s. 
 The sinuous borders of windows unto a world of fantasy in the Institutions resonate with 
the “rococo syntax” that embellished actual scientific cabinets, such as the renowned natural 
                                                 
273 There is some confusion about both the chronology and authorship of Du Châtelet’s portraits. 
For example, Elise Goodman has written extensively on images of femmes savantes in her book, 
The Portraits of Madame du Pompadour. In this discussion of the Marquise du Châtelet, 
Goodman suggests that the 1742 frontispiece is derived from a lost work by Jean-Marc Nattier, 
who shows Du Châtelet holding her Institutions, of which the National Gallery in Washington, 
D.C. possesses a photograph. However, in that portrait the marquise does not wear the fur-
trimmed ribbon and jeweled brooch on her neck that she ports in both the frontispiece and 
Marianne Loir’s later portrait dated to approximately 1747 when she returned to France from 
Rome. As mentioned earlier, Loir’s portrait seems to be the source of many copies but the artist 
herself could have culled prior images of the marquise to create the best possible representation. 
Likewise, there is another oil on canvas portrait in a private collection that shows Du Châtelet 
looking up from a geometry problem – this has not been dated and is now thought to be a copy of 
an original by Maurice-Quentin de La Tour, who would have probably done it in pastel.  
 
274 Judith Zinsser, Emilie Du Châtelet: Daring Genius of the Enlightenment, 165.  
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history and physics cabinets of Bonnier de la Mosson (1702—1744), a collector and French 
aristocrat, which were adorned by the architectural painter Jacques de Lajoue the 
Younger (1686–1761) and were subsequently engraved by Charles-Nicholas Cochin and Gabriel 
Huquier.275 As Katie Scott explains, “The fluid nature of the rococo syntax, which by dissolving, 
dividing, and almost destroying form, argued the inherent adaptability of its purpose.”276 Prints 
and illustrated guidebooks in this manner circulated images of elite collections, detailing rooms 
filled with natural artefacts, exotic curios, and the odds and ends of elaborate scientific 
equipment where men and women gathered around experimental spectacle. Scott has also shown 
that part of this enterprise of enlightened sociability stretched into publications that represented 
the collections almost as if they were scenes in a catalog. While this trend may have fueled “a 
market united by greed,” it helped Du Châtelet as she enlivened these showcases with 
philosophic exegesis in her Insitutions.277 The chapter entitled “Suite des Phenomenes de 
Pesanteur” (“Continuing the Phenomenon of Gravity”), for instance, combines curiosity and 
edification when it opens with a depiction of a large paraboloid apparatus, a strange hive-shaped 
experimental tool, that elucidates Galileo’s rate of falling bodies (fig. 49).  
 
Between the Spheres: Anxious Men and Public Display 
 People must have known who authored the initial version of Institutions since copies and 
commentaries on unpublished manuscripts flew around the Republic of Letters as part of the 
correspondence itself that was so central to the project of the Enlightenment, but the designation 
                                                 
275 See Katie Scott, The Rococo Interior, 159-70.  
 
276 Katie Scott, The Rococo Interior, 249.  
 
277 Katie Scott, The Rococo Interior, 246, 
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of a byline put the author into public critique. Joan Dejean has argued that the turn of the 
eighteenth century saw “the invention of a public for literature,” in which the emergent concept 
of a critical “public” presented a mass of individual voices capable of making demands and 
placing judgement upon an author/person.278 Furetière’s explanations in the Dictionnaire 
universel des arts and des sciences of 1690 privilege the public’s power when he states, “An 
author gives his work to the public” and further notes that “One has to be very bold to appear in 
public.”279 The public was doubtless wary of a woman publishing a learned manuscript, hence 
the reason that Du Châtelet first couched her philosophic viewpoints in an educational text 
dedicated to her son. Even when Voltaire oversaw the posthumous publication of her 
Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, which he greatly admired, he himself 
manifested the pervasive doubt of women’s intellectual rigor in his preface. Voltaire 
acknowledged the magnitude of the marquise’s annotations (“Mme du Châtelet has rendered a 
double service to posterity in translating the Principia and enriching it with commentary”) but 
over-emphasizes the mathematician Clairaut’s fact-checking (“When she finished a chapter, 
Clairaut would examine and correct it”) as if to assure its readers that it was not solely the work 
of a woman. Further undermining women generally but lauding Madame Du Châtelet, Voltaire 
explicitly states that Du Châtelet’s accomplishment is an exceptional feat for her sex when he 
supposes one’s astonishment that “a woman should have been capable of a task which required 
such depth and hard work.” 280 Not that one could have known her love of science from 
                                                 
278 Joan Dejean, Ancients against Moderns: Culture Wars and the Making of a Fin de Siecle 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), 37.  
 
279 Qtd. in Joan Dejean, Ancients against Modernes, 33 and 37.  
280 Translations are my own; see Voltaire, “Preface,” in Mathematical Principles of Natural 
Philosophy [translated from Latin] by the late Madame la Marquise Du Chastellet [With a 
preface by Roger Cotes and a preface by Voltaire] T.1, (Paris: Desaint and Saillant, 1759) xii-x.  
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incidental conversation, he goes on to explain – Voltaire would have her remembered as a “true 
femme savante” who, though learned, eschewed ostentatious display of her knowledge and 
intelligence.281 Given the pair’s close working relationship, it seems likely that Voltaire’s 
comments did not reflect his own doubts about her abilities but were rather written to quell 
skeptical readers.  
 In actuality, the marquise did interject herself into learned disputes (at least in print), even 
competing in an academic competition with her Dissertation sur la nature et le propagation du 
feu (1739). Moreover, in what is now known as the vis viva debate she famously confuted the 
secretary of the Académie des Sciences, Dortous de Marian, on the mathematical conception of 
forces vives that she addressed in Chapter XXI of the Institutions.282 In advance of her published 
response to Dortous de Mairan, Du Châtelet penned a note to him that boasts both her confidence 
and her hope to maintain an intellectual dialogue with her adversary in and out of the public eye; 
she writes, “However the public decides I will always be honored to argue against someone of 
                                                 
 
281 “C’est une femme savante: elle ne parlait jamais de science qu’a ceux avec qui elle croyait 
pouvoir s’instruire, and jamais n’en parla pour se remarquer. On ne la vit point rassembler de 
ces Cercles ou il se fait une guerre d’esprit, ou l’on établit une espéce de tribunal, ou l’on juge 
son siècle, par lequel, en récompense, on est jugé très-severement. Elle a vécu longtemps dans 
des sociétés ou l’on ignorait ce qu’elle etoit, et elle ne prenoit pas garde a cette ignorance.” See 
Volatire, “Preface,” in Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, x.  
 
282 “Vis viva” is an early term for kinetic energy and the quarrel dealt with the best way to 
formulize its measurement; indeed, it has been argued that Du Châtelet was the first to synthesize 
the conservation of energy throughout this debate. As J.B. Shank explains, “Using the Leibnizian 
language of living and dead forces, Du Châtelet connected Newtonian planetary theory, namely, 
the inverse square law, together with Galileo's law of falling bodies, uniting each with a 
conception of mechanical action that agreed with God's supreme rationality.” See J.B. Shank, 
The Newtonian wars and the Beginning of the French Enlightenment. See also, Ruth 
Hagengruber, Émilie du Chatelet: Between Leibniz and Newton, 164-7.  
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your merit. I flatter myself that the diversity of our opinions will not detract from the esteem you 
wish to attach to me.”283  
 
Networks and Publicity: 
 Consider the lines engraved on one of the arched doors that led to Voltaire and Emilie’s 
shared cabinet de physique in Cirey: “Asylum of the fine arts, solitude where my heart is always 
occupied in a deep peace. It is you who give the happiness that the world promised in vain.”284 
For Du Châtelet, the place of experiment was also one of consummate self-discovery with and 
then without Voltaire. It was from this chateau that the marquise launched her quest for gloire 
that she correlated with happiness, but it was one that began from long days of study and 
amicable networking. Numerous renown philosophes visited or corresponded with the couple at 
Cirey (although Voltaire was often somewhere else, hiding from the authorities). The intent of 
one of their visitors, Count Francesco Algarotti (1712 – 1764), to spread Newton throughout 
Italy was particularly amenable to the marquise because his book, Newtonianismo per le dame 
(1737) featured her on its frontispiece (fig. 50).285 Several letters between the marquise and 
                                                 
 
283 Translation my own. TDN Besterman, “Letter D2460,” in Digital Correspondence of 
Voltaire, ed. N. Cronk, (Oxford: Electronic Enlightenment Project, Bodleian Libraries, 
University of Oxford, 2008-2017).  
 
284“Asile des beaux-arts, solitude où mon coeur Est toujours occupé dans une paix profonde. 
C'est vous qui donnez le bonheur Que promettait en vain le monde.” Quoted in Anne Angremy 
et al., eds., Voltaire: Un Homme, Un Siècle, (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1979), 27.  
 
285 “Émilie du Châtelet discussing Newton with Francesco Algarotti,” engraved by Marco Pitteri 
after Giambattista Piazetta, Frontispiece of Francesco Algarotti's Il Newtonianismo per le dame 
(Naples, 1737). Algarotti’s book was inspired by Fontenelle’s Plurality of Worlds and is 
dedicated to him; as such, it features the marquise learning about Newton’s theories over the 
course of serval converstions. For a discussion of Algarotti’s texts and the intricacies of its 
reception in Italy, see: Massimo Mazzotti, "Newton for Ladies: Gentility, Gender and Radical 
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Algarotti document her thrill of being part of the frontispiece and the fallout from her 
disappointment regarding the vapidity of the fictional character that was created in her guise. 
Nevertheless, it was initially an opportunity to substantiate Du Châtelet’s public role in the 
sciences; she made her intentions known to Algarotti, writing,  
 You took away the sketch of my face; I therefore have the honor of being at the head of 
 this witty book of grace, imagination and science. I hope that by putting my portrait on 
 the frontispiece, you will imply that I am your marquise. You know that ambition is an 
 insatiable passion; I should be happy to be in the print, I would now like to be in the 
 book, and that it should be addressed to me.286 
 
Thus, Cirey provided both a haven and a controlled space for the marquise to foster relationships 
and build her public persona through the distribution and publication of her image.  
 Jean-Marc Nattier’s 1743 portrait of Du Châtelet (now lost) expresses her self-fashioning 
as a Natural Philosopher and declared her successes in Natural Philosophy to the public when it 
was displayed at the biennial Salon of 1745 (fig. 51). Notably, the Salon livret of 1745 refers to 
the oil on canvas painting as “Le Portrait de Madame la Marquise du Châtelet tenant le Livre de 
L’Institution Physique qu’elle a compose” (Portrait of Madame la Marquise du Châtelet holding 
the book The Institution of Physics that she wrote). The exhibition of the work confirmed Du 
Châtelet’s academic efforts throughout the 1730s when she made use of every advantage that she 
had to buttress her place as a philosophe in the Republic of Letters and her claim to gloire: Her 
influential noble status and privileged access to tutors, Voltaire’s notoriety and his connection to 
the publisher Prault, and the exceptionally well-furnished cabinet du physique at Cirey are 
significant privileges that aided her effort. All of these advantages came with responsibilities, 
                                                 
Culture," in The British Journal for the History of Science 37 (June 2004): 119–146. Stable 
URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/4028327; For a discussion of the objectification of the 
marquise in Algarotti’s text, see: Mary Hammer, Signs of Cleopatra, 70-80.  
286 “Gabrielle Émilie from Châtelet-Lomont d'Haraucourt, Marquise Du Châtelet to Conte 
Francesco Algarotti,” (Friday, 20 April 1736), D1065.  
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and several scholars have examined the dynamic relationship between Du Châtelet’s 
comprehension of her place in society as a noble woman (her état) and her desire for acclaim. 287 
In Du Châtelet’s understanding of her gendered social position, intellectual achievement 
provided women with the best avenue to autonomous recognition, which she explicates in an oft-
cited passage from Discours sur le Bonheur (which however, remained unpublished during her 
lifetime): 
 Women are excluded, by their state (état), from all kinds of glory and when, by chance, 
 there is someone who is born with a sufficiently high soul, she has only study to remedy 
 all of the exclusions and dependencies to which she has found herself condemned.288 
In the Nattier portrait, the aspiring savante pronounced herself as such to the discerning “public” 
that congregated at the month-long biennial Salon at the Louvre that was held every other year 
onwards from 1737.  
 Thomas Crow has argued that these exhibitions overtook the cultural scene in Paris and 
greatly contributed to the culture of criticism that flourished in eighteenth-century Paris; 
according to his animation of the scene:  
 It was dazzling: the Salon carré of the Louvre—the vast box of a room which gave the 
 exhibition its names—packed with pictures from eye-level to the distant ceiling...   
 “Ceaseless waves” of spectators filled the room, so the contemporary accounts tell us, the 
                                                 
 
287 Particularly useful syntheses of Du Châtelet’s biography and academic strategies include: 
Judith Zinsser, Emile du Chatelet: Daring Genius of the Englightenment,152-60; Elizaebeth 
Badinter, Les Passions intellectuelles: Désirs de gloire (1735-1751), (Paris: Fayard, 2008); Erica 
Harth, Cartesian Women, 207-210. On Du Châtelet’s academic preparations, see: Ruth 
Hagengruber, Emile du Châtelet: Between Leibniz and Newton. For a thorough discussion of the 
cabinet du physique and Voltaire’s relationship with the instrument maker Jean-Antoine Nollet, 
see: Jean-Francois Gauvin, "Le Cabinet de physique du chateau de Cirey et la philosophie 
naturelle du Mme Du Châtelet et Voltaire," in Judith P. Zinsser and Julie Candler Hayes, eds., 
SVEC (2006:1). 
 
288 “Les femmes sont exclues, par leur etat, de toute espece de gloire, & quand, par hasard, il 
s'en trouve quelqu'une qui est nee avec une ame assez élevee, il ne lui reste que l'étude pour la 
consoler de toutes les exclusions & de toutes les dépendances auxquelles elle se trouve 
condamnee.” See Emilie Du Châtelet, Discours sur le Bonheur (FV Editions, 2017).  
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 crush at times blocking the door and making movement inside impossible. The Salon 
 brought together a broad mix of classes and social types, many of whom were unused to 
 sharing the same leisure-time diversions…289 
 
To display one’s portrait there was necessarily a form of self-promotion and all kinds of viewers 
effectively knew of Du Châtelet’s successfully directed philosophic interests, regardless of 
whether or not they had read or cared to read her Institutions.  
 The 1745 salon livret indicates that the portrait of the marquise was prominently 
displayed with four other works by Nattier, including three allegorical portraits of high-ranking 
women (Marie Adélaïde de France représentée en Diane; Madame la Duchesse de Chartres 
représentée en Hebé Déese de la Jeunesse; and Madame la Duchesse de Chaulnes en Hebé).290 
Today only a photograph of Nattier’s portrait of the Marquise du Châtelet documents its details, 
but her portrayal is exceptionally calm and straightforward in contrast with the others 
surrounding its display. Marie Adélaïde de France représentée en Diane, for example, is the first 
pendant in a series of mythological representations of Louis XV’s daughters (these were shown 
in later salons) (fig. 52). Louis XV’s daughter reclines in the foreground of a rocky grove with 
clouds building in the background; she is attired in a pink and white gown and demarcated as 
                                                 
289 The Salons were sponsored by Academy of Painting and Sculpture and held at the Louvre. 
Usually they started in August and ran for about four weeks unless there was an exceptional 
reason for cancellation (for example, the ill health of the king). See Crow, Painters and Public 
Life in Eighteenth-century France, 1-5.  
 
290 The complete list of works by Nattier (96-101 in the livret) includes: Marie Adélaïde de 
France représentée en Diane; Un Portrait représentant M le Duc de Chartres peint en Guerrier; 
Celui de Madame la Duchesse de Chartres re présentée en Hebé Déese de la Jeunesse; Autre de 
Madame la Duchesse de Chaulnes aussj en Hebé; Un Tableau chantourné représentant la 
Force; Un Buste de M le Grand Prieur; Le Portrait de Madame la Marquise du Châtelet tenant 
le Livre de l Institution Physique qu’elle a composé. See Jean-Charles Deloynes, “Exposition des 
peintures, sculptures et gravures au salon du louvre le 25 aout 1745,” in Mercure de France, 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Estampes et photographie, RESERVE 8-YA3-27 
(47, 1223); Accessible online: http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb44328858d (accessed May 
15, 2017). 
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Diana by the subtle crescent at her crown of her head. A leopard hide adds a feral accent to her 
ensemble and a bow juts from her hip, both befitting the goddess of the hunt. Points of bare skin, 
at her breast and calf, provocatively charge the scene as she fingers an arrow – all foretelling 
some kind of excitement. Madame la Duchesse de Chaulnes en Hebé shows the sitter as Hebe, 
who has juts poured the elixir of youth into a cup and occupies a dynamic scene in the clouds 
(fig. 53). Jove (Zeus), her companion, aggressively hovers beside her as she confidently faces the 
viewer from her cloud in the heavens. 
 Unlike the women who in appear in fancy dress and occupy fantastic settings, Du 
Châtelet is pictured in her cabinet d‘etude, holding her Institution of Physics against the creases 
of her rich taffeta mantle. An armillary sphere sits on top of some books on the shelf beside her, 
indirectly alluding to Urania’s astronomic activities. The picture possesses an otherworldliness, 
however, since the marquise’s dress has an archaic style—a white bodice layered with a colored 
mantle—that is typical of Nattier’s manner. Since the original painting is lost, the black and 
white photograph does not convey the palette that Nattier used. Yet the content is fairly clear: 
The marquise holds her book up with one delicate hand, so that is stands slightly askew on the 
desk in front of her. The other hand clasps a shiny bauble that appears to be some kind of 
miniature. As in the portrait by Marianne Loir, the two objects convey aspects of her persona—
learned and devoted. She is also bejeweled: above her hands and just next to the spine of the 
Institutions, light and dark swaths of paint swirl together near a sumptuous pearl brooch that 
clasps the white gown at her bust. From the shadowy folds of her hands and gown, the broad 
alabaster expanse of her décolletage flows towards the soft features and straight nose on her 
illuminated face, circulating through and within the contours of her body. The brightness of her 
figure constitutes approximately two thirds of the canvas and stands out from the simple dark 
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background of her study, rendering a stable pyramidal composition that suits a woman with an 
active mind in an introspective space. Although Nattier depicts all of the women in an idealized 
manner (la belle nature), the other figures are shown in the semblance of a deity whereas 
Madame du Châtelet is herself an expression of accomplishment.291 And that symbol common to 
Urania—the armillary sphere—has become Du Châtelet’s own tool for gloire.  
                                                 
291 On the tradition of allegorical portraiture in eighteenth-century France, see: Kathleen 
Nicholson, “Beguiling Deception: Allegoircal Portraiture in Eighteenth-Century France,” in 
French Art of the Eighteenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016). There are 
numerous discussions on the role of ideal beauty in portraiture, for a discussion in connection 
with Du Châtelet, see: Remy G. Saisselin, “Portraitre and the Ambuguity of Meaning,” in Emilie 
du Chatelet Rewriting Enlightenment Philosophy and Science (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 
2006), 95-98.  
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Conclusion 
 
 Women were barred from the academies, yes.  But they, like many Europeans understood 
that the cosmos was as full of uncharted potential as the terrestrial lands that were just beginning 
to be explored at the turn of the eighteenth century, and the shifting notions of the universe 
created a rift that motivated women could use advantageously. Women did not need the 
academies to practice math and plot out their observations – all they needed was a supportive 
father, a good tutor, or perhaps even a stolen book and a midnight candle. Maria Clara Eimmart, 
the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise du Châtelet had many reasons not to practice 
astronomy but they were driven to do it anyway. Moreover, the academies needed these 
women’s discoveries, which they provided – anonymously or sometimes through a 
representative on their behalf. Any data was premium at a time when computers were people and 
one’s longitude was a good guess at best. So Eimmart sent her lunar drawings showing the 
effects of sunlight or its absence, the Duchesse du Maine financed her peers, and the Marquise 
du Châtelet penned the results of her experiments into publications. Public reception and 
academic recognition remained problems, as we have seen, but these women adeptly 
aestheticized their learning to beautifully and insistently manifest their love of knowledge. 
Together they repeatedly emblazoned their name in moonlit skies, on spinning globes, and in 
laudatory frontispieces.  
 Urania, the muse and personification of Astronomy, took center stage as an icon of both 
the arts and the sciences. After all, she was designed to be recognized – paired with a huge a 
sphere and a crown of stars—the muse made a lovely addition to decorative schemes where she 
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could easily be picked out from the crowds of other figures on the ceiling or directing her fellow 
muses in song and dance. Certainly, Urania’s distinct emblems were a benefit for Maria Clara 
Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise du Châtelet as they likened themselves to a 
character that people evidently loved to see and whose work with nature’s secrets they intimately 
comprehended. But each woman adopted the allegory in her own way. The young Eimmart 
fashioned a modest muse, one swathed in voluminous drapery who earnestly points us to her 
celestial globe so that we might better understand the cosmos and our hearts be lifted by the 
wonder of the heavens. The Duchesse du Maine was in her twenties when she was first cast as 
Urania’s student in De Troy’s painting, but she soon orchestrated a coup d'état of magnificence 
in the guise of Urania herself—if her husband was not legitimately the son and heir of Louis 
XIV, Roi du Soleil, du Maine nevertheless brought night into dawn with glittering spectacle and 
kept the best minds of the century at her court. Du Châtelet knew the Duchesse du Maine well 
enough to have stayed with at her chateau in Anet on occasion, haunting the grounds with 
Voltaire, as Madame de Staal would have it in letter to the Marquise Du Deffand (1697-1780) on 
August 15th, 1747:   
 Our ghosts never shew themselves during the day, they did not appear till ten o’clock last 
 night, and I do not suppose we shall see them much sooner today, as the one is very busy 
 in writing the lives of some great heroes, and the other is making comments upon 
 Newton; they neither choose to play, nor to walk; of course they are of no value in a 
 society of people, who feel very little interested in their learned works.292 
 
Appearing not so much a goddess in Madame de Staal’s written portrait as a specter evidences 
the type of critical response that study garnered. Although the Marquise Du Châtelet was 
                                                 
292 Marie de Vichy Chamrond (Du Deffand), The unpublished correspondence of Madame du 
Deffand with d'Alembert, Montesquieu, the President Hénault, the Duchess du Maine, Mesdames 
de Staal, de Choiseul, the Marquis d'Argens, the Chevalier D'Aydie, etc. Followed by the Letters 
of Voltaire to Madame du Deffand vol. I. trans. Mrs. Meeke (London:For A.K. Newman, 1810), 
199. 
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celebrated by her fellow Newtonians and was one of the Duchesse du Maine’s sought out guests, 
for others her furtive Newtonizing marked her as an outcast at the thresholds of the social order. 
Indeed, it is evident from Madame de Staal’s letter that she is not the only censorious voice in 
the crowd. Such opining was all the more reason for Du Châtelet to transcend the mundane with 
portraits in the guise of Venus-Urania that testified to her personal devotion—to science, to 
friendship, to a life of personal happiness.  
 Systems of affiliation and emulation not only fostered relationships with allegorical 
figures but with other women and men. The exchange of portraits and trinkets also 
commemorated these bonds – and from these items we can see that it was not only Voltaire and 
the Marquise Du Châtelet who fashioned a notorious partnership. Objects such as pocket globes, 
celestial spheres emblazoned with personal dedications, and necklaces with small telescopes as 
pendants are all indications of the deep root that scientific paraphernalia had in intimate 
exchanges; moreover, they underscore the continuous mapping of self within the ever-expanding 
networks that constituted eighteenth-century Europe. For example, Louis XV gave his favorite 
daughter (Marie-Adélaïde) a porcelain inkstand in 1759 that consists of two globes flanking the 
French crown. 293 Every time she touched a quill to the inkwell, Madame Adélaïde affirmed her 
kinship to an imperial center and wrote into a transnational discourse obsessed with the sharing 
of knowledge.  
 It is not surprising to find that one copy of Marianne Loir portrait of Du Châtelet hangs in 
a place of honor in Voltaire’s bedroom at his residence in Ferney as it did during his lifetime.294 
                                                 
293 The “Ecritoire 'à globes’” was designed Jean-Claude Chambellan Duplessis, the Elder (1695 - 
1774) and manufactured at Sevres c.1758. It is now in the collection of the Wallace Museum.  
 
294 Elisabeth Badinter and Danielle Muzerelle, Madame Du Châtelet: La femme des Lumières, 
83.  
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But they are not the only academic pair to have exchanged likenesses. As Paola Bertucci has 
pointed out, one could find sculptor Jean Jacques Caffieri’s 1755 portrait of the Neapolitan 
Natural Philosopher Mariangela Ardinghelli in the meeting room of the Académie des Sciences 
and in Nollet’s physics cabinet.295 Analogous to coordinates on a map or stars in a constellation, 
gifts of expensive scientific objects could mark a woman’s affiliation with an institution even if 
she was not welcome in the flesh – so why not create a particularly grand statement of self as a 
Venus-Urania? Du Châtelet, in fact, did this so successfully that others encouraged associations 
with her portrait. Consider Jérôme Lalande’s description of the portrait of his friend and 
collaborator, the astronomer Nicole-Reine Lepaute (1713-1788):  
 Monsieur Voiriot, painter of the king, having made [Madame Lepaute’s] portrait, asked 
 her permission to copy it, in order to preserve nature's best model; he has since used it in 
 his paintings. The portrait of Madame Lepaute has been placed in my cabinet, next to a 
 rare portrait of Copernicus, the notice of which has been given in the Journal de Paris of  
 May 4th, 1785, and which has been engraved. In her portrait, Mme Lepaute is 
 represented tracing the figure of the eclipse of 1764, which she had just calculated, and 
 having a sphere beside her. This portrait is somewhat like that of Madame la Marquise du 
 Châtelet, which resides with Madame DuBocage in Paris.296 
 
From Madame Lepaute, to Marquise du Châtelet and on to the French writer Madame DuBocage 
(Anne-Marie Fiquet du Boccage, 1710-1802), Lalande weaves a veritable web of learned ladies 
in this passage (stopping to factor in his own valuable portrait of Copernicus) – all tethered in 
some way to the image of the Marquise du Châtelet and the sphere beside her.  
 Globes are tangible representations of the world but, as geographer Dennis Cosgrove 
argues in his history of cartography, Apollo’s Eye,   
                                                 
295 Paola Bertucci, “The In/visible Woman: Mariangela Ardinghelli and the Circulation of 
Knowledge between Paris and Naples in the Eighteenth Century,” in Isis 104 (June 2013), 226-
249. 
 
296 Joseph Jérôme Le Français de Lalande, Bibliographie Astronomique: Avec L'histoire de 
L'astronomie Depuis 1781 (Paris: De L’Impremerie de la République, 1803), 680-1. 
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A cultural history of imagining, seeing, and representing the globe—Apollo’s Eye— 
 Stitches together elements of a historically deep geographical imagination that have 
 helped define the West through continuous reworkings…of global images, narratives, and 
 myths. 297 
 
This is the narrative that Maria Clara Eimmart, the Duchesse du Maine, and the Marquise du 
Châtelet seized when they assumed an affiliation with Urania’s sphere – for it indicates a long 
history at the nexus of power, discovery, and representation. Currently on display at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris are a pair of globes—one a terrestrial globe and the other a 
celestial globe—made for Louis XIV by Vincenzo Coronelli in 1683. Commissioned as a gift to 
the Bourbon king by Cardinal d’Estrées, his ambassador to Rome, the globes buttressed the axis 
mundi that Louis XIV fabricated during his self-construction as the Sun King at his chateau 
complexes Marly and Versailles. Housing the globes, which each measure four meters in 
diameter, has always proved a problem; consequently, they have attracted visitors and media 
whenever they are periodically relocated.298  The massive spheres were unveiled in 1980 at the 
Centre George Pompidou for the exhibition, Cartes et figures de la Terre, after spending over a 
century in storage. Hung in suspension over a mirror, the display of the Baroque objects hailed 
the details of the earth and sky as they appeared at the birth of the Sun King. Yet for the nearly 
200,000 people that walked through the showcase that year the encounter of the globes and 
mirrors juxtaposed an encounter of the planetary bodies with their reflections, creating an effect 
of self and object not unlike the portraits that I have discussed – one sphere orbiting another—
and prompting untold imaginings.  
 
                                                 
297 See Dennis Cogrove, Apollo’s Eye, 3.  
 
298 The globes were moved several times: in 1704 to Marly, in 1782 to the Biblitheque Royale, in 
1980 to the Centre George Pompidou, in 2005 to the Grand Palais, and finally in 2006 to the 
Bibliothèque National de France.  
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FIGURE 26a 
Det. Queen Christina and Her Court showing clockwise from the far left: 
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Map engraved and printed by Nicolas Bailleul la June 
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Jean-Marc Nattier 
Duc de Chaulnes as Hercules, c.1747 
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FIGURE 36 
Galerie d’Hercule 
From Les peintures de Charles Le Brun et d'Eustache Le Sueur qui sont dans l'hôtel du Chastelet 
cy devant la maison du président Lambert (Paris: Chez Duchange Graveur du Roi, 1740) 
Engraved by Bernard Picart (after Charles LeBrun and Eustache Le Sueur) 
London, The British Museum (1917, 1208.61.1)  
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From Les peintures de Charles Le Brun et d'Eustache Le Sueur qui sont dans l'hôtel du Chastelet 
cy devant la maison du président Lambert  (Paris: Chez Duchange Graveur du Roi, 1740) 
Engraved by Bernard Picart (after Charles LeBrun and Eustache Le Sueur) 
London, The British Museum (1917, 1208.61.1)  
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Frontispiece for Élémens de la philosophie de Newton (Amsterdam, 1738)  
Engraved by Jacob Folkema after Louis Fabricius Dubourg 
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Abraham Bosse  
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Etching  
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FIGURE 40 
Jean Baptiste Le Prince,  
Engraved by Isidore-Stanislas Helman 
Le Marchand de Lunettes, 1776. 
Copied from a painting from 1773. 
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France 
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Thomas Rowlandson  
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FIGURE 42 
Frontispiece for The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, Volume I 
Trans. Adam Motte (London: Benjamin Motte, 1729)   
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FIGURE 43 
Anonymous 
Frontispiece to Emilie du Châtelet’s Institutions de physique (Chez Prault: Paris, 1740) 
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FIGURE 44 
Charles-Nicolas Cochin and Bonaventure-Louis Prévost 
Frontispiece for the Encyclopédie (1772) 
London, The British Museum (1873,0510.3612) 
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Gouache on paper  
Paris, Musée des arts décoritifs  
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FIGURE 47 
Etienne Fessard after Jean-Marc Nattier,  
Portrait of the Marquise du Châtelet 
Engraving 
Paris, Bibliothèque de l'Observatoire de Paris (inv.I.218) 
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FIGURE 48 
Cartouche from Institutions de physique 
“Chapter IX,” (Paris, 1742) 
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FIGURE 49 
Cartouche from Institutions de physique 
“Chapter XIV,” (Paris, 1742) 
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FIGURE 50 
Émilie du Châtelet discussing Newton with Francesco Algarotti 
Engraved by Marco Pitteri after Giambattista Piazetta 
Frontispiece of Francesco Algarotti's Il Newtonianismo per le dame (Naples, 1737) 
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FIGURE 51 
Jean-Marc Nattier 
Madame la Marquise du Châtelet, 1743 
Location unknown  
Photograph courtesy of the Department of Image Collections, National Gallery of Art Library, 
Washington, DC 
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FIGURE 52 
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Marie Adelaide of France as Diana, 1745 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FIGURE 53 
Jean-Marc Nattier  
The Duchesse de Chaulnes as Hebe, 1744 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